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Sea to Summit  TV 

Visit www.youtube.com/seatosummitTV to watch 
the latest videos, from our lab and in the field, on 
features and correct use of Sea to Summit products. 

Sea to Summit proudly supports 
Leave No Trace, a non-profit organisation whose 
mission is to promote and inspire responsible travel 
and outdoor recreation through education, research 
and partnerships. Dedicated to promoting attitudinal 
change and the empowerment of individuals, 
companies and communities to accept responsibility for 
the conservation of their natural environment, Leave No 
Trace is committed to forming partnerships to foster the 
development of Leave No Trace minimal impact skills 
and ethics.  www.lnt.org

Carbon Conscious, an Australian non-profit 
organisation whose focus it is to create large scale 
carbon estates in the Australian Wheatbelt in order to 
produce quality and accredited carbon credit. Sea to 
Summit contributes by planting Mallee Eucalypt trees 
which offset the company’s carbon emissions from 
business travel for a 12 month period.

Carbon Neutral.  By purchasing Sea to Summit products, 
you are contributing to the Carbon Neutral program 
dedicated to reducing green-house gas emissions 
through education and revegetation.  For more 
information, visit  www.carbonneutral.com.au



Our Brand Image

Inspired by epic adventures at every altitude, the Sea to 
Summit brand is all about the pure joys of fresh air, fresh 
challenges and fresh thinking. Our brand communicates 
our purpose, values and sensibilities in a way that aims to 
attract a community of like-minded explorers.

Our brand is every impression that people have of Sea to 
Summit—not just their experience using our gear, but also 
their experience on our website and at retail, what they 
read about us in the press or in our ads, how we talk to 
people, and how people talk to their mates about us.
Sure, we can’t control all of that, but we can present a 
consistent message about who we are and what we stand 
for in everything we do. 

Our Brand Essence

There’s a reason it’s called escape. There’s simply no 
replicating it in an office. You’ve got to get outside to 
experience it.

That feeling of freedom and pure, unconditional fun. And 
at Sea to Summit we’re serious about finding it. We never 
take it for granted. Not up top. Not on the descent.

And every bit of that feeling goes into each piece of 
gear we make. It’s how we pass on our experiences. By 
designing and building equipment that brings you closer 
to the outdoors. That pulls you nearer to the campfire. That 
opens paths to places you’ve never before seen. 

We strive to create things that are nimble and light. But 
serious enough to deliver when called into duty. And we 
have all the fun in the world making them. When we put 
our logo on a piece of gear, in fact, it stands for every single 
person’s name in our team.

About Sea to Summit
Where we’ve come from and where we’re going-

In 2015 you helped us celebrate 25 years of Sea 
to Summit. A quarter of a century designing and 
developing innovative lightweight gear for outdoor 
enthusiasts and active travellers around the world. 
Twenty-five years of partnering with inspiring industry 
professionals, of supplying gear to boundary-pushing 
expeditions and first-time family campers. Twenty-five 
years of absolute passion for the outdoors and gear 
built-to-last. 

So what’s next for this family-owned brand spawned 
from the smallest continent, the largest island and the 
most isolated capital city in the world? We haven’t been 
sitting around navel gazing that’s for sure! 

We have been outdoors playing in our favourite natural 
environments; imagining better ways to create the 
products we want to use; picturing what we can achieve 
over the next 25 years – and beyond. 

To kick-start our next quarter century we have taken 
what makes us, us – a culture of design perfectionists 
that develops ingenious functionally beautiful products 
with a “no worries” Australian attitude – and applied 
this ethos across the brand: from our logo through 
to product packaging, imagery and merchandising. 
You will see our distinctive “no worries” Australian 
attitude translated through our streamlined easy-to-use 
packaging; the remote landscapes of our roots framed 
by epic and aspirational imagery; and as always, new 
techniques, technologies and product innovations to 
excite even the most jaded gear freak.  

Here’s to the next 25 years of having fun in the outdoors!
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The low profile patent pending valve minimises 
weight by combining all functions into only 

one unit.

Inflate pillow through one-way valve in only 
a couple of breaths and soften by pressing 

release button. 

Deflate by dumping all the air through  
the wide deflate port and have it packed  

away in seconds.

REGULAR
Weight: 79 grams
Packed Size: ø7 x 8.5cm
Inflated Dimensions: 35 x 26 x 13cm
Fabric: 50D brushed polyester stretch knit

LARGE
Weight: 105 grams
Packed Size: ø8 x 8.5cm
Inflated Dimensions: 42 x 29 x 14cm
Fabric: 50D brushed polyester stretch knit

Aeros Premium Pillow
A luxurious high performance pillow without the weight and 
bulk. Perfect for travel and camping where you can risk a couple 
more grams for a great nights sleep. The pillow case construction 
allows the outer shell to retain maximum softness while still being 
supported by a high strength TPU bladder.

• Brushed 50D polyester knit is very soft and durable
• Synthetic fill between pillow case and TPU bladder increases 

comfort and wicks away perspiration.
• Curved internal baffles create contours that cradle your head
• Scalloped bottom edge centres pillow over your shoulders 

whether you are sleeping on your back, side or upright in a chair
• Inflate pillow in a couple of breaths with the multi-function valve

Aeros Premium Traveller
The Aeros Premium Traveller offers the jet-setting traveller 
an exceptionally comfortable pillow, with minimum bulk and 
weight. Using the same manufacturing techniques as our other 
Premium pillows, we have shaped a high strength TPU bladder to 
provide ergonomic support to the upright sleeper. The bulbous 
side arms of the pillow provide significantly more neck support 
than traditional neck pillows, while the centre of the pillow is 
extra thin so that it doesn’t apply pressure to the back of the 
neck when pressed into a headrest. A soft 50D polyester casing is 
used for the exterior fabric, providing superior hand feel for user 
comfort. 

• Ergonomic shape provides improved comfort  
when sleeping upright. 

• High strength TPU bladder
• Soft 50D polyester fabric gives great hand feel
• Features the Sea to Summit Multi-Function valve for  

ease of use.  

Weight: 85 grams
Packed Size: 11 x 7 x 19cm
Inflated Dimensions: 39 x 29 x 11cm
Fabric: 50D brushed polyester stretch knit. 

Aeros Premium Deluxe Pillow
The Aeros Deluxe Pillow is a result of the Sea to Summit Design 
Team taking the adage of ‘bigger is better’ to heart. The result of our 
super-sizing project is a full sized pillow that is still light and compact 
enough to accompany you into the backcountry. The pillow case 
construction uses a super soft 50D quilted polyester for consumer 
comfort, while still being supported by a high strength TPU bladder. 

• Super sized for bedroom comfort outside
• Soft 50D Quilted Polyester Face Fabric
• High strength TPU bladder
• Features the Sea to Summit Multi-function  valve for ease of use 

Weight:  195 grams
Packed Size:  12 x 10 x 5cm
Inflated Dimensions: 60 x 40 x 14cm
Fabric: 50D quilted polyester stretch knit

Whether in transit or the back country the Aeros range of lightweight  
and compact inflatable pillows will award you a comfortable sleep. Pillows

Grey
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Grey
Green

Grey
Blue

Grey
Green

Grey
Blue

Grey
Green
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Curved internal baffles and ergonomic contours support and centre  
your head. Scalloped bottom edge aligns itself on your shoulder  

to reduce pillow movement while you sleep.

Ultralight Traveller Pillow
Avoid uncomfortable travel and arrive at your destination well-rested 
with this ultra-lightweight neck pillow. A classic product redesigned 
with 20D laminated polyester and ergonomic curves. Weighing in at 
60 grams and packing into a tiny stuff sack this pillow is a hassle-free, 
highly effective addition to your daypack. 

• Narrows at the centre to fit snuggly between your neck and headrest
• Enlarged ends reduce the need to bend your neck for support
• Inflate pillow in a couple of breaths with the multi-function valve

Ultralight Pillow
The Aeros Ultralight pillow has been refined from three ideal light, 
compact, and comfortable. The result is a 20 denier pillow with 
shapely support that can be packed away into a neat, small stuff sack. 
From the aeroplane to the mountains the Ultralight is the perfect 
travel companion for those on the move.

• Made from 20D laminated polyester to be very light and compact
• Durable RF-welded construction
• Laminated with abrasion resistant high strength TPU
• Curved internal baffles create contours that cradle your head
• Scalloped bottom edge centres pillow over your shoulders 

whether you are sleeping on your back, side or upright in a chair
• Inflate pillow in a couple of breaths with the multi-function valve

Ultralight Deluxe Pillow
The same super-sizing project that created the Aeros Deluxe 
also produced an ultra-light version of the same dimensions. 
The Ultralight Deluxe has been designed using a variation of 
our patented ‘air-sprung’ cell technology. This has allowed us 
to create a larger single layer air pillow that doesn’t feel like 
a balloon when you’re at rest. For a paltry 130 grams you can 
now take a full sized pillow with you on your adventures, to 
give yourself a full sized sleep. 

• Made from 20D laminated polyester to reduce bulk  
and weight

• Air Sprung cell pattern design gives conformability  
and comfort. 

• Features the Sea to Summit Multi-Function valve for  
ease of use. 

 
Weight: 130 grams
Packed Size: 12 x 10 x 3cm
Inflated Dimensions: 60 x 40 x 14cm
Fabric: TPU Laminated 20D polyester stretch knit.

REGULAR
Weight: 60 grams
Packed Size: ø5.5 x 7cm 
Inflated Dimensions: 35 x 26 x 12cm
Fabric: TPU laminated 20D polyester stretch knit

LARGE
Weight: 70 grams
Packed Size: ø5.5 x 8cm
Inflated Dimensions: 42 x 29 x 14cm
Fabric: TPU laminated 20D polyester stretch knit

Weight: 60 grams
Packed Size: ø5.5 x 7cm
Inflated Dimensions: 36 x 30 x 12.5cm
Fabric: TPU laminated 20D polyester stretch knit

Teal
Grey

Red
Grey

Teal
Grey

Red
Grey

Teal
Grey

Red
Grey Code Description Weight

APILPREMDLX Aeros Pillow Premium Deluxe 195g

APILPREMRG Aeros Pillow Premium - Regular 79g

APILPREMLG Aeros Pillow Premium - Large 105g

APILPREMYHA Aeros Pillow Premium Traveller 85g

APILULDLX Aeros Pillow Ultralight Deluxe 130g

APILULRG Aeros Pillow Ultralight - Regular 60g

APILULLG Aeros Pillow Ultralight - Large 70g

APILYHA Aeros Pillow Ultralight Traveller 60g
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Pressure mapping data used to define Delta Core-V™ pattern 

Small vertical Delta Cores™ in body contact areas;
shoulders, hips and feet, keep you warmer

Larger vertical Delta Cores™ in non-body contact 
areas reduce the mat’s weight and bulk 

Delta Core-V™ technology Using pressure mapping data to define your body contact areas, a graduated 
pattern of vertical cores minimises weight and bulk yet maximises warmth 

Delta Core™ technology maximise the comfort and thickness of the 
mattress while minimising weight and bulk

Large horizontal triangular cores 
reduce the weight and bulk without 
sacrificing support and comfort

PU foam is thicker on top of each Delta Core™ 
for better insulation directly under you. 
Keeps top & bottom surface of foam intact 
ensuring consistent warmth along entire length 
of the mat & better bonding with shell fabrics

Diagonal supporting foam walls help
inflate the mattress and creates a 
more compact rolled mat

5 
cm

 | 
2 

in

Delta Core™ mats may require a few extra breaths to completely inflate firmMulti-function, slim profile, 
high flow-rate valve

One-way inflation and 
fine tuning for comfort

One-way deflation 
(prevents unwanted re-inflation 
while rolling up mat)

Rapid inflation or air dump mode

Multi-function self-inflating mat valve

Large triangular Delta Cores™ 

Pressure mapping data used to define Delta Core-V™ pattern 

Small vertical Delta Cores™ in body contact areas;
shoulders, hips and feet, keep you warmer

Larger vertical Delta Cores™ in non-body contact 
areas reduce the mat’s weight and bulk 

Delta Core-V™ technology Using pressure mapping data to define your body contact areas, a graduated 
pattern of vertical cores minimises weight and bulk yet maximises warmth 

Delta Core™ technology maximise the comfort and thickness of the 
mattress while minimising weight and bulk

Large horizontal triangular cores 
reduce the weight and bulk without 
sacrificing support and comfort

PU foam is thicker on top of each Delta Core™ 
for better insulation directly under you. 
Keeps top & bottom surface of foam intact 
ensuring consistent warmth along entire length 
of the mat & better bonding with shell fabrics

Diagonal supporting foam walls help
inflate the mattress and creates a 
more compact rolled mat

5 
cm

 | 
2 

in

Delta Core™ mats may require a few extra breaths to completely inflate firmMulti-function, slim profile, 
high flow-rate valve

One-way inflation and 
fine tuning for comfort

One-way deflation 
(prevents unwanted re-inflation 
while rolling up mat)

Rapid inflation or air dump mode

Multi-function self-inflating mat valve

Large triangular Delta Cores™ 

Delta Core-V™ technology Delta Core™ technology

THE INNOVATION: Delta Core-V™ Technology | In our lighter models we have removed 
20% of the weight and bulk of the PU foam by using our vertical Delta Coring coring 
method.  We use sophisticated pressure-mapping data that becomes the blueprint for 
our distinctive graduated core pattern. Where extra warmth and support is needed for 
the body contact areas - shoulders, hips and feet - the core holes are smaller. In the 
less critical areas, we have removed more foam to minimise the weight and packed 
size. Delta Core-V™ technology is used in our Ultralight S.I. and Camp mat S.I. models. 

THE FIRST EVER, MULTI-FUNCTION SINGLE VALVE SPECIFICALLY 
DESIGNED FOR SELF-INFLATING MATS 
We have literally put a new twist on our very successful, multi-function valve so it 
specifically addresses the inherent characteristic of self-Inflating mats – that is, the 
problem of the foam trying to re-inflate as you’re packing up. We’ve engineered the 
“one-way” inflation valve to be reversed and used to prevent the mat from drawing 
air back in. This allows you to roll the mat up as small as possible without fighting 
re-inflation as you go. This patent-pending valve design has the same slim profile, 
faster inflation than traditional screw valves, easy pressure fine-tuning and super-fast 
deflation rate as our air mattresses and pillows. 

OUR NEW SELF-INFLATING SLEEPING MAT RANGE
Our new range of Self Inflating Sleeping Mats join our award winning 
Air Sprung Cell™ Mats in offering a more comfortable sleeping 
experience for outdoor adventurers. Across the spectrum of users: 
from the ultra-light backpacker trying to shed grams to the car 
camper who wants luxury and isn’t concerned about the extra weight 
and packed size, our expanded range of Sleeping Mats now offers a 
 sleeping solution for everyone.
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XS S R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø13.5 x 26 cm

weight
550g *

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø14.5 x 33 cm

weight
720g *

length x width
170 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø13 x 26 cm

weight
520g *

length x width
125 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø11 x 26 cm

weight
385g *

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø17.5 x 26 cm

weight
890g

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø19.5 x 33 cm

weight
1150g

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

S R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø14 x 26 cm

weight
600g

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø15.5 x 33 cm

weight
790g

length x width
170 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø13.5 x 26 cm

weight
560g

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø16 x 26 cm

weight
705g *

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø18 x 33 cm

weight
 950g *

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

RW LW DOUBLE

length x width
201 x 76 cm

rolled size
ø20.5 x 76 cm

weight
2070g

length x width
201 x 132 cm

rolled size
ø28 x 64 cm

weight
3550g

length x width
183 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø18.5 x 64 cm

weight
1595g

XS S R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø13.5 x 26 cm

weight
550g *

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø14.5 x 33 cm

weight
720g *

length x width
170 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø13 x 26 cm

weight
520g *

length x width
125 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø11 x 26 cm

weight
385g *

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø17.5 x 26 cm

weight
890g

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø19.5 x 33 cm

weight
1150g

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

S R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø14 x 26 cm

weight
600g

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø15.5 x 33 cm

weight
790g

length x width
170 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø13.5 x 26 cm

weight
560g

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø16 x 26 cm

weight
705g *

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø18 x 33 cm

weight
 950g *

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

RW LW DOUBLE

length x width
201 x 76 cm

rolled size
ø20.5 x 76 cm

weight
2070g

length x width
201 x 132 cm

rolled size
ø28 x 64 cm

weight
3550g

length x width
183 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø18.5 x 64 cm

weight
1595g

• Delta Core-V™ Technology

• Anti-slip print on base of mat, helps hold 
your mat in place when  camping on sloping 
ground is unavoidable

• Lightweight 30D polyester with extrusion 
laminated TPU used on top and base

• Delta Core-V™ Technology

• Robust and durable 75D polyester  with 
extrusion laminated TPU  used on top and 
base

equivalent
R-value 2.6

2.5cm | 1 in

equivalent
R-value 4.0

Light and packable for minimalist fast hikes
Graduated pattern of vertical cores to keep body contact areas warmer

Durable and comfortable all-rounder
Graduated pattern of vertical cores to keep body contact areas warmer 
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Pressure mapping data used to define Delta Core-V™ pattern 

Small vertical Delta Cores™ in body contact areas;
shoulders, hips and feet, keep you warmer

Larger vertical Delta Cores™ in non-body contact 
areas reduce the mat’s weight and bulk 

Delta Core-V™ technology Using pressure mapping data to define your body contact areas, a graduated 
pattern of vertical cores minimises weight and bulk yet maximises warmth 

Delta Core™ technology maximise the comfort and thickness of the 
mattress while minimising weight and bulk

Large horizontal triangular cores 
reduce the weight and bulk without 
sacrificing support and comfort

PU foam is thicker on top of each Delta Core™ 
for better insulation directly under you. 
Keeps top & bottom surface of foam intact 
ensuring consistent warmth along entire length 
of the mat & better bonding with shell fabrics

Diagonal supporting foam walls help
inflate the mattress and creates a 
more compact rolled mat

5 
cm

 | 
2 

in

Delta Core™ mats may require a few extra breaths to completely inflate firmMulti-function, slim profile, 
high flow-rate valve

One-way inflation and 
fine tuning for comfort

One-way deflation 
(prevents unwanted re-inflation 
while rolling up mat)

Rapid inflation or air dump mode

Multi-function self-inflating mat valve

Large triangular Delta Cores™ 

Pressure mapping data used to define Delta Core-V™ pattern 

Small vertical Delta Cores™ in body contact areas;
shoulders, hips and feet, keep you warmer

Larger vertical Delta Cores™ in non-body contact 
areas reduce the mat’s weight and bulk 

Delta Core-V™ technology Using pressure mapping data to define your body contact areas, a graduated 
pattern of vertical cores minimises weight and bulk yet maximises warmth 

Delta Core™ technology maximise the comfort and thickness of the 
mattress while minimising weight and bulk

Large horizontal triangular cores 
reduce the weight and bulk without 
sacrificing support and comfort

PU foam is thicker on top of each Delta Core™ 
for better insulation directly under you. 
Keeps top & bottom surface of foam intact 
ensuring consistent warmth along entire length 
of the mat & better bonding with shell fabrics

Diagonal supporting foam walls help
inflate the mattress and creates a 
more compact rolled mat

5 
cm

 | 
2 

in

Delta Core™ mats may require a few extra breaths to completely inflate firmMulti-function, slim profile, 
high flow-rate valve

One-way inflation and 
fine tuning for comfort

One-way deflation 
(prevents unwanted re-inflation 
while rolling up mat)

Rapid inflation or air dump mode

Multi-function self-inflating mat valve

Large triangular Delta Cores™ 

HOW WE MADE  
OUR SELF-INFLATING  
MATS THICKER,  
LIGHTER AND   
EASIER TO USE 
THE INNOVATION: Delta Core™ Technology | Our Delta Coring technique is a truly 
innovative approach to reducing the weight and bulk of the polyurethane foam core of 
our Self-Inflating mattresses. Our patent pending coring process optimises removes 
40% of the  initial volume of the PU foam, giving us minimal packed weight and size of 
the mattress. 

Importantly, this coring technique has the additional benefit of keeping the top and 
bottom  surface of the PU foam completely intact. This ensures consistent warmth 
along the full length  of the mattress, avoiding the vertical holes or frame-like gaps 
that have traditionally allowed warmth to leach downwards. The full foam surface also 
provides significantly improved  bonding of the foam to the shell fabrics of the mattress, 
thereby greatly reducing the chance  of delamination. 

The shape and size of the Delta Cores™ are adjusted across the different thicknesses 
of our mattresses to ensure strength and durability, while still giving the user excellent 
support and self-inflating performance. The horizontal Delta Coring technique is used 
in our Comfort Light S.I., Comfort Plus S.I. and Comfort Deluxe S.I. models. 

• Delta Core™ Technology

• Anti-slip print on base of mat, helps hold 
your mat in place when  camping on sloping 
ground is unavoidable

• Lightweight 30D polyester with extrusion 
laminated TPU used on top and base

XS S R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø13.5 x 26 cm

weight
550g *

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø14.5 x 33 cm

weight
720g *

length x width
170 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø13 x 26 cm

weight
520g *

length x width
125 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø11 x 26 cm

weight
385g *

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø17.5 x 26 cm

weight
890g

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø19.5 x 33 cm

weight
1150g

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

S R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø14 x 26 cm

weight
600g

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø15.5 x 33 cm

weight
790g

length x width
170 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø13.5 x 26 cm

weight
560g

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø16 x 26 cm

weight
705g *

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø18 x 33 cm

weight
 950g *

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

RW LW DOUBLE

length x width
201 x 76 cm

rolled size
ø20.5 x 76 cm

weight
2070g

length x width
201 x 132 cm

rolled size
ø28 x 64 cm

weight
3550g

length x width
183 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø18.5 x 64 cm

weight
1595g

equivalent
R-value 2.7

5cm | 2 in

Lightweight all-season comfort and performance
Thicker, lighter self inflating mattress with Delta Cores™ 
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• Delta Core™ Technology

• Anti-slip print on base of mat, helps hold 
your mat in place when  camping on sloping 
ground is unavoidable

• A luxurious 30D stretch knit fabric  for a soft 
next to skin feeling on top.  Light weight 30D 
polyester with  extrusion laminated TPU 
used on base

• Delta Core™ Technology

• Large 10cm vertical sidewalls  creates a full 
width flat sleeping surface

• A luxurious 30D stretch knit fabric  for a 
soft next to skin feeling on top.  Robust 
and durable 75D polyester  with extrusion 
laminated TPU used on base

XS S R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø13.5 x 26 cm

weight
550g *

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø14.5 x 33 cm

weight
720g *

length x width
170 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø13 x 26 cm

weight
520g *

length x width
125 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø11 x 26 cm

weight
385g *

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø17.5 x 26 cm

weight
890g

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø19.5 x 33 cm

weight
1150g

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

S R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø14 x 26 cm

weight
600g

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø15.5 x 33 cm

weight
790g

length x width
170 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø13.5 x 26 cm

weight
560g

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø16 x 26 cm

weight
705g *

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø18 x 33 cm

weight
 950g *

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

RW LW DOUBLE

length x width
201 x 76 cm

rolled size
ø20.5 x 76 cm

weight
2070g

length x width
201 x 132 cm

rolled size
ø28 x 64 cm

weight
3550g

length x width
183 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø18.5 x 64 cm

weight
1595g

XS S R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø13.5 x 26 cm

weight
550g *

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø14.5 x 33 cm

weight
720g *

length x width
170 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø13 x 26 cm

weight
520g *

length x width
125 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø11 x 26 cm

weight
385g *

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø17.5 x 26 cm

weight
890g

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø19.5 x 33 cm

weight
1150g

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

S R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø14 x 26 cm

weight
600g

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø15.5 x 33 cm

weight
790g

length x width
170 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø13.5 x 26 cm

weight
560g

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

R L

length x width
183 x 51 cm

rolled size
ø16 x 26 cm

weight
705g *

length x width
198 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø18 x 33 cm

weight
 950g *

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

*weights based on samples, to be confirmed
R-value estimated until offical results are confirmed

RW LW DOUBLE

length x width
201 x 76 cm

rolled size
ø20.5 x 76 cm

weight
2070g

length x width
201 x 132 cm

rolled size
ø28 x 64 cm

weight
3550g

length x width
183 x 64 cm

rolled size
ø18.5 x 64 cm

weight
1595g

equivalent
R-value 4.1

8cm | 3.1 in

equivalent
R-value 4.4

10cm | 4 in

Maximised comfort & warmth for cool-climate treks
Thicker, lighter self inflating mattress with Delta Cores™ 

Durable and comfortable all-rounder
Graduated pattern of vertical cores to keep body contact areas warmer 
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Dual Layer DesignHybrid Layer DesignSingle Layer Design

Bringing night time decadence to the outdoors
At Sea to Summit we set out to design a mat that was better than what was already available. ‘Better’ is of 
course a very subjective ambition: while we could have made the lightest, or the most compact mat ever 
designed, we ultimately went back to why we carry a sleeping mattress into the wild in the first place —  
to give us a better night’s sleep. We’re really proud to present what we consider to be the most comfortable 
sleeping mattresses available. Happy sleeping! 
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Air Sprung Cells™

The air sprung cells are the core technology of our Sleeping Mat 
range, and are the reason why you will sleep better on a Sea to 
Summit Sleeping Mats. Instead of the typical baffled construction, 
Sea to Summit sleeping mats are constructed using a dot-weld 
pattern to create a high surface-area matrix of interconnected 
chambers called Air Sprung Cells™. Air Sprung Cells™ operate in 
the same way as a pocket spring mattress, as each cell deforms 
independently the mattress conforms to your body shape which  
feels softer and more comfortable with more body contact area  
and even dispersion of pressure.  

Ultra light series - Single layer design

The Ultra Light range has a single layer of medium resolution cells 
to give you the lightest and smallest pack-volume mattress without 
compromising on Sea to Summit’s Air Sprung Cell comfort.

Comfort light - Hybrid layer design

The Comfort Light range features dual layer construction in the torso 
for maximum comfort and insulation, and single layer construction in 
the head and legs where it’s needed less.

Comfort plus series - Dual layer design

Dual Layer construction uses two independent high resolution layers, 
giving greater sensitivity by distributing your body weight and shape 
over more cells. The two layers are offset for more uniform insulation 
and cushioning.  

The Comfort Plus range provides the most effective system for fine 
tuning the level of comfort available in any air mattress today. If you 
are on uneven or bumpy terrain, then you can inflate the bottom 
layer of the mattress very firm at higher pressure as a barrier. You 
can then adjust the upper layer, using the fine tune valve, to a lower 
pressure to feel softer and more comfortable. 

The Dual Layer design also ensures a level of built in redundancy.  
If you do end up with a puncture in one layer of the mattress, 
then you can still get through the night with the other layer of the 
mattress intact.

Thermal insulation technology

Exkin Platinum® is a very lightweight, quiet non-woven fabric that 
has a thin metalised layer applied to 
the surface. Exkin Platinum® thermal 
technology reflects radiant heat loss 
back to the user.

THERMOLITE® insulation, designed for ultimate performance, is 
made from specially engineered fibers to achieve a high CLO value 
with low weight. THERMOLITE® HL-1 high loft insulation is a fiberfill 
constructed with a unique 3D crimp of hollow-core and solid fibers, 
which provide excellent lightweight warmth with superior durability. 
The THERMOLITE® insulation lofts up inside the Air Sprung Cells™ 
to prevent convective heat loss from your warm body to the cold 
ground.

Exkin Platinum® and THERMOLITE® are combined to great effect in 
each of the Insulated versions of our mats.

Multi-function valve

To make inflation and deflation easier Sea to Summit has developed 
the multi-function valve. The valve integrates an inflate port with a  
one-way valve to prevent air loss before you seal the valve, a rapid air 
dump deflate port, and a fine tune button to adjust for comfort, in 
one compact, low profile unit.

40D Nylon face fabric

We developed the 40D ripstop nylon face fabric to hit the balance 
between weight and durability. On the inside we apply a bright 
white TPU to make the fabric airtight and weldable. On the outside 
we apply a thin PU coating to reduce the slipperiness of the surface, 
increase puncture strength and to aid puncture repair with self-
adhesive patches.

Extrusion TPU lamination     
 
 

Our TPU coating is applied through a process unique to the medical 
and aeronautical industries. Extrusion lamination is more durable, 
consistent and enables us to use our own TPU recipe. It is vastly 
superior to roll-to-roll lamination, which is used in all other outdoor 
products at present and can suffer from delamination issues.

We have also introduced an anti-microbial treatment into the TPU 
to prevent mould or fungal growth inside the mattress. While we 
do have two superb pump options, the Air stream or Jet stream, the 
anti-microbial treatment means you can go ultra-light and inflate 
with your breath.

Stuff sacks and repair kits

All Sea to Summit sleeping mats come with a quality stuff sack sized 
to suit your mat. We also include a small repair kit containing six self 
adhesive patches for repairing punctures in the field, and a spare 
silicone one-way valve flap.

Closed - compact low profile Inflate through one-way valve Press orange button to slowly  
release air to fine tune comfort

Rapid air dump deflate port
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Regular Wide
length x width: 186 x 64cm
rolled size: 14 x 26cm
weight: 1010g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 392

Large
length x width: 202 x 64cm 
rolled size: 15 x 26cm
weight: 1105g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 426

S E C T I O N  V I E W

Dual layer technology with Exkin Platinum® & THERMOLITE® insulation  Two layers of high resolution cells that can be pressurised independently: 
in�ate the top layer to your personal comfort while maintaining a high-pressure base layer for protection from rough terrain. Independent chambers allow the mattress to 
function even if one of the layers is punctured.

THERMOLITE® insulation 
prevents convective heat transfer

30D Stretch knit soft touch top layer
40D Nylon mid layer

40D Ripstop Nylon base
Dot weldsAir Sprung Cells™

Exkin Platinum®
re�ects radiant heat    

inside mat: white TPU 
with antimicrobial treatment

3.3
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8 cm | 3 in
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Regular Rectangular
length x width: 183 x 56cm
rolled size: 13 x 23cm
weight: 610g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 160

Large Rectangular
length x width: 202 x 64cm
rolled size: 13 x 26cm
weight: 782g
no. Air Sprung Cells: TBA

S E C T I O N  V I E W inside mat: white TPU 
with antimicrobial treatment

THERMOLITE® insulation 
prevents convective heat transfer

30D Soft touch Nylon

40D Ripstop Nylon
Dot weld

Air Sprung Cell™
Exkin Platinum®
re�ects radiant heat    

Single layer technology with Exkin Platinum® & THERMOLITE® insulation  Constructed as a single layer of medium resolution cells
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Comfort Plus insulated

Comfort Plus

Comfort Light insulated

Comfort Light 

Ultralight insulated

Ultralight

Small
length x width: 168 x 55 cm
rolled size: ø7.5 x 17 cm
weight: 345g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 174

Regular
length x width: 183 x 55 cm
rolled size: ø7.5 x 17 cm
weight: 395g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 181

Large
length x width: 198 x 64 cm
rolled size: ø7.5 x 20 cm
weight: 495g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 225 

XSmall
length x width: 128 x 55 cm
rolled size: TBA
weight: 296g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 1323.3

4

2.5

5

4.2

8 cm | 3 in
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Comfort Plus insulated

Comfort Plus

Comfort Light insulated

Comfort Light 

Ultralight insulated

Ultralight

Small
length x width: 168 x 55 cm
rolled size: ø10 x 23 cm
weight: 430g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 174

Regular
length x width: 183 x 55 cm
rolled size: ø10 x 23 cm
weight: 480g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 181

Large
length x width: 198 x 64 cm
rolled size: ø10 x 26 cm
weight: 595g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 225
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XSmall
length x width: 128 x 55 cm
rolled size: TBA
weight: 349g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 132
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8 cm | 3 in
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Comfort Plus insulated

Comfort Plus

Comfort Light insulated

Comfort Light 

Ultralight insulated

Ultralight

Regular
length x width: 184 x 55 cm
rolled size: ø8.5 x 17 cm
weight: 515g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 331

Large
length x width: 201 x 64 cm
rolled size: ø8.5 x 20 cm
weight: 615g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 396

3.3
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8 cm | 3 in
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Comfort Plus insulated

Comfort Plus

Comfort Light insulated

Comfort Light 

Ultralight insulated

Ultralight
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Small
length x width: 168 x 55 cm
rolled size: ø11 x 23 cm
weight: 570g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 324

Regular
length x width: 184x 55 cm
rolled size: ø11 x 23 cm
weight: 620g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 331

Large
length x width: 201 x 64 cm
rolled size: ø11 x 26 cm
weight: 755g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 396

Regular Rectangular
length x width: 184x 55 cm
rolled size: TBA
weight: 680g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 343

Large Rectangular
length x width: 201 x 64 cm
rolled size: TBA
weight: 820g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 420

3.3
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8 cm | 3 in
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Comfort Plus insulated

Comfort Plus

Comfort Light insulated

Comfort Light 

Ultralight insulated

Ultralight

Small
length x width: 168 x 55 cm
rolled size: ø10 x 17 cm
weight: 640g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 514

Regular
length x width: 183 x 55 cm
rolled size: ø10 x 17 cm
weight: 710g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 548

Large
length x width: 201 x 64 cm
rolled size: ø10 x 20 cm
weight: 875g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 696
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8 cm | 3 in
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Comfort Plus insulated

Comfort Plus

Comfort Light insulated

Comfort Light 

Ultralight insulated

Ultralight

Small
length x width: 168 x 55 cm
rolled size: ø12 x 23 cm
weight: 715g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 514

Regular
length x width: 183x 55 cm
rolled size: ø12 x 23 cm
weight: 785g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 548

Regular Rectangular
length x width: 183x 56 cm
rolled size: ø12 x 23 cm
weight: 920g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 596

Large
length x width: 201 x 64 cm
rolled size: ø12 x 26 cm
weight: 1015g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 696

Large Rectangular
length x width: 203 x 65 cm
rolled size: ø12 x 26 cm
weight: 1170g
no. Air Sprung Cells: 788
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8 cm | 3 in
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Tighten drawcord to secure  
around sleeping mat

Jet Stream Pump Sack
The Jet Stream is our efficient sleeping mattress pump, which 
doubles as a stuff sack. The pump works on a concertina action. 
Multiple one-way air intake ports inflates the pump quickly on the 
upstroke. On the down stroke, this air is expelled into the mattress 
through the centre valve plug. Each stroke delivers more than a  
lung-full of air, without making the user dizzy or adding moisture  
into the mat. The Jet Stream stores small and flat, or can be used  
as a stuff sack for your sleeping mattress or other gear.

• Lightweight TPU base has finger loops to hold pump onto mattress
• Roll top closure can be used as hand strap
• One-way air intake ports surround centre valve plug output
• Made from 30D Ultra-Sil®

Air Stream Pump Sack
The Air Stream is our big-volume sleeping mattress pump, it is based 
on our 20L Ultra-Sil Nano dry sack, with added valve plug and foot 
loop. Using the venturi effect means the 20 litre Air Stream can be 
inflated with a single breath. Two to three cycles from the Air Stream 
are enough to fill Sea to Summit Sleeping mats, meaning you’re 
ready to go quickly, with minimal breath condensation in your mat, 
or dizziness from blowing the mat up. The Air Stream can be used as 
a 20L dry sack, or as a vaccum bag to store your down sleeping bag.

• Inflates most sleeping mats in only two or three breaths
• Oval base design
• Fully seam sealed with sealable valve plug
• Made from lightweight 15D UltraSil®

Coupler Kit
Ideal for snugglers, the coupler kit is a tiny addition 
to any pack, but makes such a difference to sleeping 
mat users who want to stay close. Can be used with 
any combination of Sea to Summit sleeping mats.

Coolmax® Fitted Sheet
Our Coolmax® fitted sheets allow you to sleep directly on your sleeping 
mattress in warm environments removing that sweaty feeling.

• Wicks moisture for a more comfortable night’s sleep
• Two drawcords at either end to secure onto air mattress
• Machine washable and quick drying
• Available in two sizes to fit all Sea to Summit sleeping mats

Air Chair
Not only do Summit Sleeping Mats make comfortable beds, they also 
make an amazing recliner with the help of the Air Chair. The Air Chair 
comes in Large and Regular in order to be compatible with every 
mattress in our range.

• Hybrid construction chair kit converts your Sea to Summit 
Sleeping Mat into a comfortable camp chair.

• Durable 70D base with 2000mm waterhead protects your mat 
from rough or wet ground

• Back panel and strap anchors sewn from high tenacity, abrasion-
resistant Ultra-Sil fabric

• Lightweight design through minimalist panels, straps, and buckles
• Elasticated gusset keeps mattress protected from the side
• Regular Air Chair fits small and regular Sea to Summit mats
• Large Air Chair fits large Sea to Summit mats

Repair Kit
The simple peel-and-stick Sea to Summit sleeping 
mat Repair Kit has been specially formulated for a 
failsafe bond to our sleeping mat surface fabric. 

• Four 3cm circular grey patches
• Four 4cm square grey patches
• Two replacement sillicon one-way valve flaps

Sleeping Mat Accessories

Code Description Weight

AMJSP Jetstream Pump Sack 48g

AMASD Air Stream Dry Sack 62g

AMACR Air Chair Regular 230g

AMACL Air Chair Large 280g

AMCK Coupler Kit 17g

AMRK Repair Kit 10g

AMCFSR Coolmax fitted sheet Regular 145g

AMCFSL Coolmax fitted sheet Large 185g
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Sea to Summit is excited to announce that from 
2016 all of our Sleeping Bags will use down 
that has been sourced and certified by the 
Responsible Down Standard. (RDS)

The RDS is a tool that is going to help shift the 
entire down and feather industry towards more 
humane animal rearing and handling practices.  
Overseen by the internationally lauded Textile 
Exchange, the RDS requires independent, third 
party assessments of all aspects of animal rearing 
and handling throughout the entire supply chain 
process. By only using down that meets the 
audited requirements of the RDS we can  

have confidence that each phase of the 
collection process has been completed with the 
welfare and ethical treatment of waterfowl in 
mind.

This means no live plucking and no force 
feeding, humane living conditions and proper 
animal handling, from the moment of hatching 
throughout the life  
cycle of the waterfowl, and through the entire 
down supply chain. 

In addition, The RDS will be central in helping 
to increase awareness about what might 

be happening to waterfowl as their down is 
harvested.  We hope that you, like us, believe that 
the ethical treatment of animals is important, and 
can appreciate the importance of the RDS for 
achieving this in our industry.  

If you would like to find out more information 
about how the Responsible Down Standard is 
trying to improve animal welfare during down 
collection,  
then please visit  
http://textileexchange.org/standards-integrity/
standards/responsible-down-standard
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Alpine series Super Durable Water Repellency
+
Condensation Management System

Windproof
+
Water Resistant

Windproof
+
Water Resistant

The high altitude sleeping bag

“Extreme cold, high altitude, these are environments where you want to be on 
top of your situation – in control, able to make good decisions and appreciate 
the beauty of your surroundings, no matter how threatening. Sleeping well is 
crucial to the success of any trip.” Tim Macartney-Snape

Filled with the highest quality RDS 850+ Loft Goose 
ULTRA-DRY Down™, protected by our 3D NanoShell™, 
the Alpine series is your cocoon in high altitude and 
arctic conditions.

Designed with a contoured mummy fit and anatomical 
shaped box foot, warmth is trapped close to the body 
without a claustrophobic feel. With an oversized neck-
collar and hood-seal, drafts are kept out, minimizing heat 
loss around the face. The oversized zipper draft tube is 
fitted with the lightest and stiffest anti-snag material for 
smooth operation. A security pocket located inside the 
bag is easily accessible, ideal for stowing electronics to 
preserve battery performance in extreme cold. Using 
a side block baffle construction to maintain a 60/40 fill 
ratio means that more down is located in the top of the 

bag for maximum insulation. The soft touch lining fabric 
is down proof by construction and highly breathable, 
offering a comfortable sleep. 

The Alpine series is our choice for Karakoram 
expeditions, alpine routes in the Andes, Himalayan  
high altitude climbing and winters in New Zealand. 

Contoured Mummy

The Alpine contoured mummy shape is cut with a fitted 
hood, broad shoulders and large chest, to accommodate 
layering of clothing in extreme conditions. Generous 
room around the knees provides comfort when turning 
in this bag at night. An oversized foot box affords space 
for a pair of boot liners to be worn. 

The Alpine series features a smaller hood opening to 
minimise heat loss around your head and face

The Alpine series features an anatomically tapered box 
foot section that tapers outwards and forwards to naturally 
accommodate the angle of your feet



ApII ApIIIAlpine

*ASTM F1853-11 Standard for sleeping bag packing volume. Volume is for a Regular size bag.
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EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-9 C̊  |  16 F̊
lower limit

-15 C̊  |  5 F̊
extreme

-35 C̊  |  -31 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-12 C̊  |  10 F̊
lower limit

-20 C̊  |  -4 F̊
extreme

-42 C̊  |  -44 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-9 C̊  |  16 F̊
lower limit

-15 C̊  |  5 F̊
extreme

-35 C̊  |  -31 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-12 C̊  |  10 F̊
lower limit

-20 C̊  |  -4 F̊
extreme

-42 C̊  |  -44 F̊

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 850+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Goose Down

Fill weight  Regular 930g 
 Long 1000g

Bag weight  Regular 1610g  
 Long 1745g 

Length / zip options  Regular – left zip 
 Long – left zip

Season ratings Winter/Extreme

Suggested use Base camp; Winter trekking; Snow 
camping; Ski touring; Alpine climbing; Expeditions

Compressed volume* 12.3 litres

Compression bag Large – 20 to 6.5 litres

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 850+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Goose Down

Fill weight  Regular 710g 
 Long 780g

Bag weight  Regular 1365g  
 Long 1500g 

Length / zip options  Regular – left zip 
 Long – left zip

Season ratings Autumn/Winter

Suggested use Winter trekking; Snow camping; 
Ski touring; Alpine climbing; Expeditions

Compressed volume* 10 litres

Compression bag Large – 20 to 6.5 litres

Features  Contoured mummy; 3D NanoShell™; differential cut shell with 3D side walls; offset baffles; 60/40 fill ratio; 
side block baffle; anatomically tapered box foot; zip draft tube with anti-snag; neck draft tube with dual elastic 
adjustment; cushioned internal hood drawcord with dual adjustment; 2 way YKK #5 side zip; medium sized internal 
zip pocket; includes lightweight Ultra-Sil® compression bag and a combined storage cell / laundry bag.



Talus series Windproof
+
Water Resistant

A quintessential mummy shaped sleeping bag
“We venture into the wild to get away from it all, surrounded by the rawness of nature. Active days, 
fresh air, inspiring scenery and long cosy nights. There’s no better feeling than settling into your 
sleeping bag at the end of a full day in the knowledge that you won’t be waking to another round  
of commuter hell and email overload. 

But it’s only good if you’re warm and comfortable, so you need to make sure you’ve chosen the  
right bag. To help you make that choice, in our quest for the best range of bags on the planet,  
we’ve taken many of the great features of our Alpine and Traverse sleeping bags and put them  
into a more affordable package to create the Talus series of sleeping bags. ” Tim Macartney-Snape

The Talus series offers some of the best warmth to 
weight sleeping bags but incorporated into the classic 
relaxed mummy design are many innovative and 
comfort enhancing features. 

The hood is designed to cocoon your head completely in 
a way that maximises the available loft without making 
it feel claustrophobic. There is an adjustable collar to 
help fine tune your temperature control and both its 
draw cord channel and that of the hood are buried deep 
within the down so there are no harsh edges to push 
into your neck or face. There’s a discreet zippered pocket 
for your MP3 player or valuables, and the main zipper has 
an anti snag system that really works!

The cut of the bag and baffles are engineered so 
that none of the down is restricted from reaching its 
maximum loft (and therefore insulation value) – a simple 
principle to state but a surprisingly complex one to 
render practical. It involves using differentially cut,  
3-dimensional side-walls and curved baffles. 

The Talus series introduces a new Nylon 2D NanoShell 
outer shell fabric, specially engineered to be very 
breathable yet still manages to have excellent water 
resistance. Good breathability is essential in minimising 
condensation of body moisture on the inside of the 

shell, a problem that over a number of nights can 
dampen the down filling enough to compromise its 
insulation value. 

The Talus series is our choice as an excellently featured 
utility bag to take on any activity to anywhere but the 
most extreme environments.

Relaxed Mummy Shape

The relaxed mummy shape of the Talus is designed 
to maximise thermal efficiency and minimise overall 
weight. It is cut with a larger hood, broader shoulder and 
large chest to provide a comfortable sleeping bag. 

The Talus series uses an anatomically tapered box foot 
section that tapers outwards and forwards to naturally 
accommodate the angle of your feet. They also feature 
a more generous hood opening and cushioned internal 
hood drawcord with dual adjustment
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*ASTM F1853-11 Standard for sleeping bag packing volume. Volume is for a Regular size bag.

TsIIITsIITsITalus
Features Relaxed mummy; Nylon 2D NanoShell™; differential cut shell with 3D side walls; offset baffles; 60/40 fill ratio; side block baffle; anatomically tapered foot; zip draft tube 
with anti-snag; neck draft tube with dual elastic adjustment; cushioned internal hood drawcord with dual adjustment; 2 way YKK #5 zips medium sized internal zip pocket; includes 
lightweight Ultra-Sil® compression bag and a combined storage cell / laundry bag.

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 750+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Duck Down

Fill weight  Short 380g 
 Women’s 500g 
 Regular 400g 
 Long 440g 

Bag weight Short 840g 
 Women’s 940g* 
 Regular 880g 
 Long 965g 

Length / zip options  Short / Women’s– right zip 
 Regular / Long – left zip

Season ratings Indoor/Summer/Spring/Autumn

Suggested use  Lightweight trekking; Travel; Hiking;  
 Camping; Cycle touring

Compressed volume* 5.5 litres 

Compression bag Small – 10 to 3.3 litres

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 750+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Duck Down

Fill weight  Short 520g 
 Women’s 650g 
 Regular 550g 
 Long 600g 

Bag weight  Short 995g 
 Women’s 1105g 
 Regular 1045g  
 Long 1135g

Length / zip options  Short / Women’s– right zip 
 Regular / Long – left zip

Season ratings Spring/Autumn/Winter-light

Suggested use  Lightweight trekking; Hiking;  
 Snow camping; Ski touring

Compressed volume* 7.1 litres 

Compression bag Medium – 15 to 5 litres

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 750+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Duck Down

Fill weight  Short 665g  
 Regular 700g 
 Long 770g

Bag weight  Short 1165g  
 Regular 1225g 
 Long 1330g 

Length / zip options  Short – right zip 
 Regular / Long – left zip

Season ratings  Spring/Autumn/Winter

Suggested use  Lightweight trekking; Hiking;  
 Snow camping; Ski touring;  
 Base camp

Compressed volume* 9.15 litres

Compression bag Medium – 15 to 5 litres

Women’s  Talus colourway



Latitude series

Super Durable Water Repellency
+
Condensation Management System

Windproof
+
Water Resistant

Windproof
+
Water Resistant

The multi-disciplined sleeping bag

“Overnight snow had turned to rain and as I began loading my pack  
I struggled to decide which of my two sleeping bags I would take up  
on the mountain… “ Tim Macartney-Snape

The Latitude series is our most versatile bag, 
designed for a broad range of activities in a variety of 
environments, filled with 750+ Loft ULTRA-DRY Down™ 
and protected by our 2D NanoShell™ fabric. Designed 
with a tapered rectangular shape, the Latitude series 
offers comfort in the widest range of temperatures.  
By utilising lightweight shell fabrics and high loft  
ULTRA-DRY Down™, we have created a bag that is  
similar in weight to our traditional mummy bags,  
but which offers additional internal wriggle room  
for increased comfort. 

With the ability to be opened out into a full duvet when 
sleeping in huts and zippered up for winter camping 
in sub zero conditions the Latitude series can be used 
all year round. The oversized neck-collar and hood-seal 
keeps drafts out, minimizing heat loss around the face. 
The oversized zipper draft tube is fitted with the lightest 
and stiffest anti-snag material, and a security pocket 
located inside the bag is easily accessible.  

A side block baffle construction maintains a 60/40 
down fill ratio for maximum insulation. The soft touch 
lining fabric is down proof by construction and highly 
breathable offering a comfortable sleep. 

The Latitude series is our choice for trekking the 
Annapurna circuit in the Himalaya, ski touring hut  
to hut in the Alps and walking the Western Arthurs  
in Tasmania. 

Technical Tapered Rectangular

The Latitude tapered rectangular shape is cut with 
a larger hood, broader shoulders, large chest and a 
wider roomier foot box to provide a more comfortable 
sleeping bag while maintaining thermally efficiency. 
The addition of a full length side and foot zip allow for 
conversion from a warm winter bag to a duvet, offering 
the greatest versatility in a cold weather sleeping bag. 

The Latitude series features a more generous hood 
opening and cushioned internal hood drawcord with  
dual adjustment 

The Latitude series features a wide anatomically tapered 
box foot shape with a separate foot zip which helps with 
temperature regulation in warmer climates
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EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

2 C̊  |  35 F̊
lower limit

-4 C̊  |  25 F̊
extreme

-21 C̊  |  -6 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-3 C̊  |  27 F̊
lower limit

-9 C̊  |  15 F̊
extreme

-28 C̊  |  -18 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-10 C̊  |  15 F̊
lower limit

-17 C̊  |  1 F̊
extreme

-38 C̊  |  -37 F̊

New EN scales for 2016 Latitude bags, 750+ Loft  2D NanoShell

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

2 C̊  |  35 F̊
lower limit

-4 C̊  |  25 F̊
extreme

-21 C̊  |  -6 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-3 C̊  |  27 F̊
lower limit

-9 C̊  |  15 F̊
extreme

-28 C̊  |  -18 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-10 C̊  |  15 F̊
lower limit

-17 C̊  |  1 F̊
extreme

-38 C̊  |  -37 F̊

New EN scales for 2016 Latitude bags, 750+ Loft  2D NanoShell

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

2 C̊  |  35 F̊
lower limit

-4 C̊  |  25 F̊
extreme

-21 C̊  |  -6 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-3 C̊  |  27 F̊
lower limit

-9 C̊  |  15 F̊
extreme

-28 C̊  |  -18 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-10 C̊  |  15 F̊
lower limit

-17 C̊  |  1 F̊
extreme

-38 C̊  |  -37 F̊

New EN scales for 2016 Latitude bags, 750+ Loft  2D NanoShell

Latitude

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 750+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Grey Duck Down

Fill weight  Short 330g  
 Women’s 500g 
 Regular 350g  
 Long 390g 

Bag weight Short 800g  
 Women’s 970g* 
 Regular 880g  
 Long 980g 

Length / zip options  Short / Women’s– right zip 
 Regular / Long – left zip

Season ratings Indoor/Summer/Spring/Autumn

Suggested use  Lightweight trekking; Travel; Hiking;  
 Camping Cycle touring

Compressed volume* 6.1 litres 

Compression bag Small – 10 to 3.3 litres

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 750+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Grey Duck Down

Fill weight  Short 520g  
 Women’s 700g 
 Regular 550g  
 Long 600g

Bag weight Short 1050g 
 Women’s 1200g* 
 Regular 1090g 
 Long 1200g 

Length / zip options  Short / Women’s– right zip 
 Regular / Long – left zip

Season ratings Spring/Autumn/Winter-light

Suggested use  Lightweight trekking; Hiking;  
 Snow camping; Ski touring

Compressed volume* 7.7 litres 

Compression bag Small – 10 to 3.3 litres

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 750+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Grey Duck Down

Fill weight  Short 700g 
 Regular 750g 
 Long 820g 

Bag weight Short 1180g 
 Regular 1290g 
 Long 1420g 

Length / zip options  Short – right zip 
 Regular / Long – left zip

Season ratings Spring/Autumn/Winter

Suggested use  Lightweight trekking; Hiking;  
 Snow camping; Ski touring;  
 Base camp

Compressed volume* 9.6 litres

Compression bag Medium – 15 to 5 litres

Features: Technical tapered rectangular shape; 2D NanoShell™; differential cut shell; offset baffles; 60/40 fill ratio; side block baffle; anatomically tapered foot; zip draft tube 
with anti-snag; neck draft tube with dual elastic adjustment; cushioned internal hood drawcord with dual adjustment; 2 way YKK #5 zips with separate foot zip; medium 
sized internal zip pocket; includes lightweight Ultra-Sil® compression bag and a combined storage cell / laundry bag.

*ASTM F1853-11 Standard for sleeping bag packing volume. Volume is for a Regular size bag.

Women’s  Latitude colourway



Voyager series
The Technical Synthetic

“A top quality technical synthetic bag for environments where Down insulation 
might not be quite the most appropriate option... ” Tim Macartney-Snape

While our ULTRA-DRY Down™  is a tremendous insulator 
that can shrug off condensation within your tent, you 
may well find yourself in a situation where it might not 
actually be appropriate for the situation. In relentlessly 
wet environments synthetic sleeping bags are king 
and the better more sensible option. The synthetic 
insulation will still perform and trap warmth if damp  
or wet.

We have taken our versatile relaxed mummy 
convertible design, and have replaced the down with 
an advanced, soft and compressible THERMOLITE® 
hollow fibre insulation. It has been sewn in using a 
proven two layer offset shingle design, to give an even 
two layers of insulation throughout the sleeping bag 
with no sewn through cold spots.

The Voyager uses a 30D DWR nylon shell, and a soft 
warm to touch 50D polyester pongee lining. The 
oversized neck-collar and hood-seal keeps drafts out, 
minimizing heat loss around the face. The bag uses an 
oversized zipper draft tube that hangs down to prevent 
heat loss along the side zip.

Relaxed Mummy Convertible

The Voyager relaxed mummy shape is cut with a larger 
hood, broader shoulders and large chest to provide 
a more comfortable sleeping bag while maintaining 
thermally efficiency. The foot box is anatomically shaped 
to accommodate the natural position your feet take 
when lying flat and relaxed. The addition of a full length 
side and foot zip allow for conversion from a traditional 
winter mummy shaped bag to a duvet offering the 
greatest versatility in a cold weather sleeping bag. 

The Voyager series uses two layers of THERMOLITE® insulation in an offset shingle construction to avoid any sewn through 
cold spots. Above is a section view illustration showing the white THERMOLITE® in the top of the sleeping bag.



*ASTM F1853-11 Standard for sleeping bag packing volume. Volume is for a Regular size bag.

Vy3 Vy4Voyager

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

0 C̊  |  32 F̊
lower limit

-5 C̊  |  23 F̊
extreme

-23C  |  -9 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-3 C̊  |  27 F̊
lower limit

-10 C̊  |  15 F̊
extreme

-28 C̊  |  -18 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

0 C̊  |  32 F̊
lower limit

-5 C̊  |  23 F̊
extreme

-23C  |  -9 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-3 C̊  |  27 F̊
lower limit

-10 C̊  |  15 F̊
extreme

-28 C̊  |  -18 F̊
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Insulation  THERMOLITE®

Bag weight  Regular 1227g 
 Long 1387g

Length options  Regular – left or right zip 
 Long – left zip

Season ratings  3 Season - Summer/Spring/Autumn

Suggested use  Travel; Trekking; Hiking; Camping;  
 Cycle touring

Compressed volume* 8.7 ltres

Compression bag  Regular: Small – 10 to 3.3 litres 
 Long: Medium – 15 to 5 litres

Insulation  THERMOLITE®

Bag weight  Regular 1575g 
 Long 1737g

Length options  Regular – left or right zip 
 Long – left zip

Season ratings  4 Season - Spring/Autumn/Winter

Suggested use  Trekking; Hiking; Snow camping;  
 Ski touring

Compressed volume* 11.4 litres

Compression bag  Regular: Medium – 15 to 5 litres 
 Long: Large – 20 to 6.5 litres

Features Relaxed mummy convertible; two layer offset shingle construction using THERMOLITE® insulation; 
anatomically tapered foot; zip draft tube with anti-snag; neck draft tube with dual elastic adjustment; 
cushioned internal hood drawcord with dual adjustment; 2 way YKK #5 zips with separate foot zip; includes a 
strong Sea to Summit 70D Nylon compression bag.



Spark Series
ULTRA-DRY Down™ protection and warmth in a  
minimalist package

“When you need a sleeping but don’t want to be weighed down by one, what’s to 
be done? Until now you either slowed yourself down with something inadequate or 
took the spartan option and suffered without. Now the Spark has changed the game 
completely. Neither comfort nor performance need be sacrificed!” Tim Macartney-Snape

Using the warmth of 850+ loft 90/10 Premium goose 
down, the amazing moisture protection of ULTRA-DRY 
Down™, and a micro-weight 10D Nylon shell and 15D 
lining, we have created one of the best warmth for 
weight minimalist sleeping bags available.

The Spark is an ultra light bag with many possible uses.  
Its balance of size, weight and warmth make it an 
excellent summer sleeping bag, especially for weight 
and space conscious cycle tourers and ultra light walkers. 
It also works well as a liner bag, slipping inside another 
sleeping bag to add one or two seasons to its rating. 

The Spark compresses so small, we had to re-engineer 
our compression-sacks to make one that reduced 
sufficiently. 

The ULTRA-DRY Down™ protection makes the Spark an 
impressive hard-alpine or adventure racing sleeping bag, 
where down has never before been a viable option, and 
weight is simply not tolerated. 

1/2 Zip Mummy

The secrets of the Spark’s warmth to weight are in the 
premium quality down, the 1/2 length light-gauge #3 
YKK zip and high performance microweight shell and 
liner fabrics.

The Spark is designed as a close-fiitting mummy bag. 

The full hood, foot box and short zip maximise fit and 
warmth while keeping weight and bulk to a minimum.

The Spark I is constructed with sewn-through transverse 
baffle construction. The Spark II is a hybrid construction 
with box wall baffles placed over the torso to boost 
warmth around your core and a sewn-through 
construction at the legs. A draft tube is sewn over the 
zip to reduce ‘cold spots’ in the Spark II and III models. 
The Spark III is constructed entirely from box wall baffles 
including the footbox for even heat retention. The head 
and neck baffles have been enlarged to trap vital warmth 
and achieve a lower limit EN rating of minus four degrees.

The full foot box allows maximum 
down lofting, minimising heat loss 
from your feet

The Spark uses a 1/3 length zip and 
a full hood for maximum warmth in 
such a light and compact package

The Spark SpI compresses so small 
that it fits in the palm of your hand



v

*ASTM F1853-11 Standard for sleeping bag packing volume. Volume is for a Regular size bag.

SpI SpII SpIIISpark
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The lightest sleeping bag we’ve made yet. 
Pared down to the bare necessities, the SpI  
is an adventure racer’s dream.

A warmer spark for minimalist missions 
in colder conditions. The SpII has the 
same streamlined design, with additional 
proportional fill to concentrate warmth 
where it’s needed most.

The sub-zero Spark. Perfect for winter 
missions where you were previously 
agonising about not taking a bag at all.

Features  Contoured mummy; 10D nylon shell for 
minimal weight and bulk; sewn through lateral baffles 
for optimal weight/bulk/warmth ratio; 55/45 fill ratio; 
contoured hood with drawcord; tapered footbox;  
1/2 length YKK #3 side zip; includes lightweight  
Ultra-Sil® compression bag and a combined storage  
cell / laundry bag. 
 
 
Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 850+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Goose Down

Fill weight  Regular 180g 
  Long 200g

Bag weight  Regular 348g 
  Long 390g

Length / zip options  Regular - left 1/3 length zip 
  Long - left 1/3 length zip

Season ratings Summer/Spring/Autumn

Suggested use Travel; Adventure racing;  
Summer cycle touring; Liner bag; Ultra lightweight 
hiking; Ultra lightweight alpine climbing

Compressed volume* 1.55L

Compression bag 3XS - 2.5 to 1L

Features  Contoured mummy; 10D nylon shell for 
minimal weight and bulk; sewn through lateral baffles 
over legs, box wall baffles over torso; 55/45 fill ratio; 
differential fill to gradually concentrate warmth over 
body core; contoured hood with drawcord; tapered 
footbox; 1/2 length YKK #3 side zip; includes lightweight 
Ultra-Sil® compression bag and a combined storage  
cell / laundry bag. 
 
Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 850+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Goose Down

Fill weight Regular 280g 
  Long 305g

Bag weight  Regular 464g 
  Long 510g

Length / zip options  Regular - left 1/3 length zip 
  Long - left 1/3 length zip

Season ratings Summer/Spring/Autumn

Suggested use Travel; Adventure racing;  
cycle touring; Liner bag; Ultra lightweight hiking;  
Ultra lightweight alpine climbing

Compressed volume* 2.9L

Compression bag 2XS - 3.3 to 1.3L

Features  Contoured mummy; 10D nylon shell for 
minimal weight and bulk; box wall baffle construction 
throughout and draft tube for optimal warmth; 55/45 
fill ratio; differential fill to gradually concentrate warmth 
over body core; contoured hood with drawcord; tapered 
footbox; 1/2 length YKK #3 side zip; includes lightweight 
Ultra-Sil® compression bag and a combined storage  
cell / laundry bag. 
 
Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 850+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Goose Down

Fill weight  Regular 400g 
  Long 435g

Bag weight  Regular 625g 
  Long 690g

Length / zip options  Regular - left 1/3 length zip 
  Long - left 1/3 length zip

Season ratings Spring/Autumn/Winter

Suggested use Travel; Adventure racing;  
Winter cycle touring; Liner bag; Ultra lightweight hiking; 
Ultra lightweight alpine climbing

Compressed volume* 3.7L

Compression bag XS - 6 to 2L



The Micro series are our lightest fully-feautred bags,  
filled with 850+ Loft Premium Goose ULTRA-DRY 
Down™. These bags incorporate our 2D NanoShell™ 
providing the lightest, most breathable water resistant 
shell. 

Designed with a contoured mummy shape, the  
Micro series are the lightest and most compact sleeping 
bags in their class. With a unique drawcord opening at  
the foot for effective temperature regulation, the  
Micro series can be converted from an open duvet  
to a technical box foot mummy sleeping bag.

The Micro has been updated for 2017, it now uses 
horizontal baffles, has a reshaped 3D snug hood, and 
now use a durable YKK #5 zipper with micro anti-snag. 

The form fitting Micro series uses a 55/45 fill ratio 
to insulate your core as the bag rotates with you 
throughout the night. A security pocket located inside 
the bag is easily accessible and is ideal for stowing 
electronics to preserve battery performance in cold 
conditions. The soft touch 15D nylon lining fabric is 
down proof by construction and highly breathable 
offering a comfortable sleep. 

The Micro series is our choice for cycle touring across 
the Pyrenees, adventure travel on the Inca trail in South 
America and fast & light backpacking in the Sierras. 

The ultra-light fully-featured sleeping bag

“You want to escape, fleet footed and unburdened out into the wild. We wanted  
to design a bag with such escapades in mind. Ultra-light, amazingly warm,  
our Micro series unlocks so many possibilities.” Tim Macartney-Snape

The foot drawcord can be pulled in to create a mummy 
shape bag or opened to create an open ended rectangular 
sleeping bag 

Micro series

Super Durable Water Repellency
+
Condensation Management System

Windproof
+
Water Resistant

Windproof
+
Water Resistant
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*ASTM F1853-11 Standard for sleeping bag packing volume. Volume is for a Regular size bag.

Features  Contoured mummy convertible with 3D hood; 2D NanoShell™; differential cut shell; horizontal baffles; 
55/45 fill ratio; zip draft tube with anti-snag; hood drawcord with dual adjustment; YKK #5 side zip; drawcord foot 
closure; large sized internal zip pocket; includes lightweight Ultra-Sil® compression bag and a combined storage cell / 
laundry bag.

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 850+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Goose Down

Fill weight  Regular 250g | 9oz 
 Long 275g | 10oz

Bag weight  Regular 630g | 1lb 6oz 
 Long 695g | 1 lb 8.5oz

Length / zip options  Regular – left or right zip 
 Long – left zip

Season ratings Indoor/Summer/Spring/Autumn

Suggested use Ultra lightweight trekking;  
Travel; Hiking; Camping; Cycle touring;  
Alpine climbing

Compressed volume* 4.5 litres 

Compression bag X Small – 6 to 2 litres

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 850+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Goose Down

Fill weight  Regular 350g | 12oz 
 Long 380g | 13oz

Bag weight  Regular 740g | 1lb 10oz 
 Long 810g | 1lb 12.6oz

Length / zip options  Regular – left or right zip 
 Long – left zip

Season ratings Spring/Autumn/Winter

Suggested use Ultra lightweight trekking;  
Travel; Hiking; Camping; Cycle touring;  
Alpine climbing

Compressed volume* 5.0 litres 

Compression bag X Small – 6 to 2 litres

McII McIIIMicro

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

7 C̊  |  45 F̊
lower limit

2 C̊  |  36 F̊
extreme

-13 C̊  |  9 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

4 C̊  |  39 F̊
lower limit

-2 C̊  |  28 F̊
extreme

-18 C̊  |  0 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

7 C̊  |  45 F̊
lower limit

2 C̊  |  36 F̊
extreme

-13 C̊  |  9 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

4 C̊  |  39 F̊
lower limit

-2 C̊  |  28 F̊
extreme

-18 C̊  |  0 F̊



‘If you want a versatile and lightweight sleep system, then 
ditch the zipper and head into the hills with our Ember quilt’

The ultra light Ember quilts are an incredibly versatile 
sleep system that have so many possible uses.  
Its balance of size and weight make it an excellent choice 
to travel with if you hostel and couch surf. It could be 
used cycle touring and has a place in the ultra light 
weight walkers pack. It could also be used over your 
sleeping bag to add an extra layer of warmth.

The Ember quilts can be used in a few different 
configurations. You can simply sleep under it like a 
traditional blanket if you don’t like the feeling of being 
restricted in a sleeping bag, this allows you to stick your 
arms and legs out to control your temperature. 

If the weather is colder and you wish to trap more 
warmth you can tighten the foot drawcord to create a 
mummy shape foot box, and also use the press studs 
down the side of the quilt to close the bottom half of 
the quilt.

Tightening the foot draw cord will cleverly create a 
pocket which can secure the end of the quilt over a 
sleeping mat. The upper section of the mat can be 
secured to the quilt by the supplied adjustable strap 
system that connects with press studs and will ensure 
that you not only stay securely atop your mat, but that 
you trap as much warmth around you as possible. 

The Ember quilt uses our ultralight 15D shell and lining 
fabrics, and are filled with 750+ Loft Ultra Dry Down. 
The EbI uses a sew through box baffle construction, 
removing internal baffles for a lighter and more 
compact construction, suitably adequate for its intended 
temperature range. The EbII uses a combined horizontal/
vertical baffled construction. The vertical baffles covering 
the chest section holds the down in place, preventing 
down from thinning over the torso.

The foot drawcord can be pulled in to create a warm 
mummy shape foot box or to secure the end of the quilt 
over a sleeping mattress 

Left: Four adjustable straps can be used to secure the quilt 
under your sleeping mattress. Right: press studs can close 
the bottom half of the quilt to increase warmth

Ember Quilts
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*ASTM F1853-11 Standard for sleeping bag packing 
volume. Volume is for a Regular size bag.

Features: Tapered sewn through box baffle quilt;  
15D nylon shell and lining for minimal weight and 
bulk, includes four adjustable straps to secure onto 
mattress, includes lightweight Ultra-Sil® compression 
bag and a combined storage cell / laundry bag.

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 750+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Duck Down

Fill weight  Regular 220g 
  Large 270g

Total weight  Regular 415g 
  Large 544g

Quilt Length Regular 210cm 
  Large 233cm

Width Regular: head 130cm, foot 85cm 
 Large: head 160cm, foot 100cm

Season ratings Summer/Spring/Autumn

Suggested use Travel; Car camping;  
Adventure racing; Summer cycle  
touring; Ultra lightweight hiking

Compressed volume* 2.1 litres 

Compression bag  2XS - 3.3 to 1.3L

Features: Tapered combined horizontal/vertical 
baffled quilt; short zip to create enclosed footbox;15D 
nylon shell and lining for minimal weight and bulk, 
includes three adjustable straps to secure onto 
mattress, includes lightweight Ultra-Sil® compression 
bag and a combined storage cell / laundry bag.

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 750+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Duck Down

Fill weight  Regular 500g 
  Large 580g

Total weight  Regular 757g 
  Large 970g *

Quilt Length Regular 210cm 
  Large 233cm

Width Regular: head 130cm, foot 85cm 
 Large: head 160cm, foot 100cm

Season ratings Autumn/Winter

Suggested use Travel; Car camping;  
Adventure racing; Winter cycle touring;  
Ultra lightweight hiking

Compressed volume* 3.0 litres 

Compression bag XS - 6 to 2L

Features: Tapered combined horizontal/vertical 
baffled quilt; 15D nylon shell and lining for minimal 
weight and bulk, includes four adjustable straps to 
secure onto mattress, includes lightweight Ultra-Sil® 
compression bag and a combined storage cell / 
laundry bag.

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 750+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Duck Down

Fill weight  Regular 350g 
  Large 420g

Total weight  Regular 560g 
  Large 718g

Quilt Length Regular 210cm 
  Large 233cm

Width Regular: head 130cm, foot 85cm 
 Large: head 160cm, foot 100cm

Season ratings Spring/Autumn/Winter

Suggested use Travel; Car camping;  
Adventure racing; Winter cycle touring;  
Ultra lightweight hiking

Compressed volume* 3.0 litres 

Compression bag XS - 6 to 2L

EbI EbIIIEbII



Small & light, the couch-surfer’s ideal companion

“There are times on the road when taking a regular sleeping bag is just one thing too 
much but going without limits your options. It is precisely with this dilemma in mind 
that we created the Traveller series. The light but cosy Traveller is an excellent option 
when city-hopping or when sharing a bag is on the cards.” Tim Macartney-Snape

The Traveller has been sized as a comfortable solo 
sleeping bag and as a quilt large enough to share when 
unzipped. It weighs very little and packs down small, 
leaving plenty of room in the rucksack, or to be left in 
the back of the car for unplanned bivys.

Filled with 750+ loft ULTRA-DRY Down™, it has been 
optimised as a summer outdoor bag, a year round 
indoor bag, or as a liner over a bed or another sleeping 
bag. The fully opening zip can be used to zip to another 
Traveller for times when you’re not travelling alone. The 
Large size will comfortably fit two people when used as 
a blanket.

 The Traveller is an incredibly versatile sleeping bag.

Tapered rectangular sleeping bags

The Traveller has been cut with a slight taper to save 
weight and bulk without adversely effecting the usable 
duvet area. The full length side zip allows the Traveller 
to be opened out into a full duvet for use indoors and 
warmer weather. The shoulder and foot drawcords cinch 
the bag around you to retain heat.

The shell is reversible and can be used with either the 
Charcoal or Ocean colour on the outside.

The Traveller features drawstring closures on the foot and collar, giving light-weight and comforable climate control.
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Features The regular and Large are a slightly tapered 
rectangular shape with collar and foot drawcords; 
X-Large is a full rectangular shape; opens out to a 
blanket; YKK #3 side zip can be used left or right hand; 
can zip together with Micro or another Traveller; 
reversible shell; includes lightweight Ultra-Sil® 
compression bag and a combined storage  
cell / laundry bag.

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 750+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Duck Down

Fill weight  Regular 200g  
  Large 250g 
  X Large 350g 

Bag weight  Regular 389g  
  Large 475g 
  X Large 660g

Size options Regular | Large | Extra Large

Season ratings Indoor, Summer, Spring/Autumn

Suggested use Travel; Ultra lightweight trekking;  
Hiking; Camping; Cycle touring; Liner bag 
 
Compressed volume Regular 1.55 litres 
 Large 1.89 litres 
 X Large 3.12 litres

Compression bag Regular 3XS - 2.5 to 1 litres 
 Large 2XS - 3.3 to 1.3 litres 
 X Large 2XS - 3.3 to 1.3 litres

The full length side zip allows the Traveller to be 
opened out into a full duvet.

Traveller
EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

14 C̊  |  57 F̊
lower limit

10 C̊  |  50 F̊
extreme

-2 C̊  |  28 F̊

Traveller TrI

TrI



Basecamp series
Make any campsite your Basecamp

“Sometimes you aren’t quite so concerned about shaving ounces from your gear  
as you are about being comfortable and getting a great nights sleep” Tim Macartney-Snape

The Basecamp has been designed for those customers 
who find a mummy bag restrictive, and who would 
prefer to enjoy a little more comfort and stretch out 
space whilst escaping outdoors. 

The Basecamp offers a contoured rectangular design 
to accomodate sleepers who like to stretch out full 
length, or those who like to curl up into a ball. It is also 
a fantastic solution for the restless sleeper who can 
now toss and turn in comfort, without being woken up 
because of a restrictive bag design. 

The Basecamp is available in either three 750+ loft  
ULTRA-DRY Down™ models to keep packed size low  
(BcI, BcII and BcIII), or two THERMOLITE® models where 
size isn’t a concern but a more afforable sleeping bag is 
desirable (Bt3 and Bt4). 

If you are looking for the ultimate in camping comfort, 
the Basecamp has also been designed to work with our 
Air Sprung Cell sleeping mats and Aeros Pillows to create 
a truly comprehensive sleep system. Slide your mat into 
the small pocket at the foot of the bag and then use 
the strap and loop set-up to secure the upper section. 
Then inflate your Aeros Pillow to the perfect pressure, 
before securing it into place with the elasticised strap 
underneath the hood. 

Versatility

No matter which way the weather turns, the Basecamp 
bag can be both modified to suit. Zip yourself in and 
pull the internal drawcords tight to combat the cold. If 
the weather takes a turn towards summer, then you can 
vent the feet, or unzip one or both sides to keep yourself 
cool and comfortable. 

The BaseCamp is also so much more than just a sleeping 
bag, the dual zipper design means that it can transform 
from a substantial and sumptuous sleeping bag into a 
svelte summer quilt. The bottom of the quilt holds its 
shape as a roomy footbox, and a series of attachment 
loops even lets you secure your quilt onto your mat to 
ensure maximum warmth. 

See the seven photos on the right which illustrates the 
different uses of the versatile Basecamp sleeping bag.

An elasticated strap on the base of the hood secures your 
Sea to Summit Large Aeros Ultralight or Premium pillow in 
place to stop it slipping away in the night.

Left: Large Aeros Ultralight pillow secured to Ultra-Dry 
Down Basecamp BcII.  Right: Large Aeros Ultralight pillow 
secured to THERMOLITE® Basecamp Bs4.
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Basecamp series

Quilt loops:
if using just quilt, 
use these loops on 
quilt to secure to mat  

Pillow attachment:
elasticated strap under 
the hood secures your 
Sea to Summit Aeros Pillow

Sleeping mat sleeve:
use this to secure either a 
tapered or rectangular mat

Zip 2: Right side 

Zip 3: Foot zip  

Quilt loops 

Mat loops 1

Quilt loops 

Quilt loops 

Zip 1: Left side

Mat loops 2

Mat loops 3

Complete zipped up spacious rectangular  
sleeping bag.

Unzip either the left or right side zips for  
temperature control and easy access.

Unzip both the left and right side zips to use the  
sleeping bag as a quilt with zipped up footbox.

Enjoy sticking your feet out the end of the bed,  
unzip the separate foot zip at the base of the bag.

Don’t like to be restricted at all, keep both side  
zips undone for a bed like quilt setup in your tent.

Warm night, just sleep on the base with the top  
quilt removed completely.

Wish to travel lighter? Take just the top quilt with  
you. The shaped footbox hooks over the end of  
your mat, and the supplied straps can be used to  
secure the quilt to your mat .

Top: Strap position using mat loops 1 and 2.   
Bottom: Strap position using mat loops 2 and 3.

Using mat loops 1 and 2 secures the Basecamp bag to  
your mat but allows you to sit up with your hood.

Sleeping mat attachment system



*ASTM F1853-11 Standard for sleeping bag packing volume. Volume is for a Regular size bag.

Features: Spacious rectangular shape; pillow attachment system under hood to hold Aeros Ultralight large pillow in place (not included); two position sleeping mat 
attachment system; differential cut shell; zip draft tube with anti-snag; neck draft tube; cushioned internal hood drawcord; 2 way YKK #5 zip on each side of the bag, plus 
separate foot zip ; includes lightweight Ultra-Sil® compression bag and combined storage cell / laundry bag.

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 750+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Grey Duck Down

Fill weight  Regular 550g 
 Long 630g

Bag weight  Regular 1195g 
 Long 1377g 

Length options  Regular – full length dual zips 
 Large – full length dual zips

Season ratings  Spring/Autumn/Winter-light

Suggested use  Trekking/ Hiking, Camping,  
 Snow camping, Ski touring

Compressed volume* 8.3 litres

Compression bag  Regular: Small – 10 to 3.3 litres 
 Long: Medium – 15 to 5 litres

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 750+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Grey Duck Down

Fill weight  Regular 400g 
 Long 460g

Bag weight  Regular 1045g 
 Long 1207g 

Quilt only weight  Regular 644g 
 Long 732g

Length options  Regular – full length dual zips 
 Large – full length dual zips

Season ratings  Indoor/Summer/Spring/Autumn

Suggested use  Lightweight trekking/Hiking,  
 Camping, Travel

Compressed volume* 7.8 litres

Compression bag  Small – 10 to 3.3 litres

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 750+ Loft  
 90/10 Premium Grey Duck Down

Fill weight  Regular 850g  
 Long 950g 

Bag weight  Regular 1495g  
 Long 1697g

Length options  Regular – full length dual zips 
 Large – full length dual zips

Season ratings  Spring/Autumn/Winter

Suggested use  Trekking/ Hiking, Snow camping,  
 Ski touring, Base camp

Compressed volume* 10.2 litres

Compression bag  Regular: Medium – 15 to 5 litres 
 Long: Large – 20 to 6.5 litres

BcIIBcI BcIIIBasecamp
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Basecamp Bt4Basecamp Bt3 Basecamp Bt4Basecamp Bt3

Features: Spacious rectangular shape; pillow attachment system under hood to hold Aeros large pillow in place 
(not included); two position sleeping mat attachment system; differential cut shell; zip draft tube with anti-snag; 
cushioned internal hood drawcord; 2 way YKK #5 zip on each side of the bag, plus separate foot zip; includes  
Sea to Summit 70D compression bag.

Insulation  THERMOLITE®

Bag weight  Regular 1654 g 
 Long 1894 g

Length options  Regular – full length dual zips 
 Large – full length dual zips

Season ratings  Summer/Spring/Autumn

Suggested use  Trekking/ Hiking, Camping,  
 Snow camping, Ski touring

Compressed volume* 11.6 litres 

Compression bag  Regular: Medium – 15 to 5 litres 
 Long: Large – 20 to 6.5 litres

Insulation  THERMOLITE®

Bag weight  Regular 2279 g  
 Long 2639 g

Length options  Regular – full length dual zips 
 Large – full length dual zips

Season ratings  Spring/Autumn/Winter

Suggested use  Trekking/ Hiking, Camping,  
 Snow camping, Ski touring

Compressed volume* 14.6 litres

Compression bag  Regular: Large – 20 to 6.5 litres 
 Long: XLarge – xx to xx litres

*ASTM F1853-11 Standard for sleeping bag packing volume. Volume is for a Regular size bag.

Bt3 Bt4Basecamp



The classic tapered rectangular sleeping bag - redefined!

“Sometimes a mummy bag doesn’t fit the bill - a bit too snug, a bit too constricting. 
For those who like the extra space and versatility of the classic tapered rectangular 
shaped sleeping bag, we have created our Trek series.” Tim Macartney-Snape

Incorporating our 2D PermaShell™ fabric and a premium 
650+ Loft ULTRA-DRY Down™, the Trek bags are a refined 
classic. The 60/40 fill ratio in the Trek bags is maintained 
using a side block baffle and differential cut shell. In 
the top of the shell a 3D side wall, a feature normally 
reserved for technical alpine sleeping bags, provides 
more space for the down to loft right to the edge of  
the bag. 

An oversized security pocket located inside the bag is 
easily accessible, ideal for stashing passports and other 
valuables while travelling. The soft touch lining fabric 
is down proof by construction and highly breathable 
offering a comfortable sleep. 

The Trek series is our choice for adventure travel and 
globe-trotting. Whether sleeping in hostels throughout 
Europe, backpacking South America or discovering the 
Stirling Ranges in Western Australia.

Tapered rectangular sleeping bags

The tapered rectangular design offers a good 
compromise between the comfort of a generous cut 
shape and warmth of a closer fit. A full length side and 
foot zip allow the Trek series to be opened out into a full 
duvet for use indoors and warm weather.

Unisex Trek colourway

Trek series
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Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 650+ Loft  
 85/15 Premium Duck Down

Fill weight  Women’s 400g 
 Regular 350g 
 Regular Wide 400g 
 Long 400g

Bag weight  Womens 800g * 
 Regular 790g 
 Regular Wide 900g* 
 Long  880g*

Length / zip options  Short / Women’s– right zip 
 Regular / RW / Long – left zip

Season ratings Indoor/Summer/Spring/Autumn

Suggested use  Trekking; Travel; Hiking; Camping

Compressed volume# 5.1 litres 

Compression bag Small – 10 to 3.3 litres

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 650+ Loft  
 85/15 Premium Duck Down

Fill weight  Short 500g  
 Women’s 550g 
 Regular 500g 
 Regular Wide 575g 
 Long 550g

Bag weight  Short  940g* 
 Women’s 990g * 
 Regular 980g 
 Regular Wide 1115g* 
 Long  1090g*

Length / zip options  Short / Women’s– right zip 
 Regular / RW / Long – left zip

Season ratings   Summer/Spring/Autumn

Suggested use  Trekking; Travel; Hiking; Camping

Compressed volume# 6 litres 

Compression bag Small – 10 to 3.3 litres

Down  ULTRA-DRY Down™ 650+ Loft  
 85/15 Premium Duck Down

Fill weight  Short 700g  
 Women’s 750g 
 Regular 700g 
 Long 750g 

Bag weight  Short 1150g * 
 Women’s 1200g * 
 Regular 1190g 
 Long 1300g *

Length / zip options  Short / Women’s– right zip 
 Regular / Long – left zip

Season ratings Spring/Autumn/Winter-light

Suggested use  Trekking; Travel; Hiking; Camping

Compressed volume# 7.05 litres 

Compression bag Medium – 15 to 5 litres

Features Tapered rectangular with 3D hood; 2D PermaShell™ DWR shell fabric; differential cut shell with 3D side walls; 60/40 fill ratio; side block baffle; zip draft tube with 
anti-snag; cushioned internal hood drawcord with dual adjustment; 2 way YKK #5 zips with separate foot zip; large sized internal zip pocket; includes lightweight Ultra-Sil® 
compression bag and a combined storage cell / laundry bag.

Women’s  Trek colourway

#ASTM F1853-11 Standard for sleeping bag packing volume. Volume is for a Regular size bag.
* Sleeping bags weights estimated from Reg samples made.

TkIIITkIITkI

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

5 C̊  |  41 F̊
lower limit

0 C̊  |  32 F̊
extreme

-15 C̊  |  5 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-1 C̊  |  30 F̊
lower limit

-8 C̊  |  18 F̊
extreme

-25 C̊  |  -13 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-5 C̊  |  23 F̊
lower limit

-11 C̊  |  12 F̊
extreme

-30 C̊  |  -22 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

5 C̊  |  41 F̊
lower limit

0 C̊  |  32 F̊
extreme

-15 C̊  |  5 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-1 C̊  |  30 F̊
lower limit

-8 C̊  |  18 F̊
extreme

-25 C̊  |  -13 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-5 C̊  |  23 F̊
lower limit

-11 C̊  |  12 F̊
extreme

-30 C̊  |  -22 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

5 C̊  |  41 F̊
lower limit

0 C̊  |  32 F̊
extreme

-15 C̊  |  5 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-1 C̊  |  30 F̊
lower limit

-8 C̊  |  18 F̊
extreme

-25 C̊  |  -13 F̊

EN13537 Temperature Rating

comfort

-5 C̊  |  23 F̊
lower limit

-11 C̊  |  12 F̊
extreme

-30 C̊  |  -22 F̊

Trek
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The Thermolite Fleece Liner is the warmest of our Reactor series 
and can be used to extend the warmth of your sleeping bag, or 
can also double as a stand alone summer bag. The Thermolite 
Fleece is incredibly warm for its weight, and we have given this 
fabric a brushed finish for extra comfort. The quarter zip makes 
it easier to get in and out of, and panelled hood can be drawn in 
when maximum warmth is required. 

• Smaller and warmer than other fleece liners
• Technical mummy shape with one handed, easy to operate  

draw string hood
• Quarter zip makes it easy to get in and out
• Can be used as a stand alone sleeping bag in warmer 

temperatures
• Packs into its own Ultra-Sil stuff sack. Increases warmth

SEA TO SUMMIT 
REACTOR SERIES
The Sea to Summit Reactor Series are your best choice of Sleeping Bag Liner when you need to add some warmth  
to your bag. Thermolite is a hollow core fibre with fantastic insulating properties. When Thermolite is knit into a 
fabric it allows air to be trapped inside the actual fibre, as well as in the weave of the fabric, giving greater warmth 
for the weight of the liner than any other material that we use. 

Our regular Thermolite Reactor Liners use a knit, rather than a woven fabric, which offers a huge degree of  
integral stretch. This means that when you are inside your liner, you can move around without feeling  
constricted or claustrophobic, as the liner will stretch as you move in your sleep. 

The Reactor Series now comprises 4 different  
weights of Thermolite fabric, giving you  
greater flexibility about extending the  
warmth of your sleeping bag.  

Lin
er
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W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

REACTOR FLEECEREACTOR EXTREMEREACTOR COMPACT PLUSREACTOR

REACTOR FLEECEREACTOR COMPACT PLUS
REACTOR

REACTOR EXTREME

REACTOR FLEECE
REACTOR EXTREMEREACTOR COMPACT PLUSREACTOR

REACTOR FLEECE
REACTOR EXTREME

REACTOR COMPACT PLUSREACTOR

REACTOR FLEECEREACTOR EXTREMEREACTOR
REACTOR COMPACT PLUS

W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

REACTOR FLEECEREACTOR EXTREMEREACTOR COMPACT PLUSREACTOR

REACTOR FLEECEREACTOR COMPACT PLUS
REACTOR

REACTOR EXTREME

REACTOR FLEECE
REACTOR EXTREMEREACTOR COMPACT PLUSREACTOR

REACTOR FLEECE
REACTOR EXTREME

REACTOR COMPACT PLUSREACTOR

REACTOR FLEECEREACTOR EXTREMEREACTOR
REACTOR COMPACT PLUS

Thermolite® 
REACTOR

FLEECE LINER

Code Description Colour Weight

AREACTFLEECE Fleece Liner with hood Grey                               420g

AREACTFLEECELONG Fleece Liner with hood long Grey                               4XXg
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The Reactor Extreme uses our super insulating 110g/m3 to 
seriously increase sleeping bag performance. The spacious design 
is slightly tapered from head to foot to reduce weight and increase 
thermal efficiency, and the drawcord hood can be cinched down 
for extra warmth when required. This knit fabric also has serious 
stretch to it, making the Reactor Extreme the ideal liner for the 
restless sleeper.  

• Mummy shape with a box foot
• Drawcord hood with mini cord lock
• Packs into its own Ultra-Sil® stuff sack

Our bestselling sleeping bag liner! The Reactor is made from  
80g/m² Thermolite®—the lightest weight Thermolite® fabric 
available. Thermolite® is a hollow core fibre that provides  
amazing warmth for its weight and remains extremely breathable.  
The Reactor adds up to 8°C of warmth to a sleeping bag or can be 
used alone as a warm weather bag. 

• Lighter weight, more packable than fleece
• Mummy shape with a box foot
• Drawcord hood with mini cord lock
• Contrasting color along the top edge makes it easier  

to find the opening
• Packs into its own Ultra-Sil® stuff sack

The Reactor CompactPlus can increase sleeping bag performance 
by up to 11°C with dual-weight Thermolite® fabric. Our regular  
80g/m² is combined with panels of 110g/m² Thermolite® in the 
core body and foot box areas adding extra warmth, while the 
ergonomic design shaves off excess weight. Ideal for gram 
counters under 6 feet tall.

• First dual fabric sleeping bag liner
• 110g/m2 Thermolite® panels in core body and foot areas
• Foot and torso areas are warmer
• Compact, shorter design is ideal for women and youth
• Packs into its own Ultra-Sil® stuff sack

Thermolite® 
REACTOR 

Thermolite® 
REACTOR

COMPACT PLUS

W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E
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W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

REACTOR FLEECEREACTOR EXTREMEREACTOR COMPACT PLUSREACTOR
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REACTOR

REACTOR EXTREME

REACTOR FLEECE
REACTOR EXTREMEREACTOR COMPACT PLUSREACTOR

REACTOR FLEECE
REACTOR EXTREME

REACTOR COMPACT PLUSREACTOR

REACTOR FLEECEREACTOR EXTREMEREACTOR
REACTOR COMPACT PLUS
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W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E
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W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

REACTOR FLEECEREACTOR EXTREMEREACTOR COMPACT PLUSREACTOR

REACTOR FLEECEREACTOR COMPACT PLUS
REACTOR

REACTOR EXTREME

REACTOR FLEECE
REACTOR EXTREMEREACTOR COMPACT PLUSREACTOR

REACTOR FLEECE
REACTOR EXTREME

REACTOR COMPACT PLUSREACTOR

REACTOR FLEECEREACTOR EXTREMEREACTOR
REACTOR COMPACT PLUS

W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

W A R M T H  R A T I N G  S C A L E

REACTOR FLEECEREACTOR EXTREMEREACTOR COMPACT PLUSREACTOR

REACTOR FLEECEREACTOR COMPACT PLUS
REACTOR

REACTOR EXTREME

REACTOR FLEECE
REACTOR EXTREMEREACTOR COMPACT PLUSREACTOR

REACTOR FLEECE
REACTOR EXTREME

REACTOR COMPACT PLUSREACTOR

REACTOR FLEECEREACTOR EXTREMEREACTOR
REACTOR COMPACT PLUS

Thermolite® 
REACTOR

EXTREME

Code Description Extra Warmth Weight

AREACTOR Thermolite® Reactor Up to 8°C  248g

AREACTORLONG
Thermolite® Reactor 

Mummy Long
Up to 8°C  2xxxg

Code Description Extra Warmth Weight

AREACTPL Thermolite® Reactor Plus Up to 11°C  263g

Code Description Colour Weight

AREACTEX Thermolite® Reactor Extreme Up to 15°C  399g

AREACTEXLONG Thermolite® Reactor Extreme 
Mummy Long

Up to 15°C  3XXg
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The Expander liner is made from a premium stretch knit poly-
cotton, making it super stretchy and even warmer than a standard 
cotton weave liner. The stretch properties allow the Expander 
to move with you as you sleep, vastly increasing comfort and 
minimising tangles. The anti-microbial treatment keeps bacteria 
at bay as well as prolonging the life of your liner and sleeping bag. 
The anti-microbial treatment won’t wash out of the liner, and does 
not use nano-sized particles. The treatment is approved for use by 
the EPA (USA) and is used in many hospitals.

• Premium stretch knit fabric that can expand twice its width
• Luxuriously comfortable
• Extends life of sleeping bags by keeping them clean
• Anti-microbial protection, keeps your liner fresh, hygienic  

and odour free
• Easy care, machine washable

The Coolmax®  Adaptor is the most versatile model in our liner 
range. It provides a soft and luxurious finish, additional warmth 
when required in cooler conditions and efficiently wicks moisture 
in hot and humid conditions to provide a more comfortable sleep. 

• Adapts to varied temperatures and humidity
• Versatile sleep system: use by itself or as part of a layered system
• Wicks moisture for a more comfortable night’s sleep
• Comfortable stretchy fabric
• Mummy shape with a box foot
• Contrasting color along top edge makes it easier to find  

the opening
• Keeps sleeping bag clean
• Machine washable and quick drying
• Packaged in its own Ultra-Sil® stuff sack

Premium Stretch Knit 
EXPANDER LINER

Coolmax® 
ADAPTOR

Model # Description Size Weight

AEXPSTD Standard (Rectangular) 80 x 185cm 310g

AEXPLONG Long (Rectangular) ‡ 80 x 210cm 350g

AEXPHOOD Mummy (with Hood) 80 x 210cm 340g

AEXPYHA Traveller (with Pillow Insert) 80 x 225cm 380g

AEXPDBL Double (Rectangular) † 160 x 185cm 620g

† Navy only, ‡ Navy and Eucalyptus Green only.

Pacific Blue Eucalyptus 
Green

Navy

Code Description Colour Weight

ACMAXYHA Coolmax® Adaptor Liner sky blue 248g
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Our lightweight Silk Cotton Travel Liners are constructed from 
100% natural fibres. With double folded and reinforced seams, our 
travel liners will improve your sleeping bag’s thermal performance 
whilst cocooning you in luxurious comfort. 

• Ideal as hygienic travel sheets
•  Improves thermal performance of sleeping bags
• Lightweight, super compact
• Friendly to sensitive skin
• Double folded and reinforced seams
• Machine washable and colourfast
• Packaged in a zippered pouch with breathable mesh panel

Cotton travelling sheets are the economical choice for the price 
conscious traveller. We use durable, high thread count cotton that 
is as comfortable and easy to care for as your bed sheets at home. 
The storage sack has a mesh back to enhance breathability.

• High thread-count cotton for comfort and durability
• Machine washable, colorfast and pre-shrunk
• Packaged in a zippered pouch with breathable mesh panel
• Double folded and reinforced seams

We make our premium silk travelling sheets from the finest ripstop 
silk and have added Polyester/Lycra stretch panels along the 
length of the seams. These stretch panels allow the liner to move 
with you when you turn, roll and curl up in the night.

• Premium AA Grade, ripstop silk 
• Polyester/Lycra stretch gussets improve comfort and life of liner
• Increases thermal performance of sleeping bags
• Machine washable and colorfast
• Lightweight, super compact
• Double folded and reinforced seams
• Extends life of sleeping bags by keeping them clean

100% Premium 
SILK LINER

100% Premium 
COTTON 
LINER

Premium Blend 
SILK + 
COTTON 
LINERS
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Code Description Weight

ASTDOS Standard (Rectangular) 350g 

ALONGOS Long (Rectangular)  † 395g 

ADBLOS Double (Rectangular) † 710g 

AMUMMYOS Mummy (Tapered) † 325g 

AHOOD Mummy (with Hood) 370g

AYHAOS Traveller (with Pillow Insert) 425g 

† Navy only.

Code Description Weight

ASLKCTNSTD Standard (Rectangular) 142g 

ASLKCTNLONG Long (Rectangular) 156g 

ASLKCTNDBL Double (Rectangular) 274g 

ASLKCTNMUMMY Mummy (Tapered) 130g 

ASLKCTNHOOD Mummy (with Hood) 140g 

ASLKCTNYHA Traveller (with Pillow Insert) 168g 

Model # Description Weight

ASILKCSSTD Standard (Rectangular) 130g 

ASILKCSLONG Long (Rectangular) ‡ 145g 

ASILKCSDB Double (Rectangular) † 225g 

ASILKCSMUMMY Mummy (Tapered) † 125g 

ASILKCSHOOD Mummy (with Hood) 140g 

ASILKCSYHA Traveller (with Pillow Insert) 165g 

† Navy only, ‡ Navy and Eucalyptus Green only.

Pacific Blue Eucalyptus 
Green

Navy NavyNavy
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Our state-of-the-art ultra light shelter 
designed for technical outdoor pursuits 
where weight and performance are 
paramount.

Whether you are on a cycle touring trip, an extended unsupported 
trek or a paddling expedition, the Sea to Summit Specialist Shelters™ 
give you all the space and comfort of a tent, with the light weight 
and compact pack size of a bivi bag. 

Each Specialist™ comes with a set of 2 poles and 6 pegs made out of 
7075-T6 aluminium alloy for the best strength to weight ratio. They 
can also be erected with a pair of trekking poles and natural anchors 
making it perfect for gram saving enthusiasts, achieving a minimum 
packed weight of 445 grams and 633 grams for the Solo and Duo 
respectively.

For the shell, we have used Pertex® Endurance, a 20D ultra lightweight 
waterproof breathable nylon fabric in conjunction with a 15D 
waterproof nylon for the walls, vestibules and the floor. The Specialist™  
is fully seam sealed throughout. The ultra-fine mesh panel doors keep 
insects away and allow for maximum ventilation. Optional lightweight 
Tyvek® ground sheets are also available for added floor protection.

• Ultra-light weight — just 625g for the Solo (1 person)   
and 846g for the Duo (2  person)

• The Solo has one entrance and one vestibule
• The Duo has two entrances and two vestibules
• Pertex ® Endurance 20D nylon shell fabric that has a 1,000mm 

waterhead and a 7,000MVTR (Moisture Vapor Transmission Rate)
• 15D waterproof nylon walls, vestibule & floor has a 1,200mm 

waterhead
• Double stitched and bar tacked at all stress points for strength  

and endurance 
• Fully seam sealed and comes with reflective guy lines
• Includes 2 x 7075 alloy poles and 6 x hard anodised 7075 alloy pegs
• Can be pitched with trekking poles and natural anchors for weight 

savings
• Internal storage pocket not offered on many lightweight shelters
• Optional lightweight Tyvek® groundsheets

Floor area: 1.35m2

Vestibule area: 0.36m2
Floor area: 2.14m2

Vestibule area: 0.76m2

“ridiculously light”

solo
Groundsheet

duo
Groundsheet

Camelbak 750ml  
Eddy bottle

Solo in stuff bag
ø11cm x 26cm

Duo in stuff bag
ø12cm x 27cm

THE SPECIALIST™ SOLO DUO

Code Description Weight (shelter) Weight (poles) Weight (pegs) Weight (Total) Floor area Vestibule area

ASPECSOLO The Specialist™ Solo 445g 113g 67g  625g 1.35 m2 3.9 0.36 m2

ASPECSOLOGS Specialist™ Solo Groundsheet — — — 94g — —

ASPECDUO The Specialist™ Duo 633g 146g 67g 846g 2.14 m2 0.76 m2

ASPECDUOGS Specialist™ Duo Groundsheet — — — 135g — —

Shelter
 445g 

Poles
113g

Pegs
67g

Groundsheet
94g

Shelter
633g

Poles
146g

Pegs
67g

Groundsheet
135g
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Sometimes persistent insects or splash from a hard rain threaten to 
ruin a good trip. Our Escapist Mesh Inners have no poles and are 
designed to hang under our Escapist Tarps. They can also be pitched 
without an Escapist Tarp by using trekking poles, guy lines, trees  
and pegs.

The Ultra-Mesh Bug Tent has a 15D Ultra-Sil® Nano tape seamed tub 
floor with generous splash skirt and has a zippered door. In heavy 
rain an extra ground sheet is recommended. 

Escape to the wild with the versatile 
and ultra-lightweight tarp shelter for 
minimalist adventurers.

The Escapist is made from our waterproof 15D Sil/PU coated  
Ultra-Sil® Nano fabric. The eight Hypalon tie-out points will each 
hold the tip of a trekking pole and have cord adjuster and reflective 
guy lines pre-attached. These eight versatile points help the Escapist 
achieve a wide variety of setup options and also attach easily to the 
Escapist Mesh Inners, available separately.

The Large Escapist Tarp is 3 x 3m, weighs 440g and can comfortably 
sleep two when set up as an A-frame. It also makes a good tent 
awning or sun shelter.

The Medium Escapist is 2 x 2.6m, weighs 300g and protects two 
sleepers from the rain when set up close to the ground as an A-Frame.

A Tyvek ground sheet is invaluable for protecting your gear from 
ground water, thorns, mud and dirt. Our Tyvek Groundsheet is sized 
to fit under either of the Escapist mesh Inners. It is a very tough, 
waterproof material that sheds mud and water easily.

• 15D Ultra-Sil® Nano floor and walls with curved zip entrance

• Ultra-Mesh upper is strong and durable 

• Made from 15 Denier Sil/PU coated 1,200mm waterhead rated nylon

• Eight Hypalon and bar-tack reinforced tie-out points

• Extremely lightweight and compact

Reinforced corner with 
cord lock and guy rope

A trekking pole can be placed 
through the circular bar-tack

ESCAPIST 
inners

PEGS
See page 71 for Ground Control Pegs 

Medium: 2 x 2.6m
Large: 3 x 3m

CamelBak 750ml  
Eddy bottle

Medium in stuff bag
ø8.5 x 19cm

Large in stuff bag
ø9 x 23cm

ESCAPIST™ 15D TARPS INNERS

ULTRA-MESH BUG TENT

ESCAPIST 
groundsheets

Code Description Size Weight

AESCTARPM Escapist 15D Tarp - Medium 2 x 2.6m 300g

AESCTARPL Escapist 15D Tarp - Large 3 x 3m 440g

Code Description Size Weight

AESCUMBUGTENT Escapist Ultra-Mesh Bug Tent 2.2 x 1.3 x 1m 385g

Code Description Size Weight

AESCGS Escapist Groundsheet 2.2 x 1.3m 165g
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Quick Connect buckles allow 
easy set-up and fine-tuning

Extremely light fabric
and tiny pack size

Ultra-Sil® compression 
sack for a compact and

protected hammock

Holds
135kg

300lbs

Quick Connect buckles allow 
easy set-up and fine-tuning

Comfortable,
breathable and soft

ripstop Nylon

Ultra-Sil® compression 
sack for a compact and

protected hammock

Quick Connect buckles allow 
easy set-up and fine-tuning

Comfortable,
breathable and soft

ripstop Nylon

Ultra-Sil® compression 
sack for a compact and

protected hammock

Holds
180kg

400lbs

Holds
180kg

400lbs

ULTRALIGHT HAMMOCK PRO HAMMOCK SINGLE PRO HAMMOCK DOUBLE
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COMPRESSED SIZE: 90mm | 3.5”

Bar-tack reinforced
stress points

Triple bar-tacked
webbing loop

High strength buckle
works with Suspension Straps

Highly breathable fabric
wicks moisture awayRipstop nylon for

lightweight strength

Extra length so
Suspension Straps

can be stored inside 

Ultra-Sil® 30D siliconised,
high-tenacity Cordura® nylon

for exceptional strength

Water resistant,
durable storage 
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COMPRESSED SIZE: 100mm | 3.9”

Bar-tack reinforced
stress points

Triple bar-tacked
webbing loop

High strength buckle
works with Suspension Straps

Highly breathable fabric
wicks moisture awayRipstop nylon for

lightweight strength

Extra length so
Suspension Straps

can be stored inside 

Ultra-Sil® 30D siliconised,
high-tenacity Cordura® nylon

for exceptional strength

Water resistant,
durable storage 

Bar-tack reinforced
stress points

Triple bar-tacked
webbing loop

High strength buckle
works with Suspension Straps

Highly breathable fabric
wicks moisture awayRipstop nylon for

lightweight strength

Extra length so
Suspension Straps

can be stored inside 

Ultra-Sil® 30D siliconised,
high-tenacity Cordura® nylon

for exceptional strength

Water resistant,
durable storage 

140g | 5.0oz           
2.6 x 1.2m | 8.5 x 3.9ft

360g | 12.7oz           
3.0 x 1.5m | 9.8 x 4.9ft

450g | 1.0lb           
3.0 x 1.9m | 9.8 x 6.2ft

Sea to Summit Hammocks are a technical, light and very compact bit of 
gear. With quick and easy-to-use set-up and adjustment they are great 
for recreational day-trippers relaxing in the outdoors and gram-saving 
adventurers sleeping overnight. 

Pack size has been reduced by using minimalist buckles and high-strength, 
low-density fabrics inside a Cordura Nylon compression bag. Combined with 
15mm webbing Suspension Straps that fit inside the compression bag the 
whole system can be a small and light additon to your pack. 

A range of lightweight accessories are available to upgrade your hammock 
into a sleep system including a tarp, bug net, and gear sling. Quick Connect buckles allow 

easy set-up and fine-tuning
Extremely light fabric

and tiny pack size

Ultra-Sil® compression 
sack for a compact and

protected hammock

Holds
135kg

300lbs

Quick Connect buckles allow 
easy set-up and fine-tuning

Comfortable,
breathable and soft

ripstop Nylon

Ultra-Sil® compression 
sack for a compact and

protected hammock
Quick Connect buckles allow 
easy set-up and fine-tuning

Comfortable,
breathable and soft

ripstop Nylon

Ultra-Sil® compression 
sack for a compact and

protected hammock

Holds
180kg

400lbs

Holds
180kg

400lbs

ULTRALIGHT HAMMOCK PRO HAMMOCK SINGLE PRO HAMMOCK DOUBLE
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COMPRESSED SIZE: 90mm | 3.5”

Bar-tack reinforced
stress points

Triple bar-tacked
webbing loop

High strength buckle
works with Suspension Straps

Highly breathable fabric
wicks moisture awayRipstop nylon for

lightweight strength

Extra length so
Suspension Straps

can be stored inside 

Ultra-Sil® 30D siliconised,
high-tenacity Cordura® nylon

for exceptional strength

Water resistant,
durable storage 
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COMPRESSED SIZE: 100mm | 3.9”

Bar-tack reinforced
stress points

Triple bar-tacked
webbing loop

High strength buckle
works with Suspension Straps

Highly breathable fabric
wicks moisture awayRipstop nylon for

lightweight strength

Extra length so
Suspension Straps

can be stored inside 

Ultra-Sil® 30D siliconised,
high-tenacity Cordura® nylon

for exceptional strength

Water resistant,
durable storage 
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Bar-tack reinforced
stress points

Triple bar-tacked
webbing loop

High strength buckle
works with Suspension Straps

Highly breathable fabric
wicks moisture awayRipstop nylon for

lightweight strength

Extra length so
Suspension Straps

can be stored inside 

Ultra-Sil® 30D siliconised,
high-tenacity Cordura® nylon

for exceptional strength

Water resistant,
durable storage 

140g | 5.0oz           
2.6 x 1.2m | 8.5 x 3.9ft

360g | 12.7oz           
3.0 x 1.5m | 9.8 x 4.9ft

450g | 1.0lb           
3.0 x 1.9m | 9.8 x 6.2ft

Our Ultralight Hammocks features a specially designed 20D Nylon monofilament fabric. It’s whisper-
light appearance is matched on the scales, coming in at a tiny 140g. The fabric is more than strong 
enough to take the load of a sleeping camper, rated at 135kg. Being a monofilament fabric, it is also 
highly compressible making for a miniscule packed size. The buckle on the Ultralight is made from 
high strength, lightweight aluminium 6061 to shave extra grams. The webbing loop is triple bar 
tacked to the hammock to ensure long term durability. 

Code Description Size Weight Colours

AHAMULS Hammock Ultralight Single 2.6 x 1.2m 140g Yellow, or Grey
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Quick Connect buckles allow 
easy set-up and fine-tuning

Extremely light fabric
and tiny pack size

Ultra-Sil® compression 
sack for a compact and

protected hammock

Holds
135kg

300lbs

Quick Connect buckles allow 
easy set-up and fine-tuning

Comfortable,
breathable and soft

ripstop Nylon

Ultra-Sil® compression 
sack for a compact and

protected hammock
Quick Connect buckles allow 
easy set-up and fine-tuning

Comfortable,
breathable and soft

ripstop Nylon

Ultra-Sil® compression 
sack for a compact and

protected hammock

Holds
180kg

400lbs

Holds
180kg

400lbs

ULTRALIGHT HAMMOCK PRO HAMMOCK SINGLE PRO HAMMOCK DOUBLE
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COMPRESSED SIZE: 90mm | 3.5”

Bar-tack reinforced
stress points

Triple bar-tacked
webbing loop

High strength buckle
works with Suspension Straps

Highly breathable fabric
wicks moisture awayRipstop nylon for

lightweight strength

Extra length so
Suspension Straps

can be stored inside 

Ultra-Sil® 30D siliconised,
high-tenacity Cordura® nylon

for exceptional strength

Water resistant,
durable storage 
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COMPRESSED SIZE: 100mm | 3.9”

Bar-tack reinforced
stress points

Triple bar-tacked
webbing loop

High strength buckle
works with Suspension Straps

Highly breathable fabric
wicks moisture awayRipstop nylon for

lightweight strength

Extra length so
Suspension Straps

can be stored inside 

Ultra-Sil® 30D siliconised,
high-tenacity Cordura® nylon

for exceptional strength

Water resistant,
durable storage 
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Bar-tack reinforced
stress points

Triple bar-tacked
webbing loop

High strength buckle
works with Suspension Straps

Highly breathable fabric
wicks moisture awayRipstop nylon for

lightweight strength

Extra length so
Suspension Straps

can be stored inside 

Ultra-Sil® 30D siliconised,
high-tenacity Cordura® nylon

for exceptional strength

Water resistant,
durable storage 

140g | 5.0oz           
2.6 x 1.2m | 8.5 x 3.9ft

360g | 12.7oz           
3.0 x 1.5m | 9.8 x 4.9ft

450g | 1.0lb           
3.0 x 1.9m | 9.8 x 6.2ft

The Pro Hammock reflects the high quality, technical drive behind Sea to Summit. We have 
analysed the products on the markets and sought to improve every aspect: materials, construction, 
weight, bulk, and ease of use. Constructed from soft, ripstop Nylon with high strength plated steel 
buckles and Cordura Nylon compression bag. One of the lightest and most compact standard 
hammocks on the market. Designed to work seamlessly with the buckles of the Suspenions Straps 
and Tree Protectorto create an simple, streamline system.

Code Description Size Weight Colours

AHAMS Hammock Pro Single 3.0 x 1.5m 360g Blue, Red, or Lime

AHAMD Hammock Pro Double 3.0 x 1.9m 450g Blue, Red, or Lime
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PACKED SIZE: 40mm | 1.6”
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PACKED SIZE: 40mm | 1.6”

Ultra-Sil® Nano 15D Nylon 
fabric for advanced strength 

to weight performance
5 Hypalon tie-out points each 
hold the tip of a trekking pole

Two tie-points points on one 
side for protection against 
high wind or driving rain

HAMMOCK TARP HAMMOCK BUG NET

Collapsible pole spreads the 
mesh away from your body for 

a spacious feeling

Made from soft, polyester 
mesh with 80 holes/cm² for 

excellent bug protection
Large right-angle zip opens 

wide for easy access

GEAR SLING

Super fast set-up
and adjustment

Made with ripstop Nylon 
and reflective cord

Keeps your gear clean, dry 
and within arms reach

SUSPENSION STRAPS

TREE PROTECTORS

330g | 11.7oz           
3.6 x 2.8m | 11.8 x 9.2ft

170g | 6.0oz           
3.0m | 9.8ft

380g | 13.4oz           
2.95 x 0.8m | 9.7 x 2.6ft

165g | 5.8oz           
1.35 x 1.35m | 4.4 x 4.4ft

Set of straps rated to 180kg | 400lbs

135g | 4.8oz           
1.5m | 4.9ft
Set of protectors rated to 180kg | 400lbs

Non-stretch 15mm 
polyester webbing with 

reflective thread

Compact and light;
fit inside hammock 
compression bag

High-strength, 
quick-connect buckles 

designed for
Sea to Summit Hammocks 

Compact and light;
fit inside hammock 
compression bag

38mm | 1.5”
polyester webbing 

distributes load

High-strength, 
quick-connect buckles 

designed for ‘Sea to Summit 
Suspension Straps’

Two tie-out points this 
side for protection 

against high wind or 
driving rain

Lying on a slight angle 
results in a flatter, 
more comfortable 
position

Single tie-out point this side 
for reduced weight and bulk

hammock

tarp

Ultra-Sil® Nano 15D Nylon fabric for
advanced strength to weight performance Large right-angle zip

opens wide for easy access 

No ridgeline means
uninterrupted star-gazing

Enjoy the view
with high-visibility 

black mesh

Made from soft, polyester 
mesh with 80 holes/cm² for 
excellent bug protection

80cm | 31” collapsible pole spreads the 
mesh away from your body for a spacious 
feeling and protection from bugs that can 
bite through the hammock fabric   

The Gear Sling gets your backpack off the 
ground so it’s clean and dry.

While you relax in your hammock keep your 
backpack and essential items* within arm’s 
reach. 
*good book and a beer.

Super fast set-up 
and adjustment

Reflective cord

22kg capacity

Inlcudes a durable stuff sack 
made from Ultra-Sil® 30D 
siliconised, high-tenacity 
Cordura® nylon 
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PACKED SIZE: 40mm | 1.6”

Ultra-Sil® Nano 15D Nylon 
fabric for advanced strength 

to weight performance
5 Hypalon tie-out points each 
hold the tip of a trekking pole

Two tie-points points on one 
side for protection against 
high wind or driving rain

HAMMOCK TARP HAMMOCK BUG NET

Collapsible pole spreads the 
mesh away from your body for 

a spacious feeling

Made from soft, polyester 
mesh with 80 holes/cm² for 

excellent bug protection
Large right-angle zip opens 

wide for easy access

GEAR SLING

Super fast set-up
and adjustment

Made with ripstop Nylon 
and reflective cord

Keeps your gear clean, dry 
and within arms reach

SUSPENSION STRAPS

TREE PROTECTORS

330g | 11.7oz           
3.6 x 2.8m | 11.8 x 9.2ft

170g | 6.0oz           
3.0m | 9.8ft

380g | 13.4oz           
2.95 x 0.8m | 9.7 x 2.6ft

165g | 5.8oz           
1.35 x 1.35m | 4.4 x 4.4ft

Set of straps rated to 180kg | 400lbs

135g | 4.8oz           
1.5m | 4.9ft
Set of protectors rated to 180kg | 400lbs

Non-stretch 15mm 
polyester webbing with 

reflective thread

Compact and light;
fit inside hammock 
compression bag

High-strength, 
quick-connect buckles 

designed for
Sea to Summit Hammocks 

Compact and light;
fit inside hammock 
compression bag

38mm | 1.5”
polyester webbing 

distributes load

High-strength, 
quick-connect buckles 

designed for ‘Sea to Summit 
Suspension Straps’

Two tie-out points this 
side for protection 

against high wind or 
driving rain

Lying on a slight angle 
results in a flatter, 
more comfortable 
position

Single tie-out point this side 
for reduced weight and bulk

hammock

tarp

Ultra-Sil® Nano 15D Nylon fabric for
advanced strength to weight performance Large right-angle zip

opens wide for easy access 

No ridgeline means
uninterrupted star-gazing

Enjoy the view
with high-visibility 

black mesh

Made from soft, polyester 
mesh with 80 holes/cm² for 
excellent bug protection

80cm | 31” collapsible pole spreads the 
mesh away from your body for a spacious 
feeling and protection from bugs that can 
bite through the hammock fabric   

The Gear Sling gets your backpack off the 
ground so it’s clean and dry.

While you relax in your hammock keep your 
backpack and essential items* within arm’s 
reach. 
*good book and a beer.

Super fast set-up 
and adjustment

Reflective cord

22kg capacity

Inlcudes a durable stuff sack 
made from Ultra-Sil® 30D 
siliconised, high-tenacity 
Cordura® nylon 
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PACKED SIZE: 40mm | 1.6”

Ultra-Sil® Nano 15D Nylon 
fabric for advanced strength 

to weight performance
5 Hypalon tie-out points each 
hold the tip of a trekking pole

Two tie-points points on one 
side for protection against 
high wind or driving rain

HAMMOCK TARP HAMMOCK BUG NET

Collapsible pole spreads the 
mesh away from your body for 

a spacious feeling

Made from soft, polyester 
mesh with 80 holes/cm² for 

excellent bug protection
Large right-angle zip opens 

wide for easy access

GEAR SLING

Super fast set-up
and adjustment

Made with ripstop Nylon 
and reflective cord

Keeps your gear clean, dry 
and within arms reach

SUSPENSION STRAPS

TREE PROTECTORS

330g | 11.7oz           
3.6 x 2.8m | 11.8 x 9.2ft

170g | 6.0oz           
3.0m | 9.8ft

380g | 13.4oz           
2.95 x 0.8m | 9.7 x 2.6ft

165g | 5.8oz           
1.35 x 1.35m | 4.4 x 4.4ft

Set of straps rated to 180kg | 400lbs

135g | 4.8oz           
1.5m | 4.9ft
Set of protectors rated to 180kg | 400lbs

Non-stretch 15mm 
polyester webbing with 

reflective thread

Compact and light;
fit inside hammock 
compression bag

High-strength, 
quick-connect buckles 

designed for
Sea to Summit Hammocks 

Compact and light;
fit inside hammock 
compression bag

38mm | 1.5”
polyester webbing 

distributes load

High-strength, 
quick-connect buckles 

designed for ‘Sea to Summit 
Suspension Straps’

Two tie-out points this 
side for protection 

against high wind or 
driving rain

Lying on a slight angle 
results in a flatter, 
more comfortable 
position

Single tie-out point this side 
for reduced weight and bulk

hammock

tarp

Ultra-Sil® Nano 15D Nylon fabric for
advanced strength to weight performance Large right-angle zip

opens wide for easy access 

No ridgeline means
uninterrupted star-gazing

Enjoy the view
with high-visibility 

black mesh

Made from soft, polyester 
mesh with 80 holes/cm² for 
excellent bug protection

80cm | 31” collapsible pole spreads the 
mesh away from your body for a spacious 
feeling and protection from bugs that can 
bite through the hammock fabric   

The Gear Sling gets your backpack off the 
ground so it’s clean and dry.

While you relax in your hammock keep your 
backpack and essential items* within arm’s 
reach. 
*good book and a beer.

Super fast set-up 
and adjustment

Reflective cord

22kg capacity

Inlcudes a durable stuff sack 
made from Ultra-Sil® 30D 
siliconised, high-tenacity 
Cordura® nylon 
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Ultra-Sil® Nano 15D Nylon 
fabric for advanced strength 

to weight performance
5 Hypalon tie-out points each 
hold the tip of a trekking pole

Two tie-points points on one 
side for protection against 
high wind or driving rain

HAMMOCK TARP HAMMOCK BUG NET

Collapsible pole spreads the 
mesh away from your body for 

a spacious feeling

Made from soft, polyester 
mesh with 80 holes/cm² for 

excellent bug protection
Large right-angle zip opens 

wide for easy access

GEAR SLING

Super fast set-up
and adjustment

Made with ripstop Nylon 
and reflective cord

Keeps your gear clean, dry 
and within arms reach

SUSPENSION STRAPS

TREE PROTECTORS

330g | 11.7oz           
3.6 x 2.8m | 11.8 x 9.2ft

170g | 6.0oz           
3.0m | 9.8ft

380g | 13.4oz           
2.95 x 0.8m | 9.7 x 2.6ft

165g | 5.8oz           
1.35 x 1.35m | 4.4 x 4.4ft

Set of straps rated to 180kg | 400lbs

135g | 4.8oz           
1.5m | 4.9ft
Set of protectors rated to 180kg | 400lbs

Non-stretch 15mm 
polyester webbing with 

reflective thread

Compact and light;
fit inside hammock 
compression bag

High-strength, 
quick-connect buckles 

designed for
Sea to Summit Hammocks 

Compact and light;
fit inside hammock 
compression bag

38mm | 1.5”
polyester webbing 

distributes load

High-strength, 
quick-connect buckles 

designed for ‘Sea to Summit 
Suspension Straps’

Two tie-out points this 
side for protection 

against high wind or 
driving rain

Lying on a slight angle 
results in a flatter, 
more comfortable 
position

Single tie-out point this side 
for reduced weight and bulk

hammock

tarp

Ultra-Sil® Nano 15D Nylon fabric for
advanced strength to weight performance Large right-angle zip

opens wide for easy access 

No ridgeline means
uninterrupted star-gazing

Enjoy the view
with high-visibility 

black mesh

Made from soft, polyester 
mesh with 80 holes/cm² for 
excellent bug protection

80cm | 31” collapsible pole spreads the 
mesh away from your body for a spacious 
feeling and protection from bugs that can 
bite through the hammock fabric   

The Gear Sling gets your backpack off the 
ground so it’s clean and dry.

While you relax in your hammock keep your 
backpack and essential items* within arm’s 
reach. 
*good book and a beer.

Super fast set-up 
and adjustment

Reflective cord

22kg capacity

Inlcudes a durable stuff sack 
made from Ultra-Sil® 30D 
siliconised, high-tenacity 
Cordura® nylon 

A Hammock Tarp compliments your lightweight and compact hammock by providing the most 
effective coverage without adding excess weight or bulk. The minimalist design tapers towards 
the ends where the hammock narrows and has a single tieout point on one side providing 
enough room to cook under while sitting on your hammock. Two tie-out points on the oppostie 
side can be pegged close to the ground for protection against prevailing wind and rain.

Suspension Straps are required to fully 
utilise the Quick Connect buckle fitted 
to the hammock. At 40mm tall they are 
one of the lightest and most compact 
suspension straps on the market. The 
Suspension Strap is made from 3 meters 
of non-stretch webbing with two high 
strength steel buckles. Circle the strap 
around a tree or anchor point and insert 
into the hammock buckle. The length 
of the strap can be easily fine-tuned to 
achieve a comfortable 30 degree hang.

Sea to Summit is a proud proponent of 
Leave No Trace®, and our Tree Protectors 
will ensure that the trees you hang your 
hammock from will be there for many 
more generations. Thin straps can remove 
the outer layer of bark from trees, which 
can prevent the tree from supplying 
nutrients. 38mm webbing distributes the 
hammock load and reduces wear on the 
tree. High strength plated steel buckles 
quickly attach to the Suspension Straps as 
a simple and streamline system.

Code Description Size Weight Colours

AHAMSS Suspension Straps 15mm x 3.0m (2 pack) 170g Grey

Code Description Size Weight Colours

AHAMTP Tree Protectors 38mm x 1.5m (2 pack) 135g Grey

Code Description Size Weight Colours

AHAMTARP Hammock Tarp 3.6 x 2.8m 330g Blue
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Ultra-Sil® Nano 15D Nylon 
fabric for advanced strength 

to weight performance
5 Hypalon tie-out points each 
hold the tip of a trekking pole

Two tie-points points on one 
side for protection against 
high wind or driving rain

HAMMOCK TARP HAMMOCK BUG NET

Collapsible pole spreads the 
mesh away from your body for 

a spacious feeling

Made from soft, polyester 
mesh with 80 holes/cm² for 

excellent bug protection
Large right-angle zip opens 

wide for easy access

GEAR SLING

Super fast set-up
and adjustment

Made with ripstop Nylon 
and reflective cord

Keeps your gear clean, dry 
and within arms reach

SUSPENSION STRAPS

TREE PROTECTORS

330g | 11.7oz           
3.6 x 2.8m | 11.8 x 9.2ft

170g | 6.0oz           
3.0m | 9.8ft

380g | 13.4oz           
2.95 x 0.8m | 9.7 x 2.6ft

165g | 5.8oz           
1.35 x 1.35m | 4.4 x 4.4ft

Set of straps rated to 180kg | 400lbs

135g | 4.8oz           
1.5m | 4.9ft
Set of protectors rated to 180kg | 400lbs

Non-stretch 15mm 
polyester webbing with 

reflective thread

Compact and light;
fit inside hammock 
compression bag

High-strength, 
quick-connect buckles 

designed for
Sea to Summit Hammocks 

Compact and light;
fit inside hammock 
compression bag

38mm | 1.5”
polyester webbing 

distributes load

High-strength, 
quick-connect buckles 

designed for ‘Sea to Summit 
Suspension Straps’

Two tie-out points this 
side for protection 

against high wind or 
driving rain

Lying on a slight angle 
results in a flatter, 
more comfortable 
position

Single tie-out point this side 
for reduced weight and bulk

hammock

tarp

Ultra-Sil® Nano 15D Nylon fabric for
advanced strength to weight performance Large right-angle zip

opens wide for easy access 

No ridgeline means
uninterrupted star-gazing

Enjoy the view
with high-visibility 

black mesh

Made from soft, polyester 
mesh with 80 holes/cm² for 
excellent bug protection

80cm | 31” collapsible pole spreads the 
mesh away from your body for a spacious 
feeling and protection from bugs that can 
bite through the hammock fabric   

The Gear Sling gets your backpack off the 
ground so it’s clean and dry.

While you relax in your hammock keep your 
backpack and essential items* within arm’s 
reach. 
*good book and a beer.

Super fast set-up 
and adjustment

Reflective cord

22kg capacity

Inlcudes a durable stuff sack 
made from Ultra-Sil® 30D 
siliconised, high-tenacity 
Cordura® nylon 
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Ultra-Sil® Nano 15D Nylon 
fabric for advanced strength 

to weight performance
5 Hypalon tie-out points each 
hold the tip of a trekking pole

Two tie-points points on one 
side for protection against 
high wind or driving rain

HAMMOCK TARP HAMMOCK BUG NET

Collapsible pole spreads the 
mesh away from your body for 

a spacious feeling

Made from soft, polyester 
mesh with 80 holes/cm² for 

excellent bug protection
Large right-angle zip opens 

wide for easy access

GEAR SLING

Super fast set-up
and adjustment

Made with ripstop Nylon 
and reflective cord

Keeps your gear clean, dry 
and within arms reach

SUSPENSION STRAPS

TREE PROTECTORS

330g | 11.7oz           
3.6 x 2.8m | 11.8 x 9.2ft

170g | 6.0oz           
3.0m | 9.8ft

380g | 13.4oz           
2.95 x 0.8m | 9.7 x 2.6ft

165g | 5.8oz           
1.35 x 1.35m | 4.4 x 4.4ft

Set of straps rated to 180kg | 400lbs

135g | 4.8oz           
1.5m | 4.9ft
Set of protectors rated to 180kg | 400lbs

Non-stretch 15mm 
polyester webbing with 

reflective thread

Compact and light;
fit inside hammock 
compression bag

High-strength, 
quick-connect buckles 

designed for
Sea to Summit Hammocks 

Compact and light;
fit inside hammock 
compression bag

38mm | 1.5”
polyester webbing 

distributes load

High-strength, 
quick-connect buckles 

designed for ‘Sea to Summit 
Suspension Straps’

Two tie-out points this 
side for protection 

against high wind or 
driving rain

Lying on a slight angle 
results in a flatter, 
more comfortable 
position

Single tie-out point this side 
for reduced weight and bulk

hammock

tarp

Ultra-Sil® Nano 15D Nylon fabric for
advanced strength to weight performance Large right-angle zip

opens wide for easy access 

No ridgeline means
uninterrupted star-gazing

Enjoy the view
with high-visibility 

black mesh

Made from soft, polyester 
mesh with 80 holes/cm² for 
excellent bug protection

80cm | 31” collapsible pole spreads the 
mesh away from your body for a spacious 
feeling and protection from bugs that can 
bite through the hammock fabric   

The Gear Sling gets your backpack off the 
ground so it’s clean and dry.

While you relax in your hammock keep your 
backpack and essential items* within arm’s 
reach. 
*good book and a beer.

Super fast set-up 
and adjustment

Reflective cord

22kg capacity

Inlcudes a durable stuff sack 
made from Ultra-Sil® 30D 
siliconised, high-tenacity 
Cordura® nylon 

The Hammock Bug Net is designed for easy set-up and effective protection from mosquitoes and 
other bugs while using your hammock. The breathability and comfort of a hammock is ideal for 
warm or tropical weather but flying and crawling insects are all too common. The Hammock Bug 
Net fits all STS Hammocks and will gives you the peace of mind to enjoy the outdoors.

A simple design to keep your backpack off the ground, and essential items within arm’s reach. 
By essential, we mean a good book and a beer. Features super fast set-up and adjustment with 
nylon cam-hook, reflective cord for visibility at night and a 22kg capacity.

Code Description Size Weight Colours

AHAMBUG Hammock Bug Net 2.95 x 0.8m 380g Black

Code Description Size Weight Colours

AHAMGS Gear Sling 1.4 x 1.4m 165g Lime



With the range of Sea to Summit’s dry storage options spanning from 
the ultra-light Nano Dry Sacks to the super burly 600D Hydraulics, 
it’s important to know which product is the right choice for your 
customer’s intended use and activity. For instance, feather-weight 
fabrics like Ultra-Sil® are ideal for backpackers, but in environments 
where higher abrasion resistance is required the Big River or Stopper 
or Hydraulic fabrics are recommended.  

What is important to keep in mind when selling a dry bag or dry sack 
is how will it be used. 

The intended use of the dry bag will also influence which product you 
should recommend. If your customer is encountering situations where 
there is standing water in the bottom of a canoe, for example, where 
someone might be leaning against the bag (adding pressure), then 
you will want to recommend a bag with a thicker fabric with a higher 
hydrostatic head like the Big River Dry Bag or the Stopper.

It’s also important to understand that there is more to waterproof 
performance than what material the dry bag is made of. Much of  
the performance is dependent on the user properly rolling down 
and sealing the bag.

Dry Storage Sacks & Bags
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Our Ultra-Sil® Dry Sack with a clear TPU window to easily view the 
contents inside. The TPU window is RF welded into the side panels 
of the dry sack. The RF welding produces a bond as strong as the 
materials being joined. 

• Ultra-Sil® 30D siliconised high-tenacity CORDURA®  
nylon fabric for exceptional strength

• Ultra-Sil® fabric has a 2,000mm waterhead
• Hypalon roll top closure does not wick moisture
• Polyurethane coated and fully seam sealed for  

water resistance
• Reinforced stitching for greater seam strength  

on all stress points
• Super compact and ultra lightweight
• Round base design in all sizes
• Use: backpackers, cycling touring, travellers

Using a 15D Sil/PU nylon fabric we call Ultra-Sil® Nano, a lightweight 
side release buckle and a thinner roll top closure we have created a 
dry sack that is 30% lighter than our 30D Ultra-Sil® Dry Sacks!

• Ultra-Sil® Nano 15D nylon fabric for advanced  
strength to weight performance

• Ultra-Sil® Nano has a 1,200mm waterhead
• Fully seam-sealed for water resistance
• Reinforced stitching for greater seam strength  

on all stress points
• Hypalon roll top closure does not wick moisture
• Siliconised fabric for easy packing
• Compact and super lightweight
• Oval base design for easy packing
• Designed for ultra light backpacking

The ideal dry sack for backpackers.

• Ultra-Sil® 30D siliconised high-tenacity CORDURA®  
nylon fabric for exceptional strength

• Ultra-Sil® fabric has a 2,000mm waterhead
• Non-wicking Hypalon roll-top closure with stiffener  

at the top for an improved  seal
• Fully seam sealed for water resistance
• Translucent for easy visibility of contents
• Slippery finish for easy packing
• Round base in all sizes
• Use: backpackers, cycling touring, travellers

Award-winning,  
light and strong

ULTRA-SIL® Nano 
DRYSACK

ULTRA-SIL® 
DRYSACK

ULTRA-SIL® View 
DRYSACK

Code Description Base x Height Weight

AUVDS1 Ultra-Sil® View Dry Sack - 1L ø11 x 24cm 22g

AUVDS2 Ultra-Sil® View Dry Sack - 2L ø13 x 29cm 28g

AUVDS4 Ultra-Sil® View Dry Sack - 4L ø15 x 33cm 33g

AUVDS8 Ultra-Sil® View Dry Sack - 8L ø17 x 46cm 43g

AUVDS13 Ultra-Sil® View Dry Sack - 13L ø22 x 53cm 53g

AUVDS20 Ultra-Sil® View Dry Sack - 20L ø25 x 61cm 66g

AUVDS35 Ultra-Sil® View Dry Sack - 35L ø30 x 70cm 85g

Code Description (oval base) x Height Weight

AUNDS1 Ultra-Sil® Nano Dry Sack - 1L (13 x 7.5) x 24cm  13g

AUNDS2 Ultra-Sil® Nano Dry Sack - 2L (15 x 9.5) x 28.5cm 16g

AUNDS4 Ultra-Sil® Nano Dry Sack - 4L (17 x 11.2) x 33cm 19g

AUNDS8 Ultra-Sil® Nano Dry Sack - 8L (20 x 15) x 47cm 24g

AUNDS13 Ultra-Sil® Nano Dry Sack - 13L (22.5 x 16.5) x 52cm 28g

AUNDS20 Ultra-Sil® Nano Dry Sack - 20L (26 x 20) x 63cm 36g

AUNDS35 Ultra-Sil® Nano Dry Sack - 35L (31 x 25) x 70cm 46g

Blue Lime Orange Blue GreenOrange Berry Blue GreenOrange

Code Description Base x Height Weight

AUDS1 Ultra-Sil® Dry Sack - 1L ø11 x 24cm 20g

AUDS2 Ultra-Sil® Dry Sack - 2L ø13 x 29cm 23g

AUDS4 Ultra-Sil® Dry Sack - 4L ø15 x 33cm 26g

AUDS8 Ultra-Sil® Dry Sack - 8L ø17 x 46cm 30g

AUDS13 Ultra-Sil® Dry Sack - 13L ø22 x 53cm 40g

AUDS20 Ultra-Sil® Dry Sack - 20L ø25 x 61cm 50g

AUDS35 Ultra-Sil® Dry Sack - 35L ø30 x 70cm 65g
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Versatile, light and durable, these bags offer high quality 
construction and performance at a great price.

• Lightweight 70D nylon with fully taped seams
• 10,000mm waterhead, lightweight durable nylon
• White interior for greater interior visibility
• Hypalon roll top closure
• D-ring attachment point at buckle
• Round base on all sizes
• Use: backpacking, cycle touring, paddling,  

general boating

We use waterproof, air permeable eVent® fabric on the 
base for valve-free air expulsion, allowing compact 
packing. Instead of straps for compression, just roll 
the sack down and air is pushed out of the base. 
Then close the buckle and you’ve just saved space. 
These sacks are oval-shaped, rather than round so 
they better fit the internal contours of a backpack.

• Air permeable, waterproof eVent® fabric base
• Valve-free air expelling design for compact packing
• 70D fabric for strength
• Oval base resists rolling, packs more efficiently
• Waterproof non-wicking Hypalon roll top closure
• 10,000mm waterhead, lightweight durable nylon
• All seams are double stitched and tape sealed
• White interior for better visibility of contents
• Use: storage of compressible contents, such as  

clothes and sleeping bags

Lightweight 
DRYSACK

evac™ 
DRYSACK

Blue Grey

Code Description (Oval Base) x Height Weight

AEDS3 eVac Dry Sack - 3L (17x11cm) x 28cm 42g 

AEDS5 eVac Dry Sack - 5L (17x11cm) x 39cm 48g 

AEDS8 eVac Dry Sack - 8L (21x13cm) x 44cm 58g 

AEDS13 eVac Dry Sack - 13L (23x15cm) x 51cm 69g 

AEDS20 eVac Dry Sack - 20L (27x17cm) x 60cm 86g 

AEDS35 eVac Dry Sack - 35L (33x21cm) x 70cm 112g 

AEDS65 eVac Dry Sack - 65L (38x25cm) x 85cm 148g 

Yellow Blue GreenRedBlack

Code Description Base x Height Weight

ADS1 Lightweight Dry Sack - 1L ø11 x 24cm 30g 

ADS2 Lightweight Dry Sack - 2L ø13 x 29cm 38g 

ADS4 Lightweight Dry Sack - 4L ø15 x 33cm 44g 

ADS8 Lightweight Dry Sack - 8L ø17 x 46cm 58g 

ADS13 Lightweight Dry Sack - 13L ø22 x 53cm 72g 

ADS20 Lightweight Dry Sack - 20L ø25 x 61cm 86g 

ADS35 Lightweight Dry Sack - 35L ø30 x 70cm 115g 
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SUPER  HEAVY DUTY 

This super heavy duty dry bag is specifically designed to 
perform in extreme conditions where toughness and abrasion 
resistance are required. The Hydraulic is made from 600D TPU 
laminated fabric with a completely welded construction for 
durable waterproof seams and a snag free seam profile. The 
fabric is PVC free and UV resistant. It sheds water and does not 
crack in extreme cold. 

The unique molded interlocking closure securely seals the bag 
for waterproof performance. The dry bags have an oval base 
to resist rolling and take less room when stacked. Heavy duty 
Hypalon™ lash loops are RF welded at the sides and provide 
secure attachment or lashing points.

• 600D, TPU laminated heavy duty waterproof fabric 
• Non-wicking TPU roll top closure with innovative interlocking 

profile that is secure and waterproof 
• Welded construction for permanently sealed seams
• Durable UV resistant PVC free fabric withstands cold temperatures
• High performance abrasion resistant fabric
• Oval base to resist rolling
• Features a replaceable buckle with stainless steel pins
• Lash loops for secure attachment 

Our most rugged dry bag

Oval base to resist rolling Completely welded construction 
for durable waterproof seams and 

a snag-free seam profile

Non-wicking TPU roll top closure 
with innovative interlocking profile

Welded lash loops for  
secure attachment

Patent pending Field Repair Buckle see page 57

Hydraulic
Bag

Code Description (Oval Base) x Height Weight

AHYDB8 Hydraulic Dry Bag -  8L (21 x 13cm) x 44cm 246g

AHYDB13 Hydraulic Dry Bag - 13L (23 x 15cm) x 51cm  302g

AHYDB20 Hydraulic Dry Bag - 20L (27 x 17cm) x 60cm  424g

AHYDB35 Hydraulic Dry Bag - 35L (33 x 21cm) x 70cm 553g

AHYDB65 Hydraulic Dry Bag - 65L (38 x 25cm) x 85cm 743g

Blue Yellow Black
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Super strong and abrasion resistant, this non-PVC mid-weight dry 
bag has space saving low profile Hypalon lash loops on the sides 
for secure stacking. Features a roll-resistant oval shape. A great 
choice for rugged water sports like kayaking, canoeing, and rafting.

• Super strong and abrasion resistant 420D nylon fabric
• TPU laminated fabric with 10,000mm waterhead
• Waterproof, double stitched, reinforced,  

tape sealed seams
• Hypalon lash loops for attachment/stacking
• Waterproof Hypalon roll top closure does  

not wick moisture
• White interior for greater visibility of contents

These fully welded dry bags are made from 210D nylon fabric 
with TPU lamination on the outer face for durability, water 
shedding, and abrasion resistance. The clean profile and oval 
base resists rolling and allows for easy packing. The high 
strength fabric is UV resistant and won’t crack in extreme cold.

• 210D nylon fabric with TPU laminate
• Durable & smooth water shedding exterior
• Waterproof TPU roll top closure does not wick moisture
• All welded construction for permanently sealed seams
• Features the patent pending Field Repair Buckle with stainless 

steel pins

The Clear Stopper shares the same rugged yet light 
construction of our regular Stopper dry bags but with an 
optical grade transparent TPU body to aid organisation and 
finding gear quickly.

• Fully waterproof TPU fabric is abrasion and UV resistant,  
impervious to cracking in the extreme cold

• Keeps contents dry in wet situations where the bag is  
not continuously submerged

• Oval base and space saving low profile shape resists  
rolling and stacks easily

• Optic grade clear TPU resists yellowing with age
• Durable and smooth water shedding exterior
• Waterproof TPU roll top closure does not wick moisture
• Welded construction for permanently sealed seams
• Field replaceable side release buckle
• PVC free

Rugged and durable

Big River 
DRYBAG

Clear Stopper™ 
DRYBAGS

Stopper™ 
DRYBAGS

Code Description (Oval Base) x Height Weight

ABRDB3 Big River Dry Bag - 3L (17 x 11cm) x 28cm 79g 

ABRDB5 Big River Dry Bag - 5L (17 x 11cm) x 39cm 96g 

ABRDB8 Big River Dry Bag - 8L (21 x 13cm) x 44cm 106g 

ABRDB13 Big River Dry Bag - 13L (23 x 15cm) x 51cm 128g 

ABRDB20 Big River Dry Bag - 20L (27 x 17cm) x 60cm 184g 

ABRDB35 Big River Dry Bag - 35L (33 x 21cm) x 70cm 239g 

ABRDB65 Big River Dry Bag - 65L (38 x 25cm) x 85cm 293g 

Code Description (Base) x Height Weight

ASDB5 Stopper Dry Bag - 5L (17x11cm) x 39cm  88g

ASDB8 Stopper Dry Bag - 8L (21x13cm) x 44cm 101g

ASDB13 Stopper Dry Bag - 13L (23x15cm) x 51cm 125g

ASDB20 Stopper Dry Bag - 20L (27x17cm) x 60cm 180g

ASDB35 Stopper Dry Bag - 35L (33x21cm) x 70cm 240g

ASDB65 Stopper Dry Bag - 65L (38x25cm) x 85cm 327g 

Blue Green Yellow

Code Description (Base) x Height Weight

ASDB5CLR Clear Stopper Dry Bag - 5L (17x11cm) x 39cm 115g

ASDB8CLR Clear Stopper Dry Bag - 8L (21x13cm) x 44cm  150g

ASDB13CLR Clear Stopper Dry Bag - 13L (23x15cm) x 51cm  189g

ASDB20CLR Clear Stopper Dry Bag - 20L (27x17cm) x 60cm 246g

ASDB35CLR Clear Stopper Dry Bag - 35L (33x21cm) x 70cm  325g

ASDB65CLR Clear Stopper Dry Bag - 65L (38x25cm) x 85cm 452g 

Clear/Black
All

Clear/Green
13L, 65L

Clear/Blue
8L, 35L

Clear/Yellow
5L, 20L

Yellow  Green BlackBlue Orange
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420D Series - Rapid and Flow
Made of TPU laminated, 420D nylon with fully seam sealed construction, 
these rugged daypacks are the obvious choice for any adventure 
into wet, rainy or snowy terrain. The top loading main chamber has a 
waterproof roll top closure with side straps to maintain a streamlined, 
minimal design. The ventilated and perforated shoulder straps, 
removable waist strap, and ergonomic back shape provide comfort 
even with heavy loads. The inside is white for better visibility of contents 
and has a zippered pocket that keeps smaller items from disappearing 
to the bottom of the pack. 

The Rapid 26L DryPack has stretch mesh side pockets and a large 
exterior zippered pocket.

The Flow 35L DryPack has a removable padded waist belt and features 
Hypalon Lash Loops to fit Sea to Summit Accessory Straps or bungee 
cord. Together with the hook release compression straps on both sides, 
the Flow offers numerous options for attaching gear. It also has large 
exterior zippered pocket.

210D Series - Sprint
Combining a mix of 420D nylon on the base for abrasion resistance, 
and TPU laminated 210D nylon in the main compartment to reduce 
weight, the Sprint 20L DryPack offers waterproof performance in a sleek 
and slimline package. To maintain the balance between weight and 
performance we have created a lightweight 3D mesh harness which 
still offers amazing ventilation and carrying comfort. The Sprint DryPack 
is seam sealed throughout, and fastened with a non-wicking roll top 
closure for maximum waterproof performance. An internal zippered 
pocket and supplied bungee cord rounds out the package. 

• Waterproof TPU laminated fabrics
• White PU Coating on the inside of the bag provides better visibility
• Top loading roll top main chambers 
• Fully seam sealed construction
• Streamlined, minimal designs 
• Internal zippered pockets for small items
• Ventilating, perforated shoulder straps

High performance waterproof daypacks  
for all your outdoor adventures

Sea to Summit DryPacks combine all of our manufacturing expertise in creating waterproof products with comfortable and 
high-performance pack design. Our DryPacks will give you the confidence to venture out on any adventure, no matter how 
inclement the weather forecast, without worrying about the contents of your pack getting waterlogged. 

Blue Yellow Black

DryPacks
Rapid, Flow & Sprint

Code Description Volume Weight

AWDP20 Sprint DryPack 20L 360g

AWDP26 Rapid DryPack 26L 760g

AWDP35 Flow DryPack 35L 1210g

Blue Black
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SUPER  HEAVY DUTY 

With removable harness

The removable harness on our Hydraulic Dry Pack makes portaging a  
whole lot easier - whether on the river, in the airport or out in the field.  
The Hydraulic™ Dry Pack is a great option for carrying large volumes of  
gear when a traditional backpack just isn’t suitable.

The Hydraulic™ harness is an open construction of EVA foam and air 
mesh, allowing plenty of air flow and rapid drying without sacrificing 
any comfort. The Harness attaches to compatible Hydraulic™ Dry 
Bags with a series of 7075-T6 aluminium buckles as tough as the bags 
themselves. 

• Quick drying EVA foam straps and air mesh construction
• 7075-T6 aluminium buckles are robust and fail safe
• Fully adjustable back length and height adjustable sternum straps
• Low-profile attachment points to reduce snagging when  

harness is not attached
• Easy to put on and take off
• 600D TPU laminated heavy duty waterproof fabric 
• Non-wicking TPU roll top closure with innovative interlocking profile 

that is secure and waterproof 
• Welded construction for permanently sealed seams
• Durable UV resistant PVC free fabric withstands cold temperatures
• High performance abrasion resistant fabric
• Oval base to resist rolling
• Features a replaceable buckle with stainless steel pins
• Lash loops for secure attachment

Patent pending Field Repair Buckle 

Fully adjustable back length

Easy to put on and take off

Quick drying straps with 
EVA foam and air mesh 

construction

7075-T6 aluminium buckles 
are robust and fail safe

Hydraulic
Pack

Code Description (Oval Base) x Height Weight

AHYDBHS35 Hydraulic Dry Pack - 35L (33 x 21cm) x 70cm 1010g

AHYDBHS65 Hydraulic Dry Pack - 65L (38 x 25cm) x 85cm 1340g

AHYDBHS90 Hydraulic Dry Pack - 90L (42 x 30cm) x 100cm 1550g

AHYDBH120 Hydraulic Dry Pack - 120L (47 x 32cm) x 113cm 1790g

Blue Yellow Black
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Our TPU Guide Waterproof Phone Cases are a slim yet robust solution 
for protecting and using your phone in any conditions. RF welded 
Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU) and the zip-lock, triple-roll velcro 
closure keeps this soft case both watertight 
and slim. The TPU is PVC free, strong, flexible, 
durable, UV and extreme cold resistant.  
Die-cut attachment points round out this 
tough little package. XL size fits iPhone 6 
plus, Samsung Galaxy Note 4 , Google Nexus 
6 and  many other large smartphones.

• Meets IPX8 testing standards - waterproof at 
10 metres for 1 hour

• Low profile design feels great in your hand
• High strength TPU construction is abrasion & 

UV resistant; will not crack in extreme cold
• RF-welded seams for strength and 

waterproofness
• 0.2mm optic grade and touch compatible 

TPU screen and camera port

This fully waterproof accessory case is exceptionally resistant 
to the demands of the trail or river. Welded construction and a 
super reliable roll top closure with double fold and double velcro 
provides fully waterproof and dust proof performance. The PVC-
free TPU material is strong, durable, flexible and resistant to UV 
and extreme cold—so it can be folded numerous times for pocket 
storage without cracking or discoloring. Designed with top corner 
anchor points for versatility.

• Meets IPX8 testing standards of being waterproof at  
10 metres for 1 hour when used correctly

• Watertight roll-top closure
• Top corner anchor points 
• Convenient neck strap included
• Flexible and crease resistant
• Freeze proof—will not crack 
• High strength, PVC-free TPU material
• A touch-screen device will work inside  

the case

Made with TPU, totally welded 
construction and a super strong 
closure to provide fully waterproof 
and dust proof performance. The 
PVC-free TPU material is strong, 
durable, flexible and resistant to 
UV and extreme cold - so it can 
be folded numerous times for 
pocket storage without cracking 
or discoloring. Designed with a  
detachable neck strap and corner  
anchor points for versatility.

• Totally welded construction—no stitches
• Super strong Ziploc® closure
• Anchor points on all corners for versatility
• Detachable neck strap 
• Flexible and crease resistant
• UV resistant for superior long lasting clarity
• Freeze proof—will not crack in extreme cold
• Abrasion resistant, high strength, PVC free, TPU material

Waterproof and dust proof protection 
for maps, documents or anything you 
need to keep dry. Adventure racers 
love the adjustable neck strap feature 
and mountain bikers can thread the 
strap to their handle bars.

• Made of cold resistant PVC 
• Waterproof welded roll-top case
• UV stable material won’t yellow
• Adjustable webbing neck strap

TPU Guide 
ACCESSORY CASES

TPU Guide 
MAP CASES

TPU Guide 
WATERPROOF CASE
for iPhone® and Smartphones

Waterproof 
MAP CASES

Code Description Size Weight

 ACTPUIPHONE5  TPU Case for iPhone® 5/4/3 (120-130) x 65mm 23g

ACTPUSMARTPH TPU Case for Smartphone 148 x 85mm 27g

ACTPUSMARTPHXL TPU Case for XL Smartphones 168 X 90 mm 37g

Code Description Size Weight

AACTPUS   TPU Accessory Case - Small 135 x 105mm 22g 

AACTPUM   TPU Accessory Case - Medium 165 x 120mm 28g

AACTPUL   TPU Accessory Case - Large 215 x 150mm 34g

Code Description Size Weight

  AMAPTPUS  TPU Guide Map Case - Small 212 x 302mm 51g 

  AMAPTPUM  TPU Guide Map Case - Medium 282 x 332mm 78g

  AMAPTPUL  TPU Guide Map Case - Large 332 x 430mm 102g

Code Description Size Weight

AWMCS Waterproof Map Case - Small 210 x 300mm 158g 

AWMCL Waterproof Map Case - Large 280 x 330mm 215g 

Yellow BlueBlack Green Yellow BlueBlack Lime
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Waterproof, freezeproof TPU

Secure zip lock and roll top closure

Clear rear camera window

Anchor points

Built of cutting edge materials and an exquisite low profile design, the TPU Guide Waterproof Case for Tablets will 
keep tablet computers dry and protected from the elements. The pouch entry utilizes a dual system incorporating 
a waterproof zip lock and a 4x roll top closure secured with double velcro. This is much more error free and reliable 
than just a ‘zip lock’-type closure. The screen-sized window made of Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU) allows 
the user to operate the computer via touch even when it is sealed in the pouch. Features a large clear back panel 
window to accommodate various camera locations of different models.

• Very lightweight and low profile soft case to minimise bulk
• Meets IPX 8 testing standards of being waterproof at 10 metre for 1 hour
• RF-welded seams for strength and waterproofness
• 0.2mm optic grade and touch compatible TPU screen and camera port
• Die-cut attachment points at each corner allow the user to secure the pouch

A new addition to our range is the TPU Audio Waterproof Case which 
features a 3.5mm TRRS audio connector, giving the same audio 
signals and controls as your phone’s built-in connector.  The TPU 
Audio Waterproof Case is slightly longer than the TPU Guide Case, 
accommodating a wider range of devices and the varied location of 
their audio jacks. The TPU Audio Waterproof Case for Smartphones 
retains the IPX8 rating and all the other features of the TPU Guide 
range.

• Meets IPX8 testing standards - waterproof at 10 metres for 1 hour
• Very low profile soft case —minimal bulk added to your phone.
• RF Welded seams for strength and waterproof construction
• 3.5mm TRRS audio connector
• 0.2mm optic grade TPU screen and camera port
• High strength TPU construction is abrasion and UV resistant; will  

not crack in cold.
• Die-cut anchor points

TPU Guide  
WATERPROOF CASE 
for Tablets

TPU Audio  
WATERPROOF CASE 
for Smartphones 

Code Description Size Weight

AAUDCTPUSMART Audio Case for Smartphones 154 x 85mm 31g

Yellow BlueBlack Lime

Yellow BlueBlack Lime

Code Description Size Weight Tablet models that fit inside

 ACTPUTAB  TPU Case for Small Tablets 210 x 145mm  49g iPad Mini, Amazon Kindle, BlackBerry Playbook, Dell Streak, Google Nexus 7, plus more

ACTPUTABM TPU Case for Medium Tablets 250 x 195mm  66g iPad, iPad Air, LG G Pad 8.3, Sony S, HP Slate, plus more

 ACTPUTABL  TPU Case for Large Tablets 290 x 195mm 81g Asus Eee Pad Transformer, LG G-Slate, Samsung GALAXY Tab 10.1, Motorola Xoom 2, more
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Our Ultra-Sil® Stuff Sacks are super strong and lightweight. We use 
ultralight ripstop CORDURA® fabric in a great range of colours.

• Made of 30D ripstop siliconised CORDURA®
• The fabric is impregnated with silicone with  

a 2,000mm waterhead 
• Fabric has a slippery finish for easy packing
• Hypalon pull tab at top
• Reinforced pull handle on bottom
• Uses a light and compact cord and cord lock for top closure
• Bar tack reinforced in all stress points
• All seams are double stitched for extra strength

Ultra-Mesh stuff sacks are some of the lightest stuff sacks available 
to organize gear in your pack, suitcase, or bag. We use an advanced 
15D multi-filament nylon mesh only recently developed. These stuff 
sacks are 45% lighter than our Ultra-Sil® stuff sacks and have to be 
seen to appreciate how small and light they really are!

• 15D multi-filament nylon mesh for strength
• Ultra-Sil® Nano drawcord throat in assorted colors for  

smooth operation
• Sea to Summit logo label and size label used to pull stuff  

sack open
• Double stitched and reinforced seams for greater durability
• Black mesh for better visibility
• Round base design
• Blue: 2XS, M, 2XL 

Lime: XS, L 
Orange: S, XL

Breathe easy with our Mesh Sacks. Using the same construction 
details as our bomb-proof stuff sacks makes them ideal for storing 
sleeping bags, transporting wet stuff or collecting molluscs!

• 150D black mesh body
• 70D nylon drawcord sleeve in assorted colors
• Perfect for items you need to see easily or when you don't  

want to trap odors
• Pull handle on the bottom
• Blue: 2XS, M, 2XL 

Green: XS, L 
Orange: S, XL

ULTRAMesh 
STUFF SACK

Mesh 
STUFF SACK

ULTRA-SIL® 
STUFF SACK

Blue Yellow Red Green

Code Description Size Weight

ASN240XXS Ultra-Sil® Stuff Sack - XXS / 2.5L ø11 x 22cm 10g

ASN240XS Ultra-Sil® Stuff Sack - XS / 4L ø14 x 27cm 13g

ASN240S Ultra-Sil® Stuff Sack - S / 6.5L ø17 x 30cm 17g

ASN240M Ultra-Sil® Stuff Sack - M / 9L ø18 x 34cm 21g

ASN240L Ultra-Sil® Stuff Sack - L / 15L ø21 x 40cm 28g

ASN240XL Ultra-Sil® Stuff Sack - XL / 20L ø24 x 45cm 34g

ASN240XXL Ultra-Sil® Stuff Sack - XXL 30L ø26 x 55cm  40g

Code Description Size Weight

  AM/XXS   Mesh Sack - XXS / 2.5L ø11 x 22cm  30g

  AM/XS   Mesh Sack - XS / 4L ø14 x 27cm 37g

  AM/S   Mesh Sack - S / 6.5L ø17 x 30cm 46g

  AM/M   Mesh Sack - M / 9L ø18 x 34cm 52g

  AM/L   Mesh Sack - L / 15L ø21 x 40cm 72g

  AM/XL   Mesh Sack - XL / 20L ø24 x 45cm 78g

  AM/XXL   Mesh Sack - XXL / 30L ø26 x 55cm 97g

Blue OrangeGreen

Code Description Diameter x Height Weight

AUMSSXXS Ultra-Mesh Sack - XXS / 2.5L ø11 x 22cm 6g

AUMSSXS Ultra-Mesh Sack - XS / 4L ø14 x 27cm 8g

AUMSSS Ultra-Mesh Sack - S / 6.5L ø17 x 30cm 10g

AUMSSM Ultra-Mesh Sack - M / 9L ø18 x 34cm 11g

AUMSSL Ultra-Mesh Sack - L / 15L ø21 x 40cm 14g

AUMSSXL Ultra-Mesh Sack - XL / 20L ø24 x 45cm 17g

AUMSSXXL Ultra-Mesh Sack - XXL / 30L ø26 x 55cm 20g

Blue Lime Orange
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• Made of 70D polyurethane-coated nylon
• 2,000mm waterproof fabric
• Flip-top-lid design prevents strap tangling
• Four straps for even compression
• Extra long straps so these sacks can be filled to capacity
• Nylon webbing pull handle on bottom
• Updated color scheme
• Blue: XS, L 

Green: M, XL 
Orange: S

• Made of 70D polyurethane-coated nylon
• 2,000mm waterproof fabric
• Unique tear-proof drawcord top opening
• Round bases with webbing pull handle  

on base
• All stress points bar tacked & fabric edges 

over locked
• White interior makes finding contents easy
• Updated packaging

When you need to compress your gear without adding weight 
Ultra-Sil® Compression Sacks are the perfect choice. The size range 
has been updated with two extra small sizes ideal for compressing 
and storing down jackets and other clothing.

• 2 new extra small sizes: 2XS and 3XS
• 30D diamond ripstop siliconised CORDURA®  fabric
• Flip-top-lid design prevents strap tangling
• Four straps for even compression
• Extra long straps so these sacks can be filled to capacity
• Bar tack reinforced stress points
• Pull handle on the bottom
• Slippery finish for easy packing

Nylon 
STUFF SACK

COMPRESSION 
SACK

ULTRA-SIL® 
COMPRESSION 
SACK

Code Description Size Weight Volume

 ACSXS Comp Sack - XS / 6L ø15 x 34cm 110g 6L to 2L

 ACSS Comp Sack - S / 10L ø18 x 40cm 128g 10L to 3.3L

 ACSM Comp Sack - M / 14L ø20 x 46cm 156g 14L to 4.5L

 ACSL Comp Sack - L / 20L ø23 x 50cm 175g 20L to 6.5L

 ACSXL Comp Sack - XL / 30L ø27 x 58cm 215g 30L to 10L

Blue OrangeGreen

Code Description Size Weight

  ASS/XXS Nylon Stuff Sack - XXS / 2.5L ø11 x 22cm 24g

  ASS/XS Nylon Stuff Sack - XS / 4L ø14 x 27cm 32g

  ASS/S Nylon Stuff Sack - S / 6.5L ø17 x 30cm 40g

  ASS/M Nylon Stuff Sack - M / 9L ø18 x 34cm 52g

  ASS/L Nylon Stuff Sack - L / 15L ø21 x 40cm 68g

  ASS/XL Nylon Stuff Sack - XL / 20L ø24 x 45cm 80g

  ASS/XXL Nylon Stuff Sack - XXL / 30L ø26 x 55cm 102g

Blue OrangeGreen

Code Description Size Weight Volume

ASNCS3XS Ultra-Sil® Comp 3XS / 2.5L ø11 x 23cm 32g 2.5L to 1L

ASNCS2XS Ultra-Sil® Comp 2XS / 3.3L ø13 x 25cm 38g 3.3L to 1.3L

ASNCSXS Ultra-Sil® Comp XS / 6L ø15 x 35cm 58g 6L to 2L

ASNCSS Ultra-Sil® Comp S / 10L ø18 x 40cm 66g 10L to 3.3L

ASNCSM Ultra-Sil® Comp M / 14L ø20 x 46cm 78g 14L to 4.5L

ASNCSL Ultra-Sil® Comp L / 20L ø23 x 50cm 94g 20L to 6.5L

ASNCSXL Ultra-Sil® Comp XL / 30L ø27 x 58cm 108g 30L to 10L

Blue Yellow Green
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We were the first company to introduce a compression dry bag 
into the market which does not use a purge valve. This innovation 
uses air permeable eVent® fabric on the base, which allows air to 
be pushed out of the sack, while stopping water getting in. This 
is a lighter, simpler and more reliable solution than a purge valve. 
The body is made of a tough 70D polyurethane-coated fabric. It 
has a Hypalon roll-top closure like the rest of our dry sacks range 
and a lid with four straps for even compression.

• Rugged 70D tylon body and lid
• 10,000mm waterhead, lightweight durable Nylon
• Double stitched and tape sealed seams
• Roll top Hypalon closure with lid
• Bar tack reinforced stress points
• White interior for better visibility  

of contents
• Pull handle on the bottom
• Use: storage of compressible 

contents, such as clothes and 
sleeping bags

Our Sling Dry Bags offer an easy way to carry your gear with the 
benefit of waterproof protection. This is a perfect product to 
accompany you to the beach, the pool or even on a jaunt through 
a tropical downpour. The 70D fabric offers great durability and 
strength, and tests in excess of 10000mm of hydrostatic head. 
We have used a slim 20mm webbing to create a convenient carry 
strap. The webbing length can be easily adjusted with the tri-glide 
buckle, and the swivel clip lets you open and close the roll-top 
closure without detaching the webbing strap. 

• Strong and durable 70D nylon fabric
• White PU Coating on the inside of the bag provides  

better visibility of contents
• Sits comfortably when being carried across a shoulder
• Available in 10L and 20L sizes.

Based on the success of our Compression Dry Sack, we’ve made a 
lightweight version from 30D Ultra-Sil®. We retained all the clever 
functionality of the original compression dry sack, with all the 
lightweight touches of our Ultra-Sil® technology. The Ultra-Sil® 
Compression Dry Sack compresses gear to one-third the volume 
while keeping it dry. 

• Ultra-Sil® 30D siliconised high-tenacity CORDURA® tylon fabric for 
exceptional strength

• Ultra-Sil® fabric has a 2,000mm waterhead 
• Waterproof seams, double stitched and fully tape sealed
• Waterproof and air permeable eVent fabric base
• Hypalon closure does not wick moisture
• Reinforced stitching on all stress points
• Air compresses out, water cannot get in
• 40% lighter than the 70D Compression 

Dry Sack

ULTRA-SIL® 
COMPRESSION  
DRY SACK

COMPRESSION  
DRY SACK

LIGHTWEIGHT 
SLING DRY BAG

Simply a better  
compression sack

Code Description Size Weight Max/Min

AUCDS2XS Ultra-Sil® Comp 2XS / 3.3L ø13 x 25cm 50g 3.3L to 1.3L

AUCDSXS Ultra-Sil® Comp XS / 6L ø15 x 35cm 56g 6L to 2L

AUCDSS Ultra-Sil® Comp S / 10L ø18 x 40cm 75g 10L to 3.3L

AUCDSM Ultra-Sil® Comp M / 14L ø20 x 46cm 90g 14L to 4.5L

AUCDSL Ultra-Sil® Comp L / 20L ø23 x 50cm 100g 20L to 6.5L

Code Description Size Weight Max/Min

ADCSXS eVent Comp - XS / 6L ø15 x 35cm 107g 6L to 2L

ADCSS eVent Comp - S / 10L ø18 x 40cm 129g 10L to 3.3L

ADCSM eVent Comp - M / 14L ø20 x 46cm 148g 14L to 4.5L

ADCSL eVent Comp - L / 20L ø23 x 50cm 168g 20L to 6.7L

ADCSXL eVent Comp  - XL / 30L ø27 x 58cm 210g 30L to 10L

Code Description Size Weight

ASBAG10L Sling Dry Bag 10L (19 x 12.5) x 47cm 86g

ASBAG20L Sling Dry Bag 20L (27 x 17) x 60cm 114g

GreyGrey

Blue Yellow
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Padded Soft Cells are great for electronics and other delicate 
items that need a little more protection in your pack or bag. 
High-density, die-cut EVA foam encased in 30D Ultra-Sil® 
fabric provides cushioning in a robust and light weight 
packing cell. EVA foam offers low-temperature toughness, 
with anti-crack properties. CORDURA® brand fabric provides 
durability without adding significant weight.

• Die-cut high density EVA foam offers maximum cushioning 
with minimum weight

• Hypalon grab tabs and large grab handles for ease of use
• Large U-shaped zipper creates a flip lid that stays  

open while packing

Sea to Summit Field Repair Buckles finally provide an easy repair solution 
for broken or worn out buckles. They have been designed to be field 
replaceable using a screwdriver, but unlike other field solutions, there is 
no need to sew in replacement buckles when back from the field.

• Patent Pending design
• Strong, corrosion resistant stainless steel pins
• Field replaceable using a screwdriver
• No need to replace temporary solutions when back from the field.

Field Repair
Buckles

ULTRA-SIL® 
PADDED 
SOFT CELL

Code Description Dimensions Weight

APSCS Padded Soft Cell  - Small 1L 14 x 10 x 7cm  43g

APSCL Padded Soft Cell - Large 2L 18.5 x 12 x 90cm  63g

Blue Lime

Model # Description

FRB15P 15mm Side Release 1 Pin

FRB15P2 15mm Side Release 2 Pin

FRB15LLP 15mm Ladderlock 1 Pin

FRN15SR 15mm Side Release

FRB20SRPP 20mm Side Release 2 Pin

FRB20SRPA 20mm Side Release 1 Pin

FRB20SR 20mm Side Release

FRB20LLP 20mm Ladderlock 1 Pin

Model # Description

FRB25SRPP 25mm Side Release 2 Pin

FRB25SRPA 25mm Side Release 1 Pin

FRB25LLP 25mm Ladderlock 1 Pin

FRB25SR 25mm Side Release

FRB38P 38mm Side Release 2 Pin

FRB38P2 38mm Side Release 1 Pin

FRB38SR 38mm Side Release

FRB50SR 50mm Side Release



The Nomad Duffle is a fully featured, expedition grade duffle for hauling gear. The 
large lid makes it easy to fit bulky items in and access gear at the bottom of the duffle. 
It features a single pair of handles that offer three versatile and useful carry options: 
classic hand-carry, backpack, and shoulder sling. The padded base protects your gear 
while the padded lid improves comfort when wearing as a backpack. 

The lid has a durable dual-zipper that won’t break under tension and puncture 
resistant to reduce the opportunities for thieves. Magnets in the handles perform as a 
streamline handle keeper and external compression straps keeps you gear tight and 
easy to carry. The Nomad Duffle has been designed to be more versatile, easier to use 
and more comfortable to carry than any other duffle at base camp.

Large lid for easy
packing and fast 

access to gear

Multi-functional
handles provide

3 versatile
carry options

Padded lid and
base protect

contents

Dual-zipper is
super durable
and anti-theft

High strength
hooks allow

quick change of
handle position

Streamlined
magnetic handle

keeper

Large lid for easy
packing and fast
access to gear

Multi-functional handles
provide 3 versatile

carry options

Padded lid and base
protect contents

Dual-zipper is super 
durable and anti-theft

High strength hooks
allow quick change
of handle position

Streamlined magnetic
handle keeper

Code Description Size Weight

ADUF45 Nomad Duffle 45L 29 x 29 x 58cm 1.45kg

ADUF65 Nomad Duffle 65L 33 x 33 x 66cm 1.65kg

ADUF90 Nomad Duffle 90L 37 x 37 x 74cm 1.85kg

ADUF130 Nomad Duffle 130L 42 x 42 x 84cm 2.1kg
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Set-up instructions and features

Quick carry: Release handle webbing to full length. Magnet in centre of handles keep them together 
when the bag is put down. Thin section of handles are easy to grip. Air-mesh underside for cushioning.

Comfortable portage: Padded lid cushions the user from duffle contents. Top anchor points are close 
together to keep handles squarely on the shoulders. Wide section of handles spread the load.
Air-mesh underside improves cushioning and breathability. Ladderlock buckle on handles for easy 
length adjustment. Lower anchor points positioned on side of duffle improves support of load.

Transit: Great for carrying heavy loads a short distance like 
from the taxi to the check-in desk. Handles join together 

for extra length. 2 layers of cushioning. Easy length 
adjustment with ladderlocks

O R A N G E B L U E C H A R C O A L

45L 65L 90L 130L
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The Ultra-Sil® Duffle Bag is the ultimate in lightweight bags. With 
an incredible capacity of 40 Litres and strong enough for a heavy 
load, it is the perfect bag as an airline carry-on, for impromptu 
excursions, or just going to the gym. Super compact and super 
light, it is an obvious choice as a spare bag on any trip.

• 40 Litre volume capacity and strong enough to carry a heavy load
• Ultra light, weighing only 80 grams
• Siliconised CORDURA® fabric for strength and durability
• Durable #4.5 YKK® zipper
• Bar tacked, reinforced stitching at key stress points
• Fits snugly in the accompanying stuff sack with a  

Hypalon key ring attachment

Not only very practical and environmentally friendly, the Ultra-Sil® 
Shopping Bag is super compact and lightweight. The tiny packed 
size fits easily onto your key ring, in a jacket pocket or a purse. It’s 
also amazingly strong and durable, so you can fill it to capacity 
without any worries. 

• Lightweight at only 48 grams
• Volume is around 25 Litres—bigger than supermarket bags
• Bag has resisted 130kg load
• Siliconised CORDURA® for strength and durability
• Bar tack reinforced stitching on all stress points

Display box holds 20 and 
is designed for slat wall or 
counter top use

Perfect for around town, at the shops or 
travelling, when packed into its storage 
sack the Ultra-Sil® Sling bag fits easily 
in your car door or daypack.

• Ultra-Sil® fabric for packability,  
strength and durability

• Durable #4.5 zipper
• Bar tack reinforced stitching  

at all stress points

Incredible capacity of  
40 Litres 

Bar tack reinforced stitching 
on all stress points

Additional Travelling Light™ colors are shown on page 60. Additional Travelling Light™ colors are shown on page 60.

ULTRA-SIL® 

DUFFLE BAG
ULTRA-SIL® 

SHOPPING BAG
ULTRA-SIL® 

SLING BAG

Code Description Capacity Weight

AUSDUFFBG Ultra-Sil® Duffle Bag 40L  80g

Blue Red

Code Description Capacity Weight

AUSBAG Ultra-Sil™ Shopping Bag 25L  48g

Blue Yellow Red

Code Description Capacity Weight

AUSLINGB Ultra-Sil® Sling Bag 16L 64g

Blue Yellow



This bag is great as a summit pack, for carrying groceries, or as an 
extra traveling tote. When packed into the attached mini stuff sack, 
it’s easy to take anywhere. It is strong, yet compact and light; a 
must have for everyone from backpackers to students and mums. 

• Packs down small so it easily fits in pockets, purses or luggage 
• Simple, streamlined design making it light and low-profile
• Lightweight at only 68 grams
• Siliconised CORDURA® for strength and durability
• Bar tack reinforced stitching on all stress points
• Durable two-way zipper closure

Made from siliconised CORDURA® fabric, this ultra-lightweight and 
compact day pack is waterproof and packs into its own tiny stuff 
sack complete with a Hypalon key ring attachment. Double stitched 
seams, sealed with high density PU seam tape, finish off the quality 
construction.The unique double Hypalon roll top is non-wicking 
and helps create a good seal while the compression lacing system 
provides secure storage.

• Double stitched seams and fully tape sealed construction
• Ultra-Sil® high strength and lightweight CORDURA® brand fabric
• Siliconised for water resistance and easy packaging
• Elasticised compression lacing system
• Not intended for situations where pack will be submerged

ULTRA-SIL® 

DAY PACK
ULTRA-SIL®  

DRY DAY PACK

Code Description Capacity Weight

AUDPACK Ultra-Sil™ Day Pack 20L 68g

Blue Yellow Red Green

LimeBlue Black

Code Description Capacity Weight

AUSWDP Ultra-Sil® Dry Day Pack 22L 90g
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Ideal for trekking, traveling and wilderness camping, these shelters 
provide essential protection against mosquitoes and other bugs. 
The “pyramid” net shelter has a unique tent-style design, which 
maximises coverage with minimum weight and packaged size. 50D 
black mesh netting offers high visibility

• Fine 80 hole/cm² hexagonal mesh
• Soft, multifilament polyester is lightweight and compact
• Height is easily adjusted
• Asymmetrical hanging point gives practical headroom
• Colour coded corners for easy set up
• Tuck-in sides offer extra protection
• Packaged in its own stuff sack

These shelters maximise coverage with minimal weight and 
packed size. 60% lighter and half the bulk of our standard 
pyramid nets! Nano Mosquito nets use an elasticised hanging 
cord and elasticized drawcord hem to keep the mesh under 
your mattress. 15D Ultra-Vis is a super light mesh with great 
visibility and air flow. 

• Ultra compact 15D Ultra-Vis mesh
• Fine 80 hole/cm² hexagonal mesh
• Aluminium spreader pole for double version 
• Elasticised hem for secure mattress fitting
• Elasticised hanging cord minimises  

snagging and aids in  
height adjustment

• Asymmetric shape for  
improved headroom

• Colour coded corners  
for easy set up

Ideal for trekking, travelling and wilderness camping, this mozzie net 
is essential protection against insect borne illness. Superfine 80 hole/
cm² soft Polyester mesh provides an impenetrable bug barrier and a 
compact, easy to pack net. 

• Soft multifilament Polyester fibres for lightweight strength and 
compactness

• Includes 4 x 3m corner tie cords
• Four corner peg loops
• Skirted for tucking under mattresses
• Fine 80 hole/cm² hexagonal mesh

Effective protection from annoying 
and disease carrying mosquitoes and 
other bugs. The design and colour 
are optimised for outward visibility. 
The neck drawcord is a generous 
length for tucking into collars.

• Helps prevent contraction and 
spread of Malaria, Japanese 
Encephalitis, Dengue Fever, etc

• Fine woven 80 hole/cm² mesh
• Packaged in handy stuff sack

60% lighter than our standard head nets 
and twice as compact, the Nano Mosquito 
Headnet is comfortable and easy to use.

• 15D UltraVis light mesh offers great  
visibility and air flow

• Fine, 80 hole/cm² hexagonal mesh 
• Soft multifilament fibre
• Superlight elasticised neck draw cord with 

cord lock

Nano 

MOSQUITO  
Pyramid Net

 

MOSQUITO  
Pyramid Net

 

MOSQUITO  
Box Net

Nano 

HEAD
Net

 

HEAD 
Net

Code Description Dimensions Weight

ANMOSS Nano Pyramid - Single 1.2 x 2.2 x 1m  82g

ANMOSD Nano Pyramid - Double 1.7 x 2.4 x 1.3m 137g

Code Description Dimensions Weight

AMOSBNS Box Net Single 1.1 x 2.2 x 1.8m  558g

AMOSBND Box Net Double 1.7 x 2.2 x 1.8m 705g

Code Description Dimensions Weight

  AMOSS   Pyramid Net - Single 1.2 x 2.2 x 1m 240g

  AMOSD   Pyramid Net - Double 1.7 x 2.4 x 1.3m 340g

Code Description Weight

AMOSH Mosquito Head Net 30g

Code Description Weight

ANMOSH Nano Mosquito Headnet 11g
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Are tiny biting insects ruining your outdoor experience? Do midges, black flies, no-see-ums or sand-flies gravitate towards you, 
leaving you with itching welts once they’ve had their way with you? Consider upgrading your headnet to our new, ultra-fine 
mesh. More than four times finer than our existing mosquito mesh, even the smallest biting insects won’t be able to squirm their 
way through, leaving you bite-free.

• Packaged in a handy stuff sack for easy organisation
• Superlight elasticised neck draw cord with cord lock
• Black mesh for improved vision
• Ultra-fine mesh - 290/cm2
• Soft multifilament fibre
• Superlight elasticised neck draw cord with cord lock

Our all-in-one raincoat/pack cover/groundsheet/tarp is made 
from double stitched and tape seamed 15D Ultra-Sil® Nano 
fabric. It is ideal as a rain shelter in hot climates or as an 
emergency shelter.

• Made with 15D Ultra-Sil® Nano fabric
• Waterproof seams—double stitched and tape sealed
• Guy attachment points on corners to convert to shelter
• Sides snap together for rain protection when worn as a poncho
• Ergonomic three-panel hood with  

generous brim
• Siliconised outer surface won’t wet out
• Accommodates a large backpack.
• Drawcord raises rear hem when not  

used with a pack
• 230g, now 30% lighter

Our 15D Poncho offers an even smaller packed size and weight 
for situations when you don’t need the versatility of our tarp 
poncho. Made from our tape seamed 15D Nano Ultra-Sil, the 
15D Poncho is ideal for use in hot climates where a regular 
raincoat just won’t offer enough ventilation. Also works 
brilliantly as an emergency rain cover at the football! 

• Made from 15D Ultra-Sil Nano Fabric
• Waterproof seams - double stitched and tape seamed
• Press studs offer the alternative  

of closing sides when in use. 

Our nylon Tarp Poncho features a seam taped hood with  
three-panel hood construction and a wide brim. It comes 
packaged with an oval shaped stuff sack for best fit  
in a pack. 

• Made of 70D coated nylon
• Lightweight, waterproof fabric
• Accommodates a large backpack
• Easily converts to a two-person shelter 
• Double stitched, tape sealed,  

three-panel hood 

Ultra-Fine Mesh HEAD Net

ULTRA-SIL® NANO 
TARP PONCHO

15D 
PONCHO

Nylon 

TARP PONCHO

Code Description Weight

AUMOSH Ultra-Fine Headnet 23g

GreenBlue

Model # Description Dimensions Weight

APONCHO Nylon Tarp Poncho 137 x 253cm 400g

Model # Description Dimensions Weight

APONCHO15D Ultra-Sil® Tarp Poncho 145 x 265cm 230g

Model # Description Dimensions Weight

APONSTD15D 15D Poncho 140 x 118cm 145g

Lime Blue Lime Blue
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Ending the debate about whether to carry 
a pack cover or not, the ultralight Ultra-Sil® 
Pack Cover offers a tiny yet compelling 
solution. Weighing only 113g for a 70L pack, 
why wouldn’t you carry one? 

• 30D Ultra-Sil® siliconised CORDURA®
• 2,000mm waterhead 
• “No seam” construction for water resistance
• Mid-back keeper strap on sizes S - L
• Packaged in its own Ultra-Sil® stuff sack
• Drainage hole on the base

Lightweight 70D nylon offers a great combination of durability 
and low weight. The pack cover has been contoured to fit today’s 
hiking packs. Stores into a compact stuff sack when not in use.

• Made of 70D polyurethane-coated nylon
• 2,000mm waterproof fabric
• Contoured for modern packs
• All seams are tape sealed
• Very compact when stowed

A cycling specific version of our 70D Pack Cover. It comes in bright 
yellow, with a reflective print and has a Hypalon light attachment 
loop. The lightweight Nylon offers a great combination of durability 
and water resistance. The Cycling Pack Cover has been contoured to 
fit modern day packs and fits into a compact stuff sack for storage. 

• Bright, high visibility colour
• Reflective print on back and sides
• Fully seam sealed
• Hypalon loop for light attachment

ULTRA-SIL® 

PACK COVER
Cycling 

PACK COVER
 

PACK COVER

Green Yellow Blue

Code Description Pack Size Weight

APCXXS XX Small 10-20L 68g 

APCXS X Small 20-30L 99g 

APCS Small 30-50L 111g 

APCM Medium 50-70L 139g 

APCL Large 70-95L 172g 

Code Description Pack Size Weight

APCSILXXS XX Small 10-15L 43g 

APCSILXS X Small 15-30L 57g 

APCSILS Small 30-50L 85g 

APCSILM Medium 50-70L 113g 

APCSILL Large 70-95L 130g 

Blue GreenRed

Code Description Pack Size Weight

APCCXSYW X Small 20-30L 99g 

Yellow
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Our Pack Liners provide an additional layer of 
protection for keeping your gear dry. They are oval, 
rather than round to better fit the internal contours 
of a backpack. The unique top closure has extra fabric 
at the top that folds in and velcros in place, then rolls 
down, creating a more compact closed loop at the top.

• Made of PU coated siliconised CORDURA® fabric
• Opens wide for easy packing when inside a pack
• Non-wicking Hypalon roll-top closure with  

stiffener at the top for a better seal
• Double stitched, tape sealed seams 
• Uses low profile buckles

• Made using 70D coated Nylon
• Opens wide for easy packing and unpacking 

when inside a pack
• Non-wicking Hypalon roll-top closure with 

stiffener at the top
• Double stitched, tape sealed seams 
• Uses low profile buckles

Designed for trekkers, travellers and hikers. This is our toughest 
pack cover, protecting your pack in pouring rain, treacherous 
terrain or from the world’s roughest baggage handler. The Pack 
Converter is one of the most versatile and useful travel products 
that you can own, whether it’s preventing hip belts being ripped 
off by conveyers, giving you an extra bag at your destination or 
keeping your pack dry.

• Tough, waterproof 210D ripstop Nylon
• All seams are are tape-sealed
• Converts to a rain cover
• Added security when traveling through airports and train stations
• Contoured to fit internal frame packs
• Stow-away shoulder strap included
• Two carry handles, internally reinforced
• Use on its own as a lightweight duffle

ULTRA-SIL® 

PACK LINER
Seam Sealed 

PACK CONVERTER
Pack Cover/Duffle Bag

Waterproof 
PACK LINER

Code Description (Oval Base) x Height Pack Size Weight

APLUS Ultra-Sil Pack Liner - Sml (49 x 16) x 79cm < 50L 74g

APLUM Ultra-Sil Pack Liner - Med (51 x 20) x 90cm < 70L 98g

APLUL Ultra-Sil Pack Liner - Lge (55 x 25) x 122cm < 90L 126g

Code Description (Oval Base) x Height Pack Size Weight

APLS Pack Liner - Sml (49 x 16) x 79cm < 50L 232g

APLM Pack Liner - Med (51 x 20) x 90cm < 70L  272g

APLL Pack Liner - Lge (55 x 25) x 122cm < 90L  376g

Code Description Pack Size Weight

APCONM    Pack Converter - Medium 50-70L 502g

APCONL    Pack Converter - Large 75-100L 594g

Red
Medium

Yellow
Small

Green
Large

Green
Medium

Blue
Small

Orange
Large



The Quagmire provides incredible fit and 
features with heavy duty eVent® upper to 
provide breathability and durability. When 
you’re on narrow scrubby tracks or getting 
really close to nature you’ll appreciate the 
shin protection provided by the 50mm 
velcro front opening. Updated with a 
heavy duty laminated instep scuff pad for 
improved durability and wear.

• 50mm velcro adjustable front opening gives 
fantastic fit, easy access and shin protection

• 1,000D Kodra boot section with lining
• Made with tough durable direct venting 

eVent® upper
• Super hard-wearing replaceable underfoot 

strap
• 316 stainless steel lace hook

Our replacement gaiter straps are made of super hard 
wearing, pressure injected high density webbing. 
The packaging provides fitting instructions. A direct 
replacement for the Summit and Quagmire gaiters straps, 
an upgrade for the Alpine Gaiters, as well as fitting many 
other brands.

• Super hard wearing
• Direct Replacement for Quagmire  

and Summit Gaiters
• Upgrade for Alpine Gaiters and many other brands
• Packaging shows installation method

37          38        39        40        41       42        43         44          45        46        47
4    4.5   5   5.5     6     6.5    7     7.5     8     8.5    9   9.5   10  10.5  11  11.5  12
5    5.5   6   6.5     7     7.5    8     8.5    9     9.5   10  10.5   11  11.5  12  12.5  13

SMALL

Boot Size

Gaiter Size

EUR

UK
US

MEDIUM
LARGE

X-LARGE

STRAPS

QUAGMIRE

Code Size

AQEGS Small

AQEGM Medium

AQEGL Large

AQEGXL X Large

Code Size

AGSR One size
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These are the gaiters you’ll want to 
take to the mountains! Trimmed down 
for speed and lightweight appeal, the 
eVent® Alpine Gaiter has an impressive 
fit and feature list without the bulk 
required for scrubby low land travel. 

• Ultralight breathable gaiters with eVent®
• Ideal for ski touring, mountaineering  

or trekking
• 38mm velcro front opening
• Abrasion resistant 500D Cordura®  

boot section
• Removable Hypalon underfoot strap
• 316 stainless steel lace hook

A tougher version of our Quagmire 
gaiter made from cool comfortable 
8oz corespun canvas. Ideal for scrub 
bashing, leg scratching, shin destroying 
tracks. The stiffness of the canvas 
upper section lets the gaiter stand up 
allowing the top to be kept open for 
ventilation and comfort. Updated with 
a heavy duty laminated instep scuff 
pad for improved durability and wear.

• 50mm velcro adjustable front opening 
gives fantastic fit, easy access and shin 
protection

• 1,000D Kodra boot section with lining
• Made from 8oz Corespun canvas
• Super hard-wearing replaceable 

underfoot strap
• 316 stainless steel lace hook

Incredible value, hard-wearing, easy 
to put on and easily adjusted, these 
gaiters are perfect for their namesake 
track and adventures beyond.

• Great value bushwalking gaiter
• Adjustable 50mm front opening
• 450D ripstop Nylon
• 316 stainless steel lace hook

A budget priced gaiter without losing 
attention to detail. Made from hard-
wearing 600D ripstop Polyester, they 
are front opening with a secure velcro 
closure. The Grasshopper Gaiters are 
incredible value as they are very robust, 
easy to put on and easily adjusted.

• Awesome value budget gaiter
• Secure, easy access front velcro opening
• 600D ripstop Polyester
• 316 stainless steel lace hook

This heavy-duty, minimalist gaiter comes 
in either double layered 450D ripstop 
Nylon or tight woven core spun canvas. 
The Spinifex Ankle Gaiters are front 
opening, so you can put them on after 
your shoes to guard the insides and 
socks from stones, sticks, seeds and sand.

• Comfy and cool warm climate gaiter
• 50mm adjustable front opening
• 316 stainless steel lace hook
• Super hard wearing
• One size fits most

The Tumbleweed is designed for use 
with adventure sport shoes to keep mud, 
sand, stones and seeds out. Regardless of 
whether you’re running Tasmania’s 
Overland Track in a day, mowing 
the lawn or spreading mulch in the 
garden, these gaiters are perfect.

ALPINE GRASSHOPPER TUMBLEWEED

QUAGMIRE  Canvas SPINIFEX 
Ankle

OVERLAND

Code Size

AAEGS Small

AAEGM Medium

AAEGL Large

AAEGXL X Large

Code Size

AHDGS Small

AHDGM Medium

AHDGL Large

AHDGXL X Large

Code Size

ARGS Small

ARGM Medium

ARGL Large

ARGXL X Large

Code Size

AGHOPS Small-Medium

AGHOPL Large-X Large

Code Size

AAG Nylon

AAGCANVAS Canvas

Code Size

AAGTUMBLES Small/Medium

AAGTUMBLEL Large/X Large



Wilderness Wipes will clean and refresh you when a shower, or even just water, isn’t a possibility. 
The extra thick Viscose® non-woven fibre is soft and gentle on your skin, removing salt and 
unpleasant odours caused by sweat, with no need to rinse. Formulated to be gentle to your 
skin and the environment, Wilderness Wipes are pH balanced for human skin and are readily 
compostable after use.

• 100% viscose fibre
• Extra thick wipes
• Available in two sizes
• Contains aloe vera and vitamin E
• Skin friendly
• Resealable packet

WILDERNESS WIPES

Code Style Size Colour Pack Quantity

AWWXL Wilderness Wipes Extra Large 20 x 30cm White 8

AWWC Wilderness Wipes Compact 16 x 20cm White 12
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Our super concentrated Wilderness Wash goes a long way, it is 
gentle on fabrics and skin but effective on dishes and laundry 
stains. Available in our popular “Pocket Soap” (50 leaves) version, 
and in two liquid versions; one unscented and one with Citronella 
and Sandalwood essential oils to help deter bugs and odours. 
Although all versions are biodegradable, we recommend you 
always “Leave No Trace” outdoors by washing at least 100m from 
waterways.

• Biodegradable
• Tough bottle with small nozzle and secure lid - won’t break or leak
• Safe for personal use, pots, pans, clothes or any outdoor gear
• Complies with airline carry-on regulations including TSA in the USA
• Super thick concentrated formula
• Three sizes including 40ml, 89ml, 250ml 

Ensure you always arrive fresh, clean and ready to go with the  
Sea to Summit Trek and Travel Pocket Soaps. Fitting easily into cabin 
baggage or an expedition pack, these palm-sized pocket soaps 
will spruce up everything from hair, to body, to clothes. The easy-
to-ration dry leaves mean no risk of leakage and no risk of being 
confiscated by airport security.

• Biodegradable / Environment friendly
• Phosphate and paraben free
• Super concentrated formula 
• Light green tea fragrance
• 50 soap leaves in each pack
• TSA carry-on compliant
• Comes in five formulas
• Compact counter display available

Fitting easily into cabin baggage or an expedition pack, our  
Trek & Travel Liquid Soaps will spruce up everything from 
hair and body to clothes. The made-to-travel, leak-proof 
bottle is airline friendly and the phosphate-free formula is 
environmentally friendly. Five Types: Body Wash, Conditioning 
Shampoo, Hand Sanitizer, Laundry Wash and Shaving Cream.

• Tough bottle with a tight sealing lid so it’s safe in your  
luggage or pack 

• Super concentrated formula
• Light green tea fragrance
• TSA Carry-on compliant
• Comes in five formulas
• Compact counter display available

WILDERNESS WASH
 

TREK & TRAVEL 
Pocket Soaps

 

TREK & TRAVEL 
Liquid Soaps

 

TSA
carry-on

compliant

 

TSA
carry-on

compliant

Code Description Box Qty

APSOAP Pocket Wilderness Wash - 50 leaves Box of 24

AWW40 Wilderness Wash - 40ml Pack of 18

AWW89 Wilderness Wash - 89ml Pack of 12

AWW250 Wilderness Wash - 250ml Pack of 6

AWWC40 Wilderness Wash Citronella -  40ml Pack of 18

AWWC89 Wilderness Wash Citronella - 89ml Pack of 12

AWWC250 Wilderness Wash Citronella - 250ml Pack of 6

Code Description Quantity Each Box Qty

ATTPHW Pocket Hand Wash 50 leaves 24

ATTPBW Pocket Body Wash 50 leaves 24

ATTPCS Pocket Conditioning Shampoo 50 leaves 24

ATTPSS Pocket Shaving Soap 50 leaves 24

ATTPLW Pocket Laundry Wash 50 leaves 24

Code Description Volume Each Box Qty

ATTLHS Trek & Travel Hand Sanitiser 89ml 12

ATTLBW Trek & Travel Body Wash 89ml 12

ATTLCS Trek & Travel Conditioning Shampoo 89ml 12

ATTLSS Trek & Travel Shaving Cream 89ml 12

ATTLLW Trek & Travel Laundry Wash 89ml 12
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Snap-on hang loop

The Tek Towel™ is the most luxurious-feeling microfiber towel on 
the market. Super absorbent and quick drying, this towel is ideal for 
travel as well as other activities including: camping, boating, going 
to the gym, pool or beach or drying the dogs off after a swim. The 
mesh/nylon zippered pouch is oval shaped, allowing more towels  
to be displayed on a peg.

• Microfibre fabric that has a natural terry cloth feel
• Our most absorbent towel available
• Oval-shaped zippered mesh pouch allows more towels per peg
• Snap-on hang loop and rounded corners
• Machine washable
• Greater surface area means fast drying time
• Updated colours

The Tek Towel™ Wash Kit is a great package for staying fresh 
while travelling. The kit includes a towel for all over drying and a 
washcloth when you just need a freshen up. Each kit comes with 
a 40ml Wilderness Wash soap concentrate which is suitable as a 
bodywash, shampoo, dish and clothes detergent. Both towels are 
made from super absorbent and quick drying Tek Towel.

• Includes a main towel, 30 x 30cm wash cloth and Wilderness Wash 
soap concentrate

• Wilderness Wash is suitable as a bodywash, shampoo, dish and 
clothes detergent

• Great product for gift and promotional sales
• Our most absorbent towel fabric
• Oval-shaped zippered mesh pouch allows more towels per peg
• Snap-on hang loop and rounded 

corners
• Machine washable
• Greater surface area means fast drying 

time

Tek Towel™ Washcloths are a handy little set of XXS towels in 
a zippered mesh pouch. Perfect for a range of activities from 
freshening up at an airport, to drying the dishes around the 
campfire. Small, convenient, and versatile, these washcloths  
are great for a daypack.

• Contains two 30 x 30cm washcloths
• Inlcudes a small, convenient, zippered mesh pouch
• Great product for gift and promotional sales
• Our most absorbent towel fabric
• Oval-shaped zippered mesh pouch allows more towels per peg
• Snap-on hang loop and rounded corners
• Machine washable
• Greater surface area means fast drying time

TEK TOWEL™ 
Wash Kit

TEK TOWEL™ 
Wash Cloths

TEK TOWEL™ 
 

OrangeCobalt Grey Lime

Code Description Main Towel Size Weight

ATTKITM   Tek Towel Wash Kit - Medium 30 x 60cm 313g

ATTKITL   Tek Towel Wash Kit - Large 40 x 80cm 393g

ATTKITXL   Tek Towel Wash Kit - X-Large 50 x 100cm 578g

Code Description Size Weight

ATTWC   Tek Towel Washcloths 30 x 30cm 80g

Pacific
(Washcloth)

Cobalt
(Main)

PacificCobalt

Code Description Size Weight

ATTTEKXS   Tek Towel - X-Small 30 x 60cm 80g

ATTTEKS   Tek Towel - Small 40 x 80cm 140g

ATTTEKM   Tek Towel - Medium 50 x 100cm 200g

ATTTEKL   Tek Towel - Large 60 x 120cm 285g

ATTTEKXL   Tek Towel -  X-Large 75 x 150cm 445g

Pacific
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Ultra suede finish Press-stud hang loop

The Pocket Towel is the lightest and most compact towel we make 
which still absorbs three times its own weight in water. The knit 
we use for Pocket Towel is very light, making it soft and silky to 
touch. The Pocket Towel is the fastest drying towel in our range–
just wring it out and use it again.

• Whisper light, yet silky soft and durable
• Woven technical fabric that's ultra-absorbent 

and remarkably fast-drying
• Absorbs three times its own weight in water
• Packs into its own nifty storage pouch
• Comes in a soft, zippered EVA case
• Press-stud for convenient hanging

Our Drylite Towels are not only soft and super absorbent they 
also dry incredibly fast due to the microfibre technology. They 
pack down smaller than the Tek Towels and come in a mesh 
bag. The luxurious chamois feel makes them a popular travel 
companion, especially when weight and pack size matters.

• Microfibre with super soft ultra suede finish
• New mesh-faced storage pouch.
• Remarkably absorbent and fast drying
• Lighter and more compact than the Tek Towel™
• Press-stud tab for convenient hanging
• Machine washable

DRYLITE TOWEL™ POCKET TOWEL™ 
 

Cobalt Lime Cobalt Lime

Code Description Size Weight

ADRYAXS DryLite - XS 30 x 60cm 37g

ADRYAS DryLite - Small 40 x 80cm 62g

ADRYAM DryLite - Medium 50 x 100cm 100g

ADRYAL DryLite - Large 60 x 120cm 145g

ADRYAXL DryLite -  X-Large 75 x 150cm 230g

Code Description Size Weight

APOCTS Pocket Towel - Small 40x 80cm 58g

APOCTM Pocket Towel - Medium 50 x 100cm 80g

APOCTL Pocket Towel - Large 60 x 120cm 112g

APOCTXL Pocket Towel - X Large 75 x 150cm 175g

OrangeGrey OrangeGrey
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With buckles made of a lightweight anodised aluminium alloy, 
these straps will be one of the most versatile items in your gear 
bag. A few of their uses include strapping gear to roof racks, 
lashing dry bags together and attaching gear to your pack. 

• Available in a 10mm width and a 20mm width
• Both widths are available in 3 lengths: 1m / 1.5m / 2m
• High load rating
• Light grey strap colour

Our versatile accessory straps with a quick release hook buckle. 
Lightweight anodised 7075 alloy hook buckle.

• Available in a 10mm width and a 20mm width
• Both widths are available in 3 lengths: 1m / 1.5m / 2m
• High Load rating
• Dark grey strap colour

Strong and lightweight, this braided cord is 
perfect as guy lines for tarps and tents, laundry 
line, and more. Made from hydrophobic 
polyester, the cord won’t soak up water and 
add unnecessary weight. With the ultralight 
backpacker in mind, we offer the cord in a tiny 
yet strong 1.8mm diameter. 

• Super bright reflective tracer
• Tight weave resists tangling
• Available in two diameters: standard 3mm and 

an ultralight 1.8mm size
• Sold in a thin sleeve that is easy to merchandise

After so many requests, we 
decided to make our accessory 
carabiners available as a stand 
alone item. We have improved 
their function by fitting a wire 
gate, as well as reducing their 
already minimal weight. They 
are very handy for keeping keys 
together, keeping an emergency 
torch in your daypack, attaching 
guy lines quickly to a Tarp-Poncho, 
hanging a lantern in your tent, and 
many other uses. The Accessory 
Carabiners come in a pack of three 
colours.  

• 6061 aluminium body, steel gate
• Sold in a pack of three
• Handy for many uses
• Pack has three different coloured  

carabiners: grey, blue, orange

Hook Release  
ACCESSORY STRAPS

Alloy Buckle  
ACCESSORY STRAPS

Reflective 
ACCESSORY CORD

 
ACCESSORY
Carabiner

Code Description Length Rating

ATDAS101.0 10mm Accessory Strap - Gold 1m 125kg

ATDAS101.5 10mm  Accessory Strap - Blue 1.5m 125kg

ATDAS102 10mm Accessory Strap - Red 2m 125kg

ATDAS201.0 20mm Accessory Strap - Gold 1m 200kg

ATDAS201.5 20mm  Accessory Strap - Blue 1.5m 200kg

ATDAS202 20mm Accessory Strap - Red  2m 200kg

Code Description Length Weight

ARC10M 1.8mm grey reflective cord 10m 13g

ARC5M 3mm grey reflective cord 5m 26g

Code Description Length Rating

ATDASH101.0 10mm Accessory Strap - Hook Release 1m 100kg

ATDASH101.5 10mm Accessory Strap - Hook Release 1.5m 100kg

ATDASH102.0 10mm Accessory Strap - Hook Release  2m 100kg

ATDASH101.0 20mm Accessory Strap - Hook Release 1m 100kg

ATDASH201.5 20mm Accessory Strap - Hook Release 1.5m 100kg

ATDASH202.0 20mm Accessory Strap - Hook Release 2 m 100kg

Code Description Size

AABINER3 ACCESSORY CARABINER 3 PACK 40 x 23mm
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• Ultra-Sil® 30D siliconised high-tenacity CORDURA®  
nylon fabric for exceptional strength

• neatly stow tent poles, 
• draw cord closure
• Reinforced base for durability
• Daisy chain webbing loops on Pole Bag for  

strapping to the outside of a pack

• Ultra-Sil® 30D siliconised high-tenacity CORDURA®  
nylon fabric for exceptional strength

• neatly stow pegs or cooking utensils
• draw cord closure
• Reinforced base for durability

The Sea to Summit Ground Control Pegs have now been 
updated to be even stronger and lighter. They are the perfect 
replacement pegs for your tent, tarp or shelter. Made from 
anodised 7075-T6 alloy, they offer great strength for their 
weight. The three sided design is extremely strong, and offers 
great holding power in soft or hard ground. In harder ground, 
where you might not be able to get complete penetration, you 
can utilise the multi-height guy points to minimise leverage 
on the peg. Each peg also comes with reflective cord and a 
luminescent pull tab to help you extract the peg when you 
break camp. 

• Made from anodised 7075-T6 alloy for maximum strength
• Luminescent pull loop for peg extraction; charges in sunlight, 

emits green glow at night.
• Reflective cord on pull loops to really stand out by headtorch
• Multiple guy points to reduce leverage on the peg
• Available in a pack of 8 pegs with peg bag or as a bulk set of 20

TENT POLE BAG 

TENT PEG OR  
CUTLERY BAG

GROUND CONTROL  
TENT PEGS

Code Description Size Weight

ABAGPOLE Tent Pole Bag 10 x 60cm 40g

ABAGPEG Tent Peg/Utensil Bag 10 x 28cm 20g

Code Description Weight

APEG Ground Control Tent Peg 12g each

APEGS8PK
Ground Control Tent Pegs 

8 Pack
96g
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Made from flexible food grade silicone, the collapsible 
X-Series is light weight, compact and durable.
All of the pieces are calibrated as measuring cups, with 
measurements imprinted on the inside. 

X-Seal & Go are a range of collapsible food containers with airtight seals. The threaded lids are 
simple and easy to operate, and provide peace of mind against spillage. When not in use each 
container collapses to a minimal height, taking up significantly less space in your bags. Available 
in four different sizes, the X-Seal & Go containers are perfect for culinary adventures on the trail, as 
well as taking a lunch to the office. Durable and easy to care for with the highest quality food-grade 
materials and microwave- and dishwasher-safe.

• Great for snacks, like nuts or berries, or a cup of soup
• Nests into the lid of X-Seal & Go Large as a lunch kit
• Extremely compact; folds to 17mm

• Great for taking prepared ingredients or meals into the 
outdoors or commuting with a small lunch

• The X-Seal & Go Small fits inside the lid as a lunch kit
• Extremely compact; folds to 18mm

• Combine 2 great products into 1 slimline unit
• Extremely compact; folds to 26mm

26mm X-Seal & Go Set 
Small expands to 600ml 
and 215ml containers

X-Seal & Go SET SMALL X-Seal & Go LARGE

X-Seal & Go SMALL

Tiny pack size: our 600ml volume container collapses to 18mm high to save space in your bag
Quick Close Lids: Airtight sealable lid designed to quickly lock into place with a simple quarter turn
Easy clean thread: 3 individual threads making cleaning much easier
Ergonomic design: Cleverly designed lids and base have ergonomic grips for easy twisting

X

X  SMALL

X  LARGE

X  SET SMALL
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The X-Series has now extended into cookware with hard 
anodised aluminium bases allowing campstove cooking. The 
products collapse and nestle inside each other to form compact 
cooking and eating sets that to suit any activity and group size.

The X-Kettle is a tiny addition to your kit 
collapsing to 35mm (1 3/₈”). A 1.0L safe boiling 
capacity is perfect for a cup of tea or cocoa on 
the trail. With the increasing popularity of freeze 
dried food the kettle is all you need for two 
warm meals in one boil. If you prefer fresh rice or 
pasta the wide rim and stable handles allow it to 
be used as a 1.3L pot with easy stirring.

• Two glass-reinforced Nylon 6-6 handles 
support the upper rim and improve 
control when pouring.

This small pot is a great size for a solo camper. No 
one likes making excess dirty dishes in the back 
country so the X-Pot 1.4L has been designed to 
fulfill both the requirements of a pot and a bowl. 
Whip up your favourite stir-fry and eat straight 
from your cooking pot.

• Stainless steel ring embedded in the rim for easy 
lifting and stirring.

• Can be a supporting pot in an X-Series cook system. 

• Great for snacks, like nuts or berries, or a mug of soup
• Nests into the lid of X-Seal & Go XLarge as a lunch kit
• Extremely compact; folds to 17mm

• Great for taking prepared ingredients or meals into the outdoors or 
commuting with a large lunch

• The X-Seal & Go Medium fits inside the lid as a lunch kit
• Compact; folds to 26mm

• Combine 2 great products into 1 slimline unit
• Extremely compact; folds to 29mm

This 8-inch fry pan shares the same ideals as 
the X-Series and fits into the nesting system. 
The streamline fry-pan is pressed from hard-
anodised aluminium creating a very light and stiff 
structure. We’ve cut down the weight by forming 
a minimalist handle hinge 

The X-Pot 2.8L is the original fully featured, collaposible cooking pot. 
The capacity is ideal for 2-3 campers.  The silicone 
walls are constructed from 5 folding segments 
which means increased expanded height while 
still packing down to only 45mm. The lid features 
a built-in strainer and can be locked to the pot 
with the folding handles for transport.

• Available in Pacific Blue and Grey colours
• The X-Pot 2.8L can hold the X-Pot Kettle and 

X-bowls as well as smaller X-Series products.
• The X-Pot 2.8L fits inside the X-Pan8 and the X-Pot 4.0L

For the group camping market we’ve designed 
the X-Pot 4.0L. We have used a three-segment 
wall design and a thicker stainless steel ring in 
the rim to create an exceptionally rigid structure 
allowing confidence in stirring large volumes of 
food. The 4.0L X-Pot snuggly holds X-Plates or 
2.8L X-Pots inside, though any other item from 
the range will also fit.

X  1.4L

XX  MEDIUM

X  XLARGE

X  SET LARGE

X  1.3L

X 4.0L

X 8”

X  2.8L

Code Description Colour Weight

AXPOT1.4OR X-Pot 1.4L Orange 250g

AXPOT2.8PB X-Pot 2.8L Pacific Blue, or Grey 325g

Code Description Colour Volume

AXSEALS X-Seal & Go Small Orange, or Lime 215ml

AXSEALM X-Seal & Go Medium Royal Blue, or Red 415ml

AXSEALL X-Seal & Go Large Orange, or Lime 600ml

AXSEALXL X-Seal & Go XLarge Royal Blue, or Red 850ml

AXSEALSETS X-Seal & Go Set Small Lime and Orange 600 & 215ml

AXSEALSETL X-Seal & Go Set Large Royal Blue and Red 850 & 415ml

Code Description Colour Weight

AXKET1.3LI X-Pot Kettle 1.3L Lime 186g

AXPOT4.0RD X-Pot 4.0L Red Red 545g

AXPAN8INOR X-Pan 8 Inch Orange Orange handles 245g
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A comprehensive cook system for those 
interested in a variety of meals while 
camping. The set includes one orange 
X-Pan 8”, one grey 2.8L X-Pot, and one 
lime 1.3L X-Kettle.

• X-Pot 2.8L can be secured inside X-Pan 8” 
by friction fit.

• Collapses to 50mm height

A collapsible, two-person cook system 
featuring an award-winning 2.8L X-Pot 
for camp stove cooking, two X-Bowls 
and two X-Mugs

• Great for a duo.
• Cooking and dining for two collapsing 

to 45mm.
• 600ml X-Bowls and 480ml X-Mugs

A two-person kettle and mug set for 
hot coffee and cocoa on the trail. The 
wide rim and stable handles allow 
it to be used as a 1.3L pot with easy 
stirring. 

• Includes one lime 1.3L X-Pot Kettle, 
one blue X-Mug, and one grey X-Mug. 

• 1.0L safe boiling capacity
• Wide aluminium base absorbs 

maximum heat
• X-Set 11 fits inside the X-Pot 1.4L and 

X-Pot 2.8L as a compact cook system

A compact cooking and dining set 
for a solor camper. The X-Pot 1.4L 
can also be a supporting pot in an 
X-Series cook system.

• Includes one orange 1.4L X-Pot, one 
pacific blue X-Bowl, and one grey 
X-Mug.

• Fits inside the X-Pot 4.0L so you can 
heat your main meal while cooking 
an entree. 

A versatile, two-person cook system. 
Includes one pacific blue 2.8L X-Pot, 
and a lime 1.3L X-Kettle.

The X-Kettle’s ability to be used as 
a small pot enables the outdoor 
camper to either prepare a entree, 
soup or a warm drink with their main 
meal.

• Fits inside the X-Pot 4.0L so you can 
prepare a range of meals at once

For the outdoor enthusiast who likes 
to keep their gear organised! The sets 
include a zippered pouch with mesh 
panels to keep the X-pieces all tidy 
inside.

• Two-piece set includes: X-Mug, X-Bowl 
and Ultra-Sil® zippered pouch

• Three-piece set includes: X-Mug, 
X-Bowl, X-Plate and Ultra-Sil® zippered 
pouch

X  2 & 3 X  11 X  21

X  31 X  32 X  33

Code Description Weight

AXSET21OR X-Set 21 - X-Pot 1.4L, 1 X-Bowl, 1 X-Mug 394g

AXSET33PB X-Set 33 - X-Pot 2.8L, X-Pot Kettle 1.3L 551g

Code Description Weight

AXSET11LI X-Set 11 - X-Pot Kettle 1.3L, 2 X-Mugs 316g

AXSET32GY X-Set 32 - X-Pot 2.8L, X-Pan 8”, X-Pot Kettle 1.3L 756g

Code Description Weight

AXSET2 X-Set 2pc- X-Mug, X-Bowl & Storage Pouch 180g

AXSET3 X-Set 3pc- X-Mug, X-Bowl, X-Plate & Storage Pouch 364g

AXSET31PB X-Set 31 - X-Pot 2.8L, 2 X-Bowl, 2 X-Mug 607g
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Ideal for that early morning espresso or 
perhaps a shot of something a bit stronger, the 
X-Shot is a fun addition to any camp kitchen. 

• Unbreakable, folds flat for compact packing
• Food grade flexible silicone
• Calibrated as a measuring cup
• 6.5cm diameter x 6.5cm height
• BPA free

A collapsible coffee dripper with reusable 
mesh filter. Use with coffee grounds and hot 
water for freshly brewed coffee on the trail. 

• 2 cup capacity for a tall, hot coffee in the 
morning

• No need to remember to buy paper filters 
with the reusable stainless steel mesh

• Mesh is super-fine with 180 micron holes
• If paper filter is still desired the mesh can be 

easily removed and a paper filter inserted.
• Wide 110mm base fits on almost all mugs
• Fits on wide-mouthed water bottles
• Folds to 20mm
• Fits inside X-Pot Kettle as a compact coffee 

brew kit

The flexible food grade silicone 
upper of this bowl is securely 
bonded to a rigid, cut-resistant base 
made of high temperature, food 
grade nylon. 

• Unbreakable, folds flat for  
compact packing

• Food grade flexible silicone
• Calibrated as a measuring 

cup
• 12.5cm diameter x 5.5cm 

height
• BPA free

The compact X-Cup is perfect for smaller 
hands or just smaller amounts. The rigid 
ring within the rim keeps it sturdy and 
easy to drink out of but still allows the cup 
to be collapsed into a flat disk that will fit 
almost anywhere. 

• Unbreakable, folds flat for compact 
packing

• Food grade flexible silicone
• Calibrated as a measuring cup
• 9.5cm diameter x 7cm height
• BPA free

Double the size of the X-Cup, the X-Mug 
can hold plenty to drink. The rigid ring 
within the rim keeps it sturdy and easy 
to drink out of but still allows the cup to 
be collapsed into a flat disk that will fit 
almost anywhere.

• Unbreakable, folds flat for  
compact packing

• Food grade flexible silicone
• Calibrated as a measuring cup
• 11cm base diameter x 8.5cm height  

The XL Bowl features the same  
cut resistant base as the  
X-Bowl, but it is 77% larger. 

• Unbreakable, folds flat for  
compact packing

• Food grade flexible silicone
• Calibrated as a measuring cup
• 15cm base diameter x 5.5cm height

The flexible food grade silicone upper 
of this plate is securely bonded to a 
rigid, cut-resistant base made of high 
temperature, food grade nylon. 

• Unbreakable, folds flat for  
compact packing

• 20cm base diameter x 3.5cm height

X X

X

XL

X

X X

Code Description Volume Weight

AXBREWPB X-Brew Coffee Dripper 480ml 85g

AXBOWL X-Bowl 650ml 80g

Code Description Volume Weight

AXSHOT X-Shot 75ml 24g

AXCUP X-Cup 250ml 45g

AXMUG X-Mug 480ml 60g

Code Description Volume Weight

AXLBOWL XL-Bowl 1150ml 110g

AXPLATE X-Plate 1170ml 164g

Grey Red

Orange Blue Lime Pacific Blue

Grey Red

Orange Blue Lime Pacific Blue

Pacific Blue

Grey Red

Orange Blue Lime Pacific Blue
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These lightweight mugs feature Sea to Summit’s patented 
Protex™ hex pattern base; which reduces weight and disperses 
surface temperature. 

The Delta InsulMug features a ground-breaking advance 
in thermal insulation: a molded non-absorbing closed-cell 
Thermoskin. A snug-fitting, self-draining lid allows drip-free 
sipping. Ideal for expeditions, camping and daily commuting.

• Protex™ hex pattern base disperses heat
• ThermoSkin non-absorbing insulation sleeve on the InsulMug
• Cool-to-the-touch rim
• Odour and stain resistant
• Food Grade BPA Free Polypropylene

The Delta Camp Set combines all the essential camp dinnerware 
- plate, bowl, mug and 3-piece cutlery set - into a convenient and 
lightweight set that has you covered from breakfast to dinner. The 
Camp Set comes in a gusseted mesh pouch for allowing wet dishes 
to dry, and has an easy-to-use drawstring 

• Includes plate, bowl, mug and 3-piece cutlery set. 
• Packaged in mesh bag
• Food Grade BPA Free Polypropylene 

The Delta Bowl features our patented Protex™ hex pattern base; 
which reduces weight and disperses surface temperature. The 
thumb grip keeps your fingers out of your food and also doubles as 
a carabiner hang loop. Specifically designed with steep side walls to 
keep food and liquids from slopping over the edge.

The lid forms a press fit over the bowl and doubles as a preparation 
surface.

• Protex™ hex pattern base disperses heat
• Hard wearing and cut resistant
• Easy hold thumb grip
• Measurement increments on the inside
• Food Grade BPA Free Polypropylene

Protex™ hex  
pattern base

Protex™  
hex pattern  
base

Delta Mug Delta InsulMug

DELTA MUGDELTA CAMP SETS DELTA BOWL
DELTA  
INSULMUG DELTA BOWL 

with lid

Code Description Volume Weight

ADMUG Delta Mug 473mL 62g

ADINMUG Delta InsulMug 473mL 106g 

Code Description Colour

ADSETOR Delta Camp Set (Bowl, Plate, Mug, Cutlery) Orange

ADSETPB Delta Camp Set (Bowl, Plate, Mug, Cutlery) Pacific Blue

ADSETGY Delta Camp Set (Bowl, Plate, Mug, Cutlery) Grey

Code Description Volume Weight

ADBOWL Delta Bowl 800mL 78g 

ADBOWLLID Delta Bowl with Lid 800mL 134g

Orange Blue Grey

Orange Blue Grey

Orange Blue Grey
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The Delta Plate features our patented Protex™ hex pattern base, 
reducing weight and dispersing surface temperature. The thumb 
grip keeps your fingers out of your food and also doubles as a 
carabiner hang loop. 

• Protex™ hex pattern base disperses heat
• Hard wearing and cut resistant
• Easy hold thumb grip
• Measurement increments on the inside
• Food Grade BPA Free Polypropylene

Protex™ hex 
pattern base

Both the Delta Spoon and Spork has 
been designed with an integrated 
spreader knife with a strong cutting 
edge . The spoon profile has been 
ergonomically designed for comfort.

• Dishwasher safe
• Profile matches inside curves of Delta 

Plate  
and Delta Bowls

• Food Grade BPA Free Polypropylene
The Delta Cutlery Set is a short knife, fork and spoon set 
designed to fit inside your Delta Bowl. The supplied carabiner 
can be used to hang or clip the 3 piece set together. The knife 
is half plain blade for easy spreading and half serrated to aid 
cutting.

• Knife, fork and spoon set
• Sharp half plain, half serrated knife
• Carabiner used to clip 3 piece set together
• Food Grade BPA Free Polypropylene
• Dishwasher safe

Fits into Delta bowl Carabiner prevents spoon 
slipping into bowl

DELTA SPORK 
with serrated knife

patented Protex®
hex pattern base

odour and  
stain resistant

volume 
measurements 

on the side

For 2017 our Delta Spoon has been 
stretched to a longer version. No more 
sticky knuckles as you stretch and scrape 
for the last morsels of food at the bottom of 
your food pack!

• Large capacity spoon - 10ml/0.33flz
• Smooth surface for better mouth feel
• Lightweight and durable
• Food Grade BPA Free Polypropylene
• Dishwasher safe

DELTA PLATE DELTA 
Cutlery Set

DELTA SPOON

DELTA LONG HANDLED SPOON

Code Description Volume Weight

ADPLATE Delta Plate 1000mL 105g

Orange Blue Grey

Code Description Weight

ADSPORK Delta Spork with Knife 12g

ADSPOON Delta Spoon with Knife 12g

Orange Blue Grey

Code Description Weight

ADCUTSET Delta Cutlery Set 29g

Orange Blue Grey

Code Description Weight

ADLSPOON Delta Long Handled Spoon 12g

Orange Blue Grey
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Packaged as refill packs of 20 pieces, the perfect number  
to fill the shelves of the specially designed Cutlery Display Tray. 
Updated to glass reinforced polypropylene for greater durability.

Our classic camp cutlery has had a facelift. 
The same mouth-friendly shape remains, as 
well as the mini carabiner. The packaging 
has been improved, and we have added 
another colour option: green.

• Oral friendly shaped cutlery
• Glass reinforced polypropylene
• Tough and lightweight
• Secured with a lightweight  

mini-carabiner
• Dishwasher safe
• Colours: Green; Off White

Titanium remains a premium material for camp 
cutlery. It is lightweight while being incredibly 
strong and resistant to wear.  Our titanium cutlery 
are very rigid, and won’t break if they end up 
awkwardly placed in the bottom of your pack. 
Perhaps most importantly, titanium is food safe, 
has a very high resistance to corrosion, and will last 
longer than our Alloy product as a result. 

• Compact and incredibly lightweight
• Carabiner included with each item
• Perfect gift idea

The AlphaLight Cutlery uses a durable hard-anodised aircraft grade aluminium combined with a sleek-yet-strong shape to create 
an extremely lightweight utensil at a surprisingly affordable price. By hard anodising the aluminium it forms a kind of “exoskeleton” 
so the shape of the utensils can be slimmer and lighter. This hardened shell also encapsulates the aluminium, so there’s no risk of 
the alloy leaching into food. 

• Lightest metal cutlery on the market 
• Ultra light, aluminium alloy 
• Smooth matte finish
• Easy to display 100% polypropylene packaging
• All pieces come with a mini carabiner

The Alpha utensils have thicker 
and sturdier handles than the 
AlphaLight series, but are still very 
lightweight. The set includes a 
knife, fork and spoon (three items) 
plus a mini-carabiner to hold them 
together. The individual utensils 
in this set have several holes 
punched out of the handle to 
reduce weight.

• Tough and lightweight for life 
long use

• Comes with a carabiner to keep 
items together

• M3, M4 and M5 hex tools 
integrated into handles

TITANIUM CUTLERY CAMP CUTLERY CAMP UTENSILS

ALPHA LIGHT 
Cutlery

ALPHA SET

Code Description

ACUTBOX    Polycarbonate Display Box

ACUTKNIFE    Knife Refill 20 Pack 

ACUTFORK    Fork Refill 20 Pack 

ACUTSPOON    Spoon Refill 20 Pack 

ACUTTEA    Teaspoon Refill 20 Pack 

ACUTSPORK    Spork Refill 20 Pack 

Code Description Weight

ACUTL    Polycarbonate Cutlery Set - Off White 37g 

ACUTLGN    Polycarbonate Cutlery Set - Green 37g 

Green Off White

Code Description Weight

ACUTTSET3 Titanium Cutlery Set - 3 Piece 40g 

ACUTTSPK Titanium Spork 20g 

Code Description Weight

ACUTALSPK AlphaLight - Spork 9g

ACUTALSPNSO AlphaLight - Short Spoon 7.5g

ACUTALSPNL AlphaLight - Long Handled Spoon 12g

ACUTALKN AlphaLight - Knife 7g

ACUTALSPN AlphaLight - Spoon 9g

ACUTALFK AlphaLight - Fork 6g

ACUTALSPKL  AlphaLight - Long Handled Spork 12g

ACUTALSET2 AlphaLight - Spork and Knife Set 16g

ACUTALSET3 AlphaLight - 3-piece Set 22g

Code Description Weight

ACUTASET3 Alpha Set - Knife, Fork and Spoon Set 37g
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The ideal lightweight solution 
for carrying and storing water 
in the outdoors. The Folding 
Bucket is made from non-
absorbent, food grade TPU-coated 
nylon—210D around the sides, 420D 
on the base for added strength. The 
carry handle is made of a dual layer 
420D nylon which is RF welded to the 
main body. Additional grab handle on 
the base makes pouring easy. Comes 
in a zippered pouch.

• Packs down small and light
• Free standing on level surfaces
• Non-absorbent fabric
• Welded watertight construction
• Additional handle for easy pouring
• Food grade coating—PVC-free

Made from 30D siliconised CORDURA® 
nylon fabric for exceptional strength, 
the Ultra-Sil® Folding Bucket is 65% 
lighter than our standard 10 Litre 
Folding Bucket. Comes with a micro 
stuff sack.

• 10 litre capacity
• Super lightweight and compact -  

weighing only 28 grams 
• Fully seam sealed and leak proof
• Micro stuff sack for  

convenient packing
• Ideal for carrying water back to camp
• Not designed for water storage 

because unlike our standard Folding 
Bucket this ultralight version is not  
free standing

High-tech materials such as Ultra-Sil® fabric, Hypalon carry 
handles and a stainless steel wire stiffener ring mean this sink is 
small enough to fit in a pocket and light enough to barely leave 
a trace on a set of scales.

• 10 litre capacity
• Super lightweight - only 49g 
• Made from Ultra-Sil® 30D siliconised CORDURA® fabric for 

exceptional strength
• Fully seam sealed and leak proof
• Lightweight and strong Hypalon  

carry handles
• Stainless steel wire rim for strength
• Micro stuff sack for convenient packing

Great for collecting and carrying water for purification,  
cooking, washing dishes or personal bathing.

• Unique design with stainless steel stiffening ring that prevents the 
sink from collapsing when full

• Base is broader than top so it won’t tip over in use
• Fine to use with hot water  

and detergent
• Fully taped seams
• Wide webbing carry handles
• Packaged with mini storage pouch
• The 5 Litre size makes an excellent dog 

bowl

FOLDING 
BUCKET

KITCHEN SINK ULTRA-SIL® 
FOLDING BUCKET

ULTRA-SIL® 
KITCHEN SINK

Code Description Weight

AFB10 Folding Bucket - 10 Litre 80g

AFB20 Folding Bucket - 20 Litre 110g 

Code Description - Size Weight

ASINK5 Kitchen Sink - 5L 98g

ASINK10 Kitchen Sink  -10L 134g 

ASINK20 Kitchen Sink - 20L 188g

Code Description Volume Weight

AUSFB10 Ultra-Sil Folding Bucket 10L 28g

AUSSINK10 Ultra-Sil Kitchen Sink 10L 49g
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Made of the same waterproof fabric and roll-top closure as our 
lightweight dry sacks, our Pocket Shower features a compact 
shower head that operates with an easy-to-use on/off twist 
mechanism. The twist spout also serves to adjust the flow of 
water, delivering an efficient trickle up to a free-flowing shower. 
Fill the 10 Litre Pocket Shower, roll it to close at the top and hang 
it from two tough D-rings with the lightweight cord provided. The 
black fabric soaks up sun during the day at base camp for a warm 
shower or fill it at the end of the day for a cool rinse.

• Super compact and light - zips into a small pouch and  
weighs just 120g

• Gives about a 7-8 minute shower
•   Contoured shower head with graduated apertures  

for equal spray dispersion
• Can be used as a dry sack when not in use as a shower
•  Bar tack attached Delrin™ D rings and 6 metres of cord included

• Clothesline measures 3.5 Metres
• Unique beaded cord design  secures items  even in the wind
• Reflective cord for visibility at night
• Stows away in the tiniest neoprene pouch
• Packed size 50 x 70 x 20mm
• Weighs just 25g

Hang this from a tree at the campsite and you have bulk water 
literally on tap! Our multiple sizes mean you can have water 
storage for individual or group use. Flexible fabric allows the 
pack tap to fit into a kayak or pack as necessary. Great for 
transporting water in arid environments or having a water 
source in camp. Multiple Hypalon lash points allow you to hang 
or secure the Pack Tap in many spots.

• Double layer tough Mylar bladder
• 420D ripstop nylon exterior
• Replacement bladders available in two sizes to fit the four models
• Easy one-handed operation
• Security cap on tap

POCKET SHOWER

PACK TAP
The 
CLOTHESLINE

No leak cap Single hand operation

Hypalon anchor points Flexible and foldable

Code Description Capacity Weight

APSHOWER Pocket Shower 10L 120g

Code Description Length Weight

ACLOTH Clothesline 3.5 Metres 25g

Code Description Weight

APT2LT   Pack Tap - 2L 108g

APT4LT   Pack Tap - 4L 114g

APT6LT   Pack Tap - 6L 124g

A10LT   Pack Tap - 10L 192g 

ABLA   Replacement Bladder 2 - 6L

ABLA10   Replacement Bladder 10L
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A super strong, lightweight and cleverly compact pocket trowel. 
Designed to support the Leave No Trace ethic of minimising back 
country impact by humans, the Pocket Trowel redefines the camp 
trowel with its collapsible, carry-anywhere design and amazing 
strength-to-weight ratio. 

• Strong ultralight 6066-T6 aluminium alloy
• Hard anodised blade to Rockwell C 70
•  Ingenious collapsible, carry anywhere design
• Stores lighter/toilet tissues in handle
• Lightweight, compact and easy to carry
• Comes complete with its own Ultra-Sil® stuff sack
• A range of cool colours

The cousin of our Pocket Trowel, this latest 
tool is made with extra tough reinforced nylon 
66 to uphold your outdoor ethics in cold 
temperatures and hard ground.

• Strong, ultra light reinforced nylon 66
• Compact, lightweight design  

for easy packing
• Storage space in handle for lighter/toilet tissue
• Withstands extremely cold temperatures

With an internal toilet roll holder the Outhouse dispenses toilet 
paper on demand, and can be hung from a nearby tree or even 
around the neck for bathroom convenience. Perfect for group 
use, the Outhouse can be kept centrally for both easy access and 
as a ‘vacant/occupied’ sign. 

• Made of our very lightweight Ultra-Sil® fabric
• Fully waterproof Hypalon roll top closure
• Ideal for group use
• Neck cord attached
• Internal dispenser allows upside down use
• Accommodates full size toilet roll
• Toilet paper not included

Designed with a unique roll top closure that accepts a disposable 
garbage bag liner, the Trash Dry Sack is great as a soft garbage 
container in the field, in a boat or in your car. Roll the top down 
to prevent any leakage while transporting. Hypalon clip-in loops 
allow it to be hung from a tree or tied to the outside of a pack.

• Lightweight, 10,000mm waterproof fabric 
• Double stitched and tape seam sealed
• Waterproof Roll top closure for drip-free carrying
• Uses any plastic garbage bag as liner
• Oval base gives flatter shape when attached to packs or kayaks
• Daisy chain webbing and Hypalon clip loops for easy attachment

Trash
DRY SACK

Alloy
POCKET TROWEL

Reinforced Nylon 
POCKET TROWEL

ULTRA-SIL® 
OUT HOUSE

Code Description Weight

APTROWEL Alloy Pocket Trowel 100g

ASTOOL Nylon 66 Pocket Trowel 87g

Code Description Weight

AOH Ultra-Sil® Outhouse 50g

Orange

Code Description Min. Garbage Bag Size Weight

ATRASHDS Trash Dry Sack - 10L 40 x 60cm 100g 
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35mm tubing

25mm tubing

Pneumatic wheels for 
a smooth ride

Transporting a sit-on-top boat can be quite challenging due to 
the large width and the often heavier weight associated with 
this style of paddle craft. We set out to create a unique Sit-on-
Top trolley that was universal in application and robust enough 
to cater for the large range of boats that fit within this category. 

The patent pending design features unique tapered cones that 
fit snugly into a broad range of scupper hole sizes while also 
reducing side to side movement of your trolley during towing. 
Furthermore, we’ve added a variable width axle design with a 
heavy duty quick release clamp that will fit most recreational 
Sit-on-Tops. The Sea to Summit Sit-on-Top trolley can be used 
with or without a tie down.

• Tapered rubber cones to fit scuppers from 24mm to 48mm
• Adjustable axle width from 180mm to 400mm
• Strong oversize 6061-T6 anodised alloy tubing and  

welded construction
• A Bomber tie down strap (not included) can be  

attached to the rubber cones as an option to  
secure your Sit-on-Top

• Light-weight innovative design
• Puncture proof solid wheels offer great soft terrain 

performance

Constructed using puncture proof solid wheels and oversized anodised 
25mm aluminium alloy tubing for strength these collapsable carts can 
withstand the roughest terrain. 

• Durable, lightweight and compact construction
• Hypalon tension straps last longer than traditional webbing
• Oversized anodised 6063-T6 alloy tubing for added strength and longevity 
• Small: 28cm wide - Kayaks 

Medium: 46cm wide - Canoes 
Large: 62cm wide - Large Canoes, Double Kayaks, SUP’s

• Each cart has a capacity of 70kg and includes a high quality  
UV stabilised polyester tie down with silicone buckle bumper

CARTS
for kayaks, canoes and SUP boards

SIT-ON-TOP CARTS

Code Description Colour Height with wheels

SOLSOTG Sit-on-Top Cart Lime 51cm

Code Description Colour Depth Height w/ Wheels

SOLCARTSO Small Cart Orange 20cm 30cm

SOLCARTMB Medium Cart Blue 28cm 35cm

SOLCARTLT Large Cart Silver 41cm 39cm
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XT CART & XT SUP CART
Rugged and stylish towing solutions for Kayaks and SUP boards
This Cross Terrain Cart can be used with a range of canoes or kayaks and is constructed using high 
quality engineering plastics for ultra-high impact resistance. The XT Cart is designed  to be collapsible 
and packs down into small compact parts to fit into a kayak hatch and so it doesn’t take up much room 
in your car or storage when not in use.

The XT SUP Cart is designed to transport large SUP boards. We used the versatile chassis of the XT Cart 
and added an Easy Grip handle that uses cam-lever suction cups to attach to the front of your board for 
ease of transport. 

• Durable high-impact resistant engineering plastic
• Easy pack down
• Thermoplastic elastomer bumpers
• Fibreglass reinforced nylon wheels
• 38mm polyester tie down strap   
• 70kg carrying capacity
• Easy Grip handle (XT SUP Cart only)

Traveller Soft Racks are a quick and easy way to get your sporting 
equipment on the roof and off to your favorite destination. The Large 
Traveller Soft Racks are ideal for large canoes, wide beam watercraft or for 
SUP boards while the regular size is best for smaller craft. Compatible with 
any tie-downs. 

• Three step quick fit system 
• Super strong removable daisy chain gives multiple tie down points
• Heavy duty die cast cam buckle and neoprene cover
• Both sizes have a wide footprint to disperse the load on the roof
• Grippy base reduces movement of the rack giving you a more secure load
• Carries canoes, kayaks, sit-on-tops, surf boards, SUPs, skis, snowboards and 

other equipment 

TRAVELLER
Soft Racks

Code Style MOQ Weight Size (cart) Size (handle)

SOLXTC XT Cart 2 2460g 500 x 420 x 270mm -

SOLXTSC XT SUP Cart 2 2680g 500 x 420 x 270mm 290 x 100 x 80mm

Code Description Size (length x width x height)

ATSR Traveller Soft Rack - Regular 86cm x 19cm x 8cm

SOLTSRL Traveller Soft Rack - Large 110cm x 19cm x 8cm

BlueGreen

XT XT SUP
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pad keeps your goods safe

Elastic keeper helps  
organise your straps

Traditional tie downs can be a hassle because they need to be turned 
into a single loop to tension. This can be an issue if the tail end needs 
to be threaded through small gaps or tight bends to finish the loop. 
The Carabiner Tie Down offers two-point anchoring to make securing 
your load quicker and more convenient that ever. Constructed from 
UV protected 28mm polyester, easy feed webbing and a rugged metal 
cam buckle to achieve a lash capacity of 150kg AS/NZS4380.

• Carabiner and webbing loop attachment system at both ends
• Lashing capacity 150kg
• Durable silicone cam protection
• Colour coded according to size
• Includes elastic loop to keep strap rolled up
• UV protected 28mm polyester, easy feed webbing

These premium quality tie down straps are great way to 
secure any load. The silicone cam cover protects your boat 
from the rugged metal cam. Sold as pairs.

• Durable silicone cam protection
• Colour coded according to size
• Includes elastic loop to keep strap rolled up
• UV protected 28mm polyester, easy feed webbing
• Lashing capacity 300kg AS/NZS4380

This all purpose tie down features die cast nickel plated zinc 
alloy buckles with a rubber protector pad.  The webbing has 
been upgraded to 25mm UV protected polyester webbing. A 
handy, colour-coordinated elasticised webbing retainer keeps 
the tie downs neatly coiled when not in use. 

• Lashing capacity up to 250kg AS/NZS 4380
• 25mm polyester easy feed webbing, UV 

stabilised 
• Heavy duty die cast buckle with rubber 

protector pad
• Includes elastic loop to keep strap rolled up
• Available in 3 colour coded lengths -  

2m, 3m and 4m

Clipped through the 
bar-tacked webbing 

loop

Securely attached 
back onto any part of 

the webbing strap

Snapped directly 
through anchor 

points

TIE DOWNS 
with silicone cam cover

BOMBER TIE DOWNCARABINER TIE DOWNS

Code Description Colour

SOLBTD2 Bomber Tie Down - 2m Single Lime

SOLBTD3 Bomber Tie Down - 3m Single Orange

SOLBTD4 Bomber Tie Down - 4m Single Blue

SOLBTDRP RETAIL PACK - 6 x each size = 18 units —

Code Description Colour

SOLTDSCDP35 Tie Down - 3.5m Pair Blue / Lime

SOLTDSCDP45 Tie Down - 4.5m Pair Lime / Orange

SOLTDSCDP55 Tie Down - 5.5m Pair Red / Blue

Code Description Colour

ACTD2 Carabiner Tie Down - 2m Pair Lime / Blue

ACTD3 Carabiner Tie Down - 3m Pair Orange / Green

ACTD4 Carabiner Tie Down - 4m Pair Blue / Red

BlueLime Orange
2m/6ft 3m/10ft 4.5m/13ft
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securely locked to the anchor point

The Loop Lock is a two-piece tie down with bar-tacked loops 
at each end. By feeding the webbing tail through the loop 
the tie down can be locked to two seperate anchor points 
for versatile and secure attachment. This product is a simple 
hybrid between the versatile attachment options of the 
Carabiner Tie Down and the great value of the Bomber Tie 
Down.

• Double bar-tacked loops at both ends
• Lashing Capacity up to 125kg AS/NZS 4380
• Heavy Duty die cast buckle with Silicone Protector Pad
• 25mm polyester easy feed webbing, UV stabilised
• Includes excess webbing retainer
• Available in 3 Colour Coded Lengths - 2m/6.5ft, 3m/10ft and 

4m/13ft

Aquaracks are the simplest, strongest and most versatile storage rack 
you can find. Aquaracks can accommodate virtually any paddle craft 
on the market and allow for storage or display at almost any angle 
without causing damage. They are a great way to display your kayaks 
in-store or store your boats in the garage at home.

• Strongest, most versatile rack on the market
• Specially-designed padded arms prevent damage
• Great for indoor or outdoor applications
• Capacity: 80kg
• Easy to install (mounting hardware & instructions included)

The Aquaracks SM take up HALF the vertical wall space of the 
original Aquaracks! They are still packed with all the same great 
features and with a hefty capacity of up to 50kg. Designed to 
store or display smaller boats the Aquaracks SMs are perfect for 
whitewater or play boats, lightweight composites,  
smaller touring kayaks and rowing shells.

• Same great features as the original
• Use only HALF the vertical  

space of the standard Aquaracks
• Capacity: 50kg

The one80o kit easily upgrades any pair of Aquaracks from a fixed 
mount to a swivel mount system capable of rotating in either 
direction to lie flat against the wall when not in use. 

• Compatible with all Aquaracks and Aquaracks SM
• Made from high strength injection moulded plastic
• Includes: 4 brackets, mounting hardware and detailed instructions

The Aquasling is a simple and 
economical solution designed to 
store anything from your surf boards 
to your sea kayaks. The great space 
saving design keeps your gear stored 
in the most low-profile position while 
still protecting it better than any 
other strap system available. 

• Simple design allows a single person  
to easily access and store their craft

• Extremely versatile - accommodates  
a wide range of craft up to 90cm wide

• Reinforced nylon and padded  
EVA straps

• Great for indoor and  
outdoor applications

• Capacity: 60kg
• Easy to install (mounting hardware 

and instructions included)

BOMBER LOOP LOCK

Code Description

TQ180D Swivel-Mount Kit AquaRacks one80o

Code Description Capacity

SQRACK AquaRacks - Pair 80kg

SQRACKS AquaRacks SM - Pair 50kg

Code Description

SQSLING AquaSlings (Pair)

Code Description Colour

ABLL2 Bomber Loop Lock - 2m Single Lime / Grey

ABLL3 Bomber Loop Lock - 3m Single Orange / Grey

ABLL4 Bomber Loop Lock - 4m Single Blue / Grey
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A strong, durable way to transport your wet or sweaty gear 
from the water to home. The mesh compartment allows you 
to separate your wet from your dry gear. The ultra strong base 
and tape sealed dry area makes this duffle ideal many different 
applications.

• Waterproof, double stitched, taped seams
• Hypalon waterproof roll closure, does not wick moisture
• 70D PU coated nylon in the dry compartment
• White interior for better visibility of contents
• Heavy duty zipper with easy-to-use tab
• Two compartments can be used as dry/wet areas
• Strong mesh top
• Heavy-duty EPO fabric base
• PVC-free

ACCESS DECK BAG

Code Description Colour Weight

ARDKBBL Access Deck Bag Blue 520g

Blue
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Inspired by the lash points found on inflatable rafts, Self Adhesive Lash Points 
are the same shape and burly construction as the lash tabs on our Big River and 
Hydraulic dry bags. Self Adhesive Lash Points are a great way add cleats for tow 
lines and deck lines to a boat, to lash dry bags down to SUP and kayak decks, 
for adding carabiner loops to your gear-room wall, or just about any where else 
where a super-burly loop will come in handy.

• Super strong 3M VHB adhesive
• Custom formulated TPU patch surface
• Bomber lash loops
• Self Adhesive Lash Points come in a pack of 4

This elasticated cargo net is the perfect way to carry gear on your SUP boards, kayak or boat. It is large enough 
to hold a couple of dry bags if you are SUP touring on flat water. The small holes in the grid mesh make it great 
for securing a water bottle or sunscreen close at hand while sea kayaking.

• Four large suction cups with tab for easy removal
• Super stretchy grid mesh with reinforced edges
• 2cm2 grid mesh for securing smaller items

Coming from the legacy of our Big 
River dry bags, we shaped a dry bag 
expressely for use on stand-up paddle 
board decks. To fasten these bags to 
your deck we use carefully formulated 
TPU patches and the most trustworthy 
adhesive on the market - 3M VHB 
for maximum adhesion in whatever 
conditions you can throw at it.

There’s also no reason to limit yourself 
to SUPs - this bag is equally useful on all 
manner of kayaks, boats and rafts.

• Hypalon roll top closure
• Self Adhesive Lash Points
• Aluminium hook ladderlock buckles
• Hypalon loops
• 420D Big River fabric
• Two Sizes

High-strength suction cup Perfect for holding 
essential items where you 

can reach them

SUP DECK BAG SELF ADHESIVE LASH POINTS

DECK CARGO NET
Blue

Code Description Colour Weight

ASDB12 12L Blue 340g

ASDB24 24L Blue 580g

Code Description Dimensions Weight

ACARGO Deck Cargo Net 38 x 45cm 200g

Code Pack Qty Colour Weight

ASALP 4 patches Black 18g (each)
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Paddle floats are designed to aid in self rescue. This single chamber 
inflatable paddle float can be used in conjunction with a paddle to 
stabilise a kayak in the event of a capsize, making re-entry easier. 
Inflation is easy using our two-way lockable valve that ensures water 
won’t get in. We’ve also included a foam section for positive buoyancy 
when deflated so you won’t lose your paddle float. The Inflatable 
Paddle Float can be easily accessed via a small pouch that can be 
velcroed onto the deck.

• Made of durable 420D Nylon
• Easy access from deck during emergency—just pull the red tab
• Includes an attached, high visibility safety whistle 
• Lockable two-way valve: inflation/deflation
• Mesh paddle blade garage for water drainage
• High visibility reflective print

Foam paddle floats require no inflation, making them faster and 
easier to deploy in the event of a capsize. The streamlined design of 
this float makes attaching to your deck a snap and the ultra durable 
420D nylon material ensures it will stand up to the elements. 

• Made of durable 420D nylon
• Foam base doesn’t require inflation
• Includes an attached, high visibility safety whistle 
• Mesh paddle blade garage for water drainage
• High visibility reflective print

A must have for any paddler, this double action pump is a quick and 
effective way to empty water from your kayak or canoe.

• Improved reinforced joints
• High volume, double action pump extracts 400ml per pump
• Marine grade 316 stainless steal screws to reduce corrosion
• Full length high visibility foam with reflective logo aids recovery
• Anodised alloy shaft reduces wear and maintains smooth action of the 

pump
• The 46cm length is high enough to use for single and double touring kayaks
• For use with canoe: a hose can be attached to the outlet to reach over the 

gunwale

Quick Release deck bag

Whistle molded  
into buckle

Two way lockable 
valve

Mesh paddle garage 
for easy drainage

Whistle moulded  
into buckle

Mesh paddle garage 
for easy drainage

BILGE PUMP Inflatable 
PADDLE FLOAT

Foam 
PADDLE FLOAT

CODE Description Inflated size Weight

SOLIPF Inflatable Paddle Float 40 x 28 x 18cm 215g

Code Description Dimensions Weight

SOLFPF Foam Paddle Float 45 x 28 x 11cm 2269g

Code Description Length

SOLBILGE Bilge Pump  46cm
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A simple, lightweight paddle leash. 

• High quality nylon that is both lightweight and strong
• Low profile, tangle free design
• Adjustable attachment point to fit a variety of paddles and  

fishing rods
• Stretchy inner cord for more flexibility
• Hook and loop closure with durable, non-slip Hypalon for security

Keeps your paddle attached to your craft when resting, fishing or 
during the occasional swim. Also for use as a fishing rod lanyard.

• Secure paddle to water craft during ocean or whitewater kayaking
• Accordion style webbing can double its length and retract without 

tangling
• Nylon webbing is high strength and lightweight
• Suits standard shaft diameter range of 28–32mm
• New double velcro paddle shaft attachment that doubles  

back for enhanced security

The Cruiser Kayak Seat is a multi-use outdoor seat. A 
polypropylene lining that runs the length of the seat provides 
extra support both on the base and on the back. The alloy 
back rest is adjustable for better support and increased 
comfort. Attach the two forward straps to the tabs to create a 
comfortable camp seat.

• Thermo formed foam for increased comfort
• Adjustable alloy lumbar support
• Mid back rest allows increased shoulder rotation
• Polypropylene base and back rest helps maintain seat’s integrity
• Camp seat attachments
• Long adjustable straps to fit most models of kayaks
• Features large mesh pocket and two zippered pockets with many 

common fishing gear attachment points

The Tripper Kayak Seat is a comfortable high-back paddling seat. 
The adjustable alloy upper back section offers support, while the 
lower back profile helps improve rotation and comfort during 
those long paddling trips.

• Thermo formed foam for increased comfort
• Adjustable alloy lumbar support
• Mid back rest allows increased shoulder rotation
• Three mesh pockets on seat back
• Long adjustable straps to fit most models of kayaks or sit-on-tops

PADDLE KEEPER

PADDLE LEASH

Tripper 
KAYAK SEAT

Cruiser 
KAYAK SEAT

Code Description Shaft Diametre Length

SOLPLEASH Paddle Leash 20-35mm 110-190cm

Code Description Shaft Diameter Length

SOLPKEEPER Paddle Keeper 28–32mm 110–240cm

Code Description Colour

SOLTRIPPER Tripper Kayak Seat Titanium

Code Description Colour

SOLCRUISER Cruiser Kayak Seat Titanium
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The Ultra Flex Bootie has built on the legacy our original, low 
profile, sensitive Flex Bootie. We have improved the fit with 
an updated last shape and added an incredibly secure velcro 
closure system, whilst retaining the high sensitivity that makes 
this bootie a favourite. Stitching lines have been optimised to 
prevent chaffing from foot straps. The rubber laminated sole 
gives all the protection you need while also maintaining the 
best flex for ultimate comfort.

• Durable, low profile footwear for kayaking,  
stand up paddling, surfing, rafting, wind surfing,  
kite boarding, sailing

• flexible, sensitive sole gives great feedback for technical 
pursuits

• Improved last
• Secure Y-pull velcro strap system
• 3mm neoprene
• Grey/Lime colour

The Blitz Bootie is the heavy duty workhorse 
in our range. It has a high cuff to overlap with 
wetsuits, a stiffened sole for improved portaging 
and protection against the gnarliest of rocks, and 
a very secure y-pull velcro strap  to stop you losing 
your shoes in the worst dunkings. The Blitz shares 
the same last shape as the Ultra-Flex bootie, and 
the same stitch lines to prevent chaffing when 
using foot-straps on boats or boards.

• Rugged water booties for kayaking, rafting, 
portaging, wading, fishing, sailing

• High traction rubber sole for grip on wet surfaces
• Stiffened sole for added protection and walking
• Secure Y-pull velcro strap system
• 3mm neoprene
• Black/Blue colour

The best time to paddle is when the sun is out 
and the water is clear. The Eclipse Glove not only 
give you protection against the sun, it also helps 
prevent blisters on those long paddles. Good hand 
protection will make your day more enjoyable.

• UPF50+ for protection against the sun
• Synthetic leather palms contoured  

with a double  
layer in high wear areas

• Lightweight, flexible design helps  
you maintain contact with your paddle

• 2mm neoprene cuff improves comfort 

Paddle gloves are great for keeping your hands 
away from the harsh elements. These articulated 
neoprene paddle gloves have pre-bent fingers to 
help maintain grip on your paddle. They will keep 
your hands warm and the neoprene will reduce 
the chance of getting blisters.

• Great protection against the sun and blisters
• Pre-bent natural grip fingers
• Grip pattern on palm

BLITZ BOOTIES

ECLIPSE GLOVES 
with Velcro™

PADDLE GLOVES

ULTRA FLEX BOOTIES

Code Description US Men’s

SOLBLB05 Blitz Booties 5 XS 5

SOLBLB06 Blitz Booties 6 S 6

SOLBLB07 Blitz Booties 7 SM 7

SOLBLB08 Blitz Booties 8 M 8

SOLBLB09 Blitz Booties 9 ML 9

SOLBLB10 Blitz Booties 10 L 10

SOLBLB11 Blitz Booties 11 XL 11

SOLBLB12 Blitz Booties 12 XXL 12

Code Description US Men’s

SOLFB05 Ultra Flex Booties 5 XS 5

SOLFB06 Ultra Flex Booties 6 S 6

SOLFB07 Ultra Flex Booties 7 SM 7

SOLFB08 Ultra Flex Booties 8 M 8

SOLFB09 Ultra Flex Booties 9 ML 9

SOLFB10 Ultra Flex Booties 10 L 10

SOLFB11 Ultra Flex Booties 11 XL 11

SOLFB12 Ultra Flex Booties 12 XXL 12

Code Description Size

SOLPGS Paddle Gloves Small

SOLPGM Paddle Gloves Medium

SOLPGL Paddle Gloves Large

SOLPGXL Paddle Gloves X Large

Code Description Size

SOLEGS Eclipse Gloves Small

SOLEGM Eclipse Gloves Medium

SOLEGL Eclipse Gloves Large

SOLEGXL Eclipse Gloves X Large
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A half deck or sun skirt is a great way to keep the sun off and 
gives you more freedom of movement whilst paddling. There 
is also a stretch mesh pocket on the front for your paddling 
accessories, sunscreen, etc. Comes in an easily merchandised 
package that is as thin as a pizza box that can be pegged or 
stacked on a shelf.

• 420D PU coated ripstop nylon
• Large stretch mesh pocket
• Implosion bar for more leg room
• 8mm adjustable shock cord

The Road Trip is the ultimate travel and storage accessory.  
It keeps out insects, water and animals. Because it makes your 
load more aerodynamic, you will save fuel on the highway.

• 3mm high quality neoprene stretches to fit most cockpit shapes
• 8mm shock cord makes for secure fit
• 40mm wide pull tag sewn for easy opening
• Comes in an easily merchandised package that is as thin as a 

pizza box that can be pegged or stacked on a shelf

The Flexi Fit skirt is for anyone 
who wants a multi-fitting tunnel. 
Having a 2mm flexible neoprene waist will 
increase your torso comfort over a long paddle. 
Available in four cockpit sizes. 

• Tapered, adjustable tab for increased seal around your torso
• Super soft binding for increase comfort
• 4mm small diamond neoprene skirt with a 2mm flexible neoprene 

waist for extra give
• 40mm wide pull tag sewn for easy opening
• Comes in an easily merchandised package, as thin as a pizza box that 

can be pegged or stacked on a shelf.

The Neon is for the paddler who 
doesn’t want the tight fit that you 
get from neoprene. Having a nylon tunnel 
allows for freedom of movement. Available in 
four cockpit sizes.

• 420D PU coated ripstop nylon adjustable waist with a  
4mm small diamond neoprene skirt

• Ideal for warmer conditions
• Used in recreational, multi sport and sea kayaking
• Comes in an easily merchandised package, as thin as a pizza box 

that can be pegged or stacked on a shelf.

A travel cover has many uses: helps save fuel on the highway; 
keeps water out and stores gear in your kayak. The Gear Trip 
performs all these functions as well as being a removable gear 
bag. Now there is no need shuffle through your kayak to find 
gear, as it is all contained in the mesh bag hanging under the 
cockpit cover.

• 420D PU coated ripstop nylon
• Large curved zip for easy access to gear
• Grippy edge to hold onto the cockpit
• 8mm adjustable shock cord
• Front grab loop or bag handle
• Mesh sides help wet gear breathe

All decks and covers come packaged 
in our attractive and space efficient 
pizza-style box. 

A comprehensive fit guide is printed on 
the box with more than 400 boats listed. 

SUN DECK 
Cockpit Cover

GEAR TRIP 
Cockpit Cover

NEON 
Spray Skirt

ROAD TRIP 
Neoprene 
Cockpit Cover

FLEXI FIT 
Spray Skirt

Code Description

SOLSDM Sun Deck Cockpit Cover - Small/Medium

SOLSDL Sun Deck Cockpit Cover - Large/XLarge

Code Description

SOL13S Road Trip Cockpit Cover - Small

SOL13M Road Trip Cockpit Cover - Medium

SOL13L Road Trip Cockpit Cover - Large

SOL13XL Road Trip Cockpit Cover - X Large

Code Description

SOLFFSCS Flexi Fit - Small

SOLFFSCM Flexi Fit - Medium

Code Description

SOLNEONS Neon - Small

SOLNEONM Neon - Medium

Code Description

SOLFFSCL Flexi Fit - Large

SOLFFSCXL Flexi Fit - X Large

Code Description

SOLNEONL Neon - Large

SOLNEONXL Neon - X Large

Code Description

SOLGTM Gear Trip Cockpit Cover - Small to Medium

SOLGTL Gear Trip Cockpit Cover - Medium to Large



About Sea to Summit TravellingLight™ 
The Sea to Summit TravellingLight™ range is a lightweight and stylish solution to luggage organisation. 
This comprehensive line up of travel accessories provides a convenient way to separately pack clothes, 
shoes, toiletries, documents and other travel essentials without taking up precious space or tipping the 
scales towards excess luggage fees. 

Start with less
Whether motivated by the convenience of carry-on, the desire to avoid baggage fees or lost luggage, or 
wanting manageable luggage upon arrival, travellers today want less weight and less bulk. This doesn’t 
mean bringing less with you, it means using compact and lightweight travel gear. The updated Sea to 
Summit TravellingLight™ range of travel products does just that. 

Eighty percent of the products in the line weigh less than 85 grams! 
Using premium Ultra-Sil® ripstop fabric, the range weighs significantly less than any other similar 
competing products without compromising strength, durability or performance.

Go modular
The innovation of the TravellingLight™ line is not just the use of the technical ultralight materials, but the 
shapes and designs that fit the contours of modern soft sided luggage including carry-on, rolling duffle 
bags or backpacks. Packing becomes easier, going through security is faster and everything is easy to find 
at your destination.

Ultra-lightweight and water resistant 
CORDURA® brand fabric keeps toiletry 

spills contained while internal zippered 
mesh pockets insure that you stay 

organised - all without adding bulk.
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TRAVELLINGLIGHT™  
HANGING TOILETRY BAGS 
These versatile Hanging Toiletry Bags provide a great way to 
keep all of your toiletry essentials at your fingertips whether you 
are taking a shower in the great outdoors or in a five star hotel. 
Contents are easily visible and accessible due to the separate mesh 
compartments and the low profile design is an added bonus in 
tight for space bathrooms. Includes a detachable mirror.

• Hanging design for easy use
• Multiple internal pockets for convenient organisation
• Internal mesh pockets provide content visibility
• Detachable mirror included
• Durable zips with Hypalon grab tags for easy, secure opening  

and closing
• 30D Ultra-Sil® CORDURA® brand fabric
• Lightweight, strong and water-resistant 

TRAVELLINGLIGHT™  
TOILETRY BAGS
Toiletry Bags are our minimalist solution for carrying toiletry 
essentials. They are strong and water resistant to make sure 
your toiletries stay separate from the rest of your luggage.

• Ultra lightweight toiletry bag for weight conscious travellers
• External zippered pocket and internal mesh pocket for 

organization
• Stand up design for convenience
• Durable zips with Hypalon grab tabs for easy, secure opening  

and closing
• 30D Ultra-Sil® CORDURA® brand fabric
• Super light, strong and water-resistant

TRAVELLINGLIGHT™  
TOILETRY CELLS
Padded Toiletry Cells are designed to protect your toiletries and 
keep them organised. The contoured shape maximises holding 
capacity while enabling the lid to fully open so that you can see 
and access all items. Toiletry Cells are super light, strong and water 
resistant to make sure your toiletries stay separate from the rest of 
your luggage.

• Padded, stand-up design with full opening lid for easy access
• Generous volume holds a large selection of toiletries
• Three internal mesh pockets for organisation
• Piping along the frame allows the cells to be free standing
• Durable zips with Hypalon grab tags for easy, secure  

opening and closing
• 30D Ultra-Sil® CORDURA® brand fabric
• Lightweight, strong and water-resistant

Code Description Volume Weight

ATLHTBS Hanging Toiletry Bag - Small 3L 80g

ATLHTBL Hanging Toiletry Bag - Large 6L 112g

Code Description Volume Weight

ATLTBS Toiletry Bag - Small 2L 38g

ATLTBL Toiletry Bag - Large 4L 50g

Code Description Volume Weight

ATLTCS Toiletry Cell - Small 3L 67g

ATLTCL Toiletry Cell - Large 7L 86g

Blue / Grey Black / Grey Lime / Grey Berry / Grey Blue / Grey Black / Grey



TRAVELLINGLIGHT™ 
GARMENT MESH BAGS
The flat rectangular profile of these Garment Mesh Bags makes 
neat, organised and crease-free packing easy. The Small has been 
designed for incidental items like underwear, swimwear, socks and 
other accessories. The Medium is ideal for shirts and shorts whilst 
the Large caters for jumpers, jackets and pants.

• Ideal for fast, compartmentalised packing, keeps clothes neat, 
organised and crease-free

• Mesh lid provides quick identification of contents
• Ultra lightweight, packs flat when empty
• Super light, strong and water resistant Ultra-Sil® fabric made with 

Cordura® yarn
• Durable zips with Hypalon grab tags for easy, secure opening  

and closing

TRAVELLINGLIGHT™  
PACKING CELLS
The TravellingLight™ Packing Cells are ideal for keeping socks, 
underwear and clothing accessories such as beanies, gloves and 
scarves together. Available in three sizes, there is a Packing Cell to 
suit most luggage types and occasions. All have mesh lids to allow 
for quick identification of contents. Additional features include 
being lightweight, strong and water resistant with grab tags for 
easy opening and closing. If you are regularly on the move these 
Packing Cells are a time saving and organisational must.

• Mesh lid gives quick identification of contents
• Large grab handles for easy packing and unpacking
• Piping along the frame allows the cells to be free standing
• Durable zips with Hypalon grab tags for easy, secure  

opening and closing
• 30D Ultra-Sil® CORDURA® brand fabric 
• Superlight, strong and water-resistant

TravellingLight™ keeps clothes 
neat, smelly shoes contained, shirts 

uncreased, and undergarments 
undercover without adding bulk  

or weight.

TravellingLight™

PACKING

Code Description Volume Weight

ATLGMBS Garment Mesh - Small 4L 60g

ATLGMBM Garment Mesh - Medium 8L 86g

ATLGMBL Garment Mesh - Large 11L 110g

Code Description Volume Weight

ATLPCS Packing Cell - Small 3L 44g

ATLPCM Packing Cell - Medium 7L 56g

ATLPCL Packing Cell - Large 12L  66g

Berry / GreyBlue / Grey Black / GreyLime / Grey Blue / Grey Black / Grey Berry / Grey
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TRAVELLINGLIGHT™ SHOE BAGS
• Separates footwear from clean clothes
• Large grab handles for easy packing and unpacking
• Durable zips with Hypalon grab tags for easy, secure  

opening and closing
• Large size holds two pairs of regular sized shoes or a pair of boots; 

Small size fits a pair of regular sized shoes or boots

TRAVELLINGLIGHT™ LAUNDRY BAG
• Convenient portable laundry basket
• Easy to use double drawstring closure with Hypalon grab tags
• Mesh front and back panels for breathability
• Packs flat for storage
• Superlight, strong and water resistant Ultra-Sil® fabric made  

with Cordura® yarn

TRAVELLINGLIGHT™ 
SHIRT FOLDERS
Finally a quick and easy, lightweight solution to keeping business 
shirts and trousers crease-free whilst travelling. Just as effective for 
carry-on or regular luggage, the TravellingLight™ Shirt Folders have 
an adjustable velcro closing system to ensure different clothing 
combinations remain secure inside.

• Adjustable velcro closure secures contents in place
• Mesh panels keeps clothes fresh
• Packs flat for storage
• 30D Ultra-Sil® CORDURA® brand fabric 
• Super light, strong and water-resistant 

Code Description Volume Weight

ATLSFS Shirt Folder - Small 8L 167g

ATLSFL Shirt Folder - Large 13L 230g

Code Description Volume Weight

ATLSBS Shoe Bag - Small 5L 62g

ATLSBL Shoe Bag - Large 10L 84g

Code Description Weight

ATLLBL Laundry Bag 80g

Lime / GreyBlue / Grey Black / Grey Lime / Grey Black / Grey
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TRAVELLINGLIGHT™  
TRAVEL WALLET RFID
These lightweight, strong and water resistant wallets provide a convenient 
way to keep all of your essential travel documents, cards, notes and coins 
organised and safe from the elements. All wallets are lined with RFID-proof 
fabric to protect against digital theft. Travel Wallets come with a range of 
internal pockets and card sleeves, gusseted cash pocket, as well as a zippered 
coin holder. The medium and large size can hold 
passports. 

• Full YKK® zippered closure keeps contents secure
• Secure internal YKK® zipper pockets with divided sections
• Lined with water/perspiration-resistant Ultra-Sil® fabric 

and RFID-proof fabric
• Small features four card slots and two banknote sleeves
• Medium features seven card slots, two large sleeves, pen 

holder and zippered coin holder
• Large features eight card slots, two large sleeves,  

a pen/stylus holder and a zippered coin holder

Most bank cards and passports have RFID technology to store data which can be 
accessed by RFID scanners at retail outlets or immigration checkpoints. There is a danger 
that thieves can digitally access this information by covertly using RFID scanners from a 
distance. RFID-proof fabric does not allow scanner radio frequencies to pass through it, 
restricting digital access to your personal information.

Sea to Summit’s new range of travel safety products are lined with RFID-proof fabric. 
The copper-nickel plated fabric is visible on the inside of some pockets. The range is 
constructed with water and abrasion resistant Ultra-sil® fabric to reduce weight while 
maintaining durability.

A technical range of travel security products protecting against digital theft

TravellingLight™ protects documents, 
passports, money and other valuables 

so you can travel with confidence.

Feature an exterior pocket 
ideal for boarding passes

Lined with RFID-proof fabricAll sizes include a  
zippered coin pocket

There are plenty of card 
slots and money pockets 

TravellingLight™

SECURITY

Code Description Weight Size

ATLTWRFIDS Travel Wallet RFID Small 50g | 1.8oz 110 x 20 x 90mm | 4.3 x 0.8 x 3.5in

ATLTWRFIDM Travel Wallet RFID Medium 93g | 3.9oz 105 x 20 x 175mm | 4.1 x 0.8 x 6.9in

ATLTWRFIDL Travel Wallet RFID Large 112g | 3.9oz 110 x 20 x 230mm | 3.1 x 0.8 x 9in
 

Lime / Grey Berry / GreyBlue / Grey Black / Grey
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The Neck Wallet RFID is the premium option for ‘under the shirt’ 
security. It features many pockets including two zippered pockets 
perfect for passports, credit cards, and spare coins. Constructed 
from Ultra-Sil® fabric for lightweight durability and lined with  
RFID-proof fabric to protect against the dangers of digital theft.  
3D air-mesh on the back keeps the product comfortable against 
your skin.

• Lined with RFID-proof fabric to protect against digital theft
• Keep money, passport and tickets safe and accessible
• Neck Wallet has five pockets
• Soft 3D mesh for comfort against your skin
• Low profile design to conceal your travel valuables
• Soft, comfortable webbing neck strap

The Neck Pouch range offers simple travel security in a high-
tech package. With two or three pocket options the Neck Pouch 
is ideal for keeping a passport and spare cash secure. They are 
constructed from Ultra-Sil® fabric for lightweight durability and 
lined with  
RFID-proof fabric to protect against the dangers of digital theft.  
3D air-mesh on the back keeps the product comfortable against 
your skin. The Neck Pouch RFID Small is a great size for passports 
and a couple of credit cards.

• Lined with RFID-proof fabric to protect against digital theft
• Keep money, passport and tickets safe and accessible
• Small is a compact passport size design featuring two pockets
• Large is a traditional size pouch and features three pockets
• Soft 3D mesh for comfort against your skin
• Low profile design to conceal your travel valuables
• Adjustable and comfortable webbing neck strap

Classic money belt design made from technical fabrics to provide 
contemporary protection while travelling. The Money Belt RFID 
has been updated with a easy-to-use buckle and an adjustable 
brushed elastic waist belt for comfort against the skin. Two 
zippered pockets with different sized compartments to suit coins, 
notes, passports and tickets.  

• Made from Ultra-Sil® and lined with RFID-proof fabric
• Two zippered pockets with multiple compartments
• Soft 3D mesh for comfort against your skin
• Extra soft, brushed elastic waist belt

A slim card holder for protecting your credit card information 
from digital skimmers. The 210D exterior makes it sturdy enough 
to be a stand alone wallet, while the flat design allows it to be 
stored within your favourite wallet. Four internal card sleeves can 
hold multiple cards or folded cash with a diagonal elastic loop to 
keep card holder closed and secure.

Large features 3 pockets 
for easy organisation

Small has 2 pockets and 
fits most passports With 5 pockets including small and large zippered sections 

the Neck Wallet RFID can keep you secure and organised

TravellingLight™  
NECK POUCH RFID

Code Description Weight Size

ATLMBRFID Money Belt RFID 59g 270 x 120mm

 

Code Description Weight Size

ATLCHRFID Card Holder RFID 14g 95 x 70mm

TravellingLight™  
MONEY BELT RFID

TravellingLight™  
CARD HOLDER RFID

Code Description Weight Size

ATLNWRFID Neck Wallet RFID 40g 125 x 210mm

TravellingLight™  
NECK WALLET RFID

Code Description Weight Dimensions

ATLNPRFIDS Neck Pouch RFID Small 20g 125 x 150mm

ATLNPRFIDL Neck Pouch RFID Large 28.5g 125 x 195mm

Grey Grey

Grey

Grey



With an incredible volume capacity of 40 Litres and strong enough 
for a heavy load, it is the perfect duffle bag as carry-on baggage on 
airlines, a carry-all for impromptu excursions or just going to the 
gym. Super compact and super light, it is also an obvious choice as 
a spare bag on any trip.

• 40 Litre volume capacity 
• Durable #4.5 zipper
• Bar tacked reinforced stitching at key stress points
• Fits snugly in the accompanying stuff sack with a key ring attachment
• 30D Ultra-Sil® CORDURA® brand fabric
• Super light, strong and water-resistant

TravellingLight™  
SHOPPING BAG
• 30D Ultra-Sil® CORDURA® brand fabric
• Super light, strong and water-resistant
• Incredibly strong, compact shopping bag with 25 Litre capacity
• Stuffs into its own tiny stuff sack, handy as an extra carry-on bag
• Bag has resisted in excess of 130 kilograms load during testing
• Bar tack reinforced stitching on all stress points

TravellingLight™  
SLING BAG
The Ultra-Sil® Sling Bag is the ideal companion  
for the modern urban traveller. Made from our 
proprietary Ultra-Sil® siliconised nylon fabric, the 
palm-size pack fits easily onto your key ring or in 
your pocket as an emergency tote. 

• Stylish, urban design
• Durable colour coded #4.5 zipper
• Bar tacked reinforced stitching  

at all stress points
• 30D Ultra-Sil® CORDURA® brand fabric
• Super light, strong & water-resistant 

TravellingLight™  
DAY PACK
This day pack is ideal for carry-on,  
shopping at a local market, or to carry  
your essentials while sight seeing.  
When packed down into the attached  
mini stuff sack, it’s easy to take anywhere. 
It’s strong yet compact and light.

• Packs down small so it easily fits in 
pockets, purses or luggage  

• Lightweight: 68g
• 20 litre volume
• Two-way zipper closure
• Simple, streamlined design is light and low profile
• Bar tack reinforced stitching on all stress points
• 30D Ultra-Sil® CORDURA® brand fabric
• Super light, strong and water-resistant

TravellingLight™ makes it easy to locate 
toiletries, electronic accessories, and 

small items, while eye shades and  
microfibre towels, make the trip 

 even more enjoyable.

TravellingLight™

ESSENTIALS
TravellingLight™  
DUFFLE BAG 

Code Description Volume Weight

ATLDUFFBG Travelling Light Duffle Bag 40L 80g

Code Description Volume Weight

ATLTSB Travelling Light Shopping Bag 25L 54g

Code Description Volume Weight

ATLTSLINGB Travelling Light Sling Bag 16L 64g

Code Description Volume Weight

ATLDPACK Travelling Light Day Pack 20L 68g

Berry / BlackBlue / Black

Black / Lime Black / Berry

Black / Lime Black / Grey

Black / Lime Black / Grey
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With airport security increasing, we want you to arrive at your 
destination with your luggage still locked and secure, without 
having your padlocks cut off or worse, your zip sliders cut off.  
All our padlocks are Travel Sentry® approved and feature the Red 
Diamond, alerting the TSA and other airport security agencies 
that they can open this lock without destroying it.

TSA  TRAVEL LOCK —  COMBINATION
A lightweight three-dial combination lock, perfect for lockable 
zip sliders and joining most double-pull zips. 

TSA  TRAVEL LOCK — COMBO CABLE
Adds versatility for oversize zips or unusual closures and 
keeping several bags together.

TSA  TRAVEL LOCK — CARDKEY
A very lightweight lock with cable unlocks with credit card 
and key-ring sized key-cards you keep in your wallet or travel 
documents.

TravellingLight™  
MONEY BELT
Carrying your valuable travel documents and money is made 
easy with the TravellingLight™ Money Belts. Made from durable 
210D fabric with two zippered pockets with different sized 
compartments to suit coins, notes, passports and tickets.  
The Money Belt is lined with water and perspiration resistant  
fabric and has a soft mesh outer for comfort against your skin.

• Made from durable 210D fabric
• Two zippered pockets with multiple compartments
• Soft 3D mesh for comfort against your skin
• Extra soft, brushed elastic waist belt

• Made from durable 210D fabric 
• Keep money, passport and tickets safe and accessible
• Neck Pouch has three pockets; Neck Wallet has five pockets
• Soft 3D mesh for comfort against your skin
• Low profile design to conceal your travel valuables
• Soft, comfortable webbing neck strap

TravellingLight™  
AIRLINE AUDIO ADAPTER
• Converts 2 x 3.5mm mono to standard 3.5mm stereo socket
• Fits most airline audio systems
• Gold plated connectors for audio quality

TravellingLight™  
NECK POUCH

TravellingLight™  
NECK WALLET

TravellingLight™  
TSA  TRAVEL LOCKS

Code Description Dimensions Weight

ATLMB Money Belt-Black 28 x 13 x 1.5cm 50g

ATLMB Money Belt-Sand 28 x 13 x 1.5cm 50g

Black Sand

Code Description Dimensions Weight

ATLNP3 Neck Pouch - Black 18 x 13 x 1.5cm 32g

ATLNP3 Neck Pouch - Sand 18 x 13 x 1.5cm 32g

ATLNW5 Neck Wallet - Black 20 x 13 x 1.5cm  46g

ATLNW5 Neck Wallet - Sand 20 x 13 x 1.5cm 46g

Black Sand

Code Description Weight

ATLTSACO TSA Travel Lock - Combination 41g

ATLTSACC TSA Travel Lock - Combo Cable 46g

ATLTSACK TSA Travel Lock - Cardkey 36g

Combination Combo Cable Cardkey

Code Description Weight

ATLAAD  Airline Audio Adapter 9g



TravellingLight™  
LAPTOP SLEEVE
An EVA foam panel behind the zip provides shock protection to all 
edges of the laptop and improves the sleeve’s resistance to water 
ingress. A nylon covered access port on the edge allows the laptop 
to be charged while zippered inside the sleeve. The sleeves have 
been designed to fit 11”, 13” and 15” laptops as these are more 
popular for travel.

11-inch fits: 11” MacBook Air and many other 11” models

13-inch fits: 13” MacBook Pro and many other 13” models

15-inch fits: 15” MacBook Pro and many other 15” models

• High density die cut 5mm  EVA foam padding
• Encased in strong, water resistant Ultra-Sil® fabric
• Includes durable zips and Hypalon grab tags

TravellingLight™  
TABLET SLEEVE
Slim-profile design for great protection in a minimalist package.

Small fits: iPad Mini, Amazon Kindle, Blackberry Playbook, Dell 
Streak, Google Nexus 7, HTC Flyer, Nook, Samsung Galaxy Tab,  
Sony PRS 650, Viewsonic Viewpad 7, plus many other small tablets.

Large fits: iPad (1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th generation, iPad Air, LG G 
Pad 8.3, HP Slate, Sony S, LG Slate, plus many other large tablets

• High density die cut 5mm  EVA foam padding
• Encased in strong, water resistant Ultra-Sil® fabric
• Includes durable zips and Hypalon grab tags

Whether travelling for business or 
pleasure it is common place to carry 
electronics from laptops to camera 

power cables. Our range of 
water-resistant, shock-absorbing 

products help organise and protect your 
electronics while you are on the move.

Padded panel behind zipPower cable access portShock-absorbing EVA foamWater-resistant Ultra-Sil® exterior

TravellingLight™

ELECTRONICS
PROTECTION

TravellingLight™

ELECTRONICS
PROTECTION

Lime / GreyBlack / GreyBlue / GreyBlack / Grey

Code Description Weight Size

ATLTABS Tablet Sleeve Small 41g 220 x 150 x 10mm

ATLTABL Tablet Sleeve Large 65g 255 x 215 x 10mm

Code Style Weight Size

ATLLAP11 Laptop Sleeve 11-inch 92g 325 x 210 x 25mm

ATLLAP13 Laptop Sleeve 13-inch 102g 340 x 245 x 30mm

ATLLAP15 Laptop Sleeve 15-inch 145g 385 x 270 x 30mm



TravellingLight™  
PADDED POUCHES
• Protective neoprene pouch for your fragile travel items
• Flat stitched low profile seams
• Durable zips with Hypalon grab tags for easy, secure opening and closing

TravellingLight™  
CABLE CELL
Designed to contain the long cables and bulky transformers of 
laptop chargers so your carry bag remains neat and organised. 
Will also carry the numerous ancillary cables required for day 
to day use. Features a long side zip for great access into the cell 
and an internal pocket to hold small items like USB sticks and 
SD cards.

• High density die cut 5mm EVA foam padding
• Encased in strong, water resistant Ultra-Sil® fabric
• Features a long side zip for easy access to inside
• Includes durable zips and Hypalon grab tags

TravellingLight™  
PADDED SOFT CELL
• Great for electronics and other items that need protection
• High density die cut EVA foam padding
• Encased in strong, water resistant Ultra-Sil® fabric
• Features a large lid for easy access to inside
• Includes durable zips and Hypalon grab tags

Long side zip for easy accessInternal pocket for smaller items

Blue / GreyBlack / Grey

Code Description Weight

ATLPPS Padded Pouch Small 30g

ATLPPM Padded Pouch Medium 37g

ATLPPL Padded Pouch Large 49g

Black / BerryBlack / BlueBlack / Lime

Code Description Volume Weight

ATLPSCS Padded Soft Cell - Small 1L 43g

ATLPCSL Padded Soft Cell - Large 2L 63g

Berry / GreyBlue / Grey Black / Grey

Code Style Weight Size

ATLCABS Cable Cell Small 35g 175 x 95 x 40mm

ATLCABL Cable Cell Large 54g 215 x 125 x 60mm
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TravellingLight™  
DOCUMENT POUCH
• Organises and protects documents
• Slim line design for space conscious travellers
• Useful carry handle for luggage juggling in check-in lines
• The large size fits an Apple MacBook Air® and the small size 

fits an Apple iPad®
• 30D Ultra-Sil® CORDURA® brand fabric

TravellingLight™  
STUFF SACKS
• Set of three versatile all-purpose stuff sacks
• Small size helps organisation within your baggage
• Perfect for separating clothes, food or gadgets
• Made from strong, water-resistant Ultra-Sil®
• Webbing loop for anchoring to your body, luggage or ride

TravellingLight™  
SEE POUCHES
• Transparent TPU front panel
• Storage pouch ideal for organizing accessories
• Stand up design when full, packs flat for storage
• Durable zips with Hypalon grab tabs for easy, secure opening  

and closing
• 30D Ultra-Sil® CORDURA® brand fabric
• Super light, strong and water-resistant

TravellingLight™  
TPU CLEAR ZIP TOP POUCH
Don’t cram liquids into a ziplock bag at airport security, plan 
ahead and use this transparent 960ml zip-top bag that meets 
TSA requirements for liquids and gels in carry-on baggage.

• TPU material for durability and abrasion resistance
• Welded construction with leak resistant zipper
• Grab tags for easy opening and closing
• Includes three 89mL and three 40mL Sea to Summit  

leak resistant bottles

TravellingLight™  
EYE SHADES
• Delicate, contoured microfibre lining for sleeping comfort
• Nose baffle and easy to adjust strap ensure a perfect fit 

and light-free sleep
• Packs down small for ultra light travelling
• Washable
• A set of ear plugs is included

Fr
ee

   e
ar

plugs   included

Code Description Weight

ATLDPA5S Document Pouch - Small / A5 52g

ATLDPA4L Document Pouch - Large / A4 66g

Code Description Volume Weight

ATLSSS Stuff Sack Set 0.3L, 0.6L, 2L 6g, 8g, 13g

Code Description Volume Weight

ATLSSPS See Pouch - Small 1L 27g

ATLSSPM See Pouch - Medium 2L 36g

ATLSSPL See Pouch - Large 4L 40g

Lime / Grey Berry / Grey

Black / Grey

Code Description Weight

ATLPOUZTTPU TPU Clear Zip Top Pouch 28g

Code Description Weight

ATLES Eye Shade 23g

Berry / Grey Black / Grey Lime / Grey
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Ultra-Sil® 
TREKKING UMBRELLA
Made of super lightweight and waterproof 
30D siliconised CORDURA®, our Ultra-Sil® 
Trekking Umbrella will pack away easily 
until needed, against sun or rain.

• Updated packaging, pouch   
and print for 2013

• Weighs a mere 280g with a stowed length 
of only 240mm

• Large canopy size of 960mm
• Patented solid brass rivets
• Aircraft-grade aluminium shaft
• Rubberized handle

TravellingLight™  
POCKET UMBRELLA
• Tiny packed size and weight. Weighs only 150g and collapses to 160mm
• Reversed four-section telescoping main shaft extends to 500mm
• Canopy diameter is 830mm
• Improved collapse button and wire struts
• Improved drawstring pouch
• Great for travel and emergency use

TravellingLight™  
DRYLITE TOWEL
The DryLite Towel™ is exactly what you want in a travel towel: it’s 
soft and absorbent, but compact and quick drying. 

• Microfibre with super soft ultra suede finish
• Remarkably absorbent and fast drying
• Press-stud tab for convenient hanging
• Machine washable

AEROS PREMIUM TRAVELLER
The Aeros Premium Traveller offers the jet-setting traveller an 
exceptionally comfortable pillow, with minimum bulk and weight. 
Using the same manufacturing techniques as our other Premium 
pillows, we have shaped a high strength TPU bladder to provide 
ergonomic support to the upright sleeper. The bulbous side arms of 
the pillow provide significantly more neck support than traditional 
neck pillows, while the centre of the pillow is extra thin so that it 
doesn’t apply pressure to the back of the neck when pressed into a 
headrest. A soft 50D polyester casing is used for the exterior fabric, 
providing superior hand feel for user comfort. 

• Ergonomic shape provides improved comfort when sleeping upright. 
• High strength TPU bladder
• Soft 50D polyester fabric gives great hand feel
• Features the Sea to Summit Multi-Function valve for ease of use. 

ULTRALIGHT TRAVELLER PILLOW
Avoid uncomfortable travel and arrive at your destination well-
rested with this ultra-lightweight neck pillow. A classic product 
redesigned with 20D laminated polyester and ergonomic curves. 
Weighing in at 60 grams and packing into a tiny stuff sack this 
pillow is a hassle-free, highly effective addition to your daypack. 

• Narrows at the centre to fit snuggly between your neck and headrest
• Enlarged ends reduce the need to bend your neck for support
• Inflate pillow in a couple of breaths with the multi-function valve

Code Description Weight

AUMB Sil CORDURA® Trekking Umbrella 280g

Code Description Weight

AUMBMINI Travelling LightPocket Umbrella 150g

Code Description Size Weight

ATLDTL Travel Drylite Towel - Large 60 x 120cm 145g

Cobalt Berry

Yellow Black

Grey
Blue

Grey
Green

Teal
Grey

Red
Grey

Code Description Weight

APILPREMYHA Aeros Pillow Premium Traveller 85g

APILYHA Aeros Pillow Ultralight Traveller 60g


